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ABSTRACT
Successful captive-breeding and re-introduction programs must have the ability to
breed a surplus of genetically suitable animals for release into the wild. Unfortunately,
many individuals in captive breeding programs often do not reproduce even when they
are apparently healthy and presented with genetically appropriate mates. Mate preference
can affect multiple parameters of reproductive sperformance, including mating success,
offspring production, survival, and fecundity. We investigated the role of mate preference
and personality on the reproductive performance of male and female giant pandas
(Ailuropoda melanoleuca) as measured by intromission success and litter production. We
conducted these studies on giant pandas at the China Conservation and Research Center
for the Giant Panda (Bifengxia, Sichuan, China.) from February-May 2011, 2012, and
2013.
In Chapter 2, we compared reproductive performance between individuals mated
with preferred and nonpreferred males of the focal female (female preference), the focal
male (male preference), and mutual mate preference perspective. There were four types
of reproductive pairings in our mutual mate preference analyses: females and males that
preferred each other (P-P), females that preferred the male but the male did not prefer the
female (P-NP), females that did not prefer the male but the male preferred the female
(NP-P), and females and males that did not prefer each other (NP-NP). Pairing giant
pandas with a preferred partner increased the probability of intromission success and
producing a cub. Of the 25 females mated to a preferred partner, 72% had successful
intromission, 64% produced cubs, and 52% reared their own cubs versus 31%, 12%, 12%
for females mated to their nonpreferred partner (N = 16). Male giant panda mate
i

preference showed similar results. Of the 24 males that were mated with their preferred
females, 75% had successful intromission, 77.8% produced cubs, and 92.9% produced
cubs that were maternally reared versus 31%, 60%, 66.7% for males mated with their
nonpreferred females (N = 16). There was a statistically significant difference in
intromission success and cub production for P-P pairings versus NP-NP pairings. Of the
twelve P-P mate dyads 83% had successful intromission, 90% produced cubs, and 88.9%
had mothers rear their cubs. Of the four P-NP mate dyads 50% had successful
intromission, 50% produced cubs, and 100% had the mother rear their cub. Of the seven
NP-P mate dyads 57% had successful intromission, 50% produced cubs, and 100% had
the mothers rear their cubs. Of the three NP-NP mate dyads 0% had successful
intromission resulting in 0% producing cubs and having mother-rear cubs. In addition,
we took into account various life and breeding history factors that may have affected
reproductive performance such as birth location, rearing, previous sexual history with the
opposite sex and familiarity status directly prior to breeding. Mate pairings that were
familiar with each other as measured by successfully producing a cub in the past, had
increased intromission success. Females mated to heavier males had more intromissions
and produced more cubs than females mated to smaller males.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we investigated the effect of personality on reproductive
performance measurements. Recently, personality of individual animals has been
implicated in the failure or success of captive management and breeding of threatened
and endangered species. Measurements of personality included novel object tests (where
behaviors of individual giant pandas were scored toward a novel object for one hour) and
keeper surveys (where the primary keeper rated giant pandas on 23 adjectives describing
ii

personality); both measures significantly correlated with variation in long-term and
specific mating dyad reproductive performance.
In Chapter 3 we evaluated the effect of personality on long-term reproductive
performance. Our results show that for both male and female giant pandas, ‘fearful’
individuals had lower natural mating success and cub production. In addition,
‘aggressive’ female giant pandas had increased natural mating success but decreased cub
production. Males did not show these relationships between ‘aggressive’ personality
types and reproductive performance. Female giant pandas that were labeled as
‘aggressive’ had higher frequencies of positive mating behaviors but ‘fearful of
conspecifics’ females had lower frequencies. Males labeled ‘fearful of conspecifics’ and
with high ‘playful-clever’ component scores had a lower frequency of positive mating
behaviors.
In Chapter 4 we further investigated the effects of personality within a specific
mating dyad. Recent studies suggest that mate compatibility within personality types can
improve reproductive performance measurements such as mating success, offspring
survivorship, and offspring quality. We investigated the effect of personality
compatibility on reproductive performance through analyzing mate dyad similarity in
personality (similar versus dissimilar), specific personality combinations, and relative
personality scores (male scores higher or lower than female scores). The specific
personality combinations were: females and males that were both low on the personality
component (L_L), females were low but males were high (L_H), females were high but
males were low (H_L), and females and males were both high (H_H). Our results suggest
that giant pandas appear to be assortatively mating based on aggressive, fearful, and
iii

stereotypical-excitable personality traits. Mate dyads that were dissimilar on the
stereotypical-excitable component score were more likely to have successful intromission
than pairs that were similar. L_H mate dyads on the aggressive and stereotypicalexcitable personality traits had increased intromission success and cub production than all
other possible personality combinations. L_L on fearfulness had higher intromission
success but not higher cub production than all other possible personality combinations.
Mate dyads composed of males ranked high on the aggressive component relative to the
female resulted in higher reproductive performance and cub production.
In captive breeding programs, mates are traditionally selected solely on the basis of
genetic parameters to minimize loss of genetic diversity and inbreeding coefficients. Our
results suggest that integrating genetic with behavioral measures of preference, breeding
history factors, and personality would increase the reproductive output of the giant panda
captive-breeding program. We stress the importance of considering husbandry practices
to accommodate personality traits and ultimately increase reproductive performance in
the captive population while simultaneously maintaining both genetic and behavioral
diversity.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
Captive breeding programs are considered essential for the propagation and health
of endangered species. To be successful, captive breeding programs require that the
majority of the reproductively mature adults in the population reproduce successfully.
However, in practice many individuals fail to reproduce even when presumably fully
reproductive and healthy. Historically, captive breeding programs have focused primarily
on pairing animals based on the future genetic health of the population (Snyder et al.
1996a), while largely ignoring the potential importance of mate choice and mate
competition (Swaisgood & Schulte 2010). Current captive breeding methods have been
largely unsuccessful at maintaining and/or growing populations of rare mammals; as of
2013, only 37 (6%) out of 595 species in captivity were considered self-sustaining (AZA
Sustainable Zoo & Aquarium Populations Report 2013).
Conservation breeding programs are an important tool in the recovery of the
iconic endangered species, the giant panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca). Like other
endangered species, giant pandas have been notoriously reluctant to breed in captivity
(Swaisgood et al. 2006; Swaisgood et al. 2003b). In 1996, Chinese researchers estimated
that only 39% of captive female pandas produced offspring, 80% failed to display normal
behavioral estrus, and only six living males in captivity had ever mated naturally
(Lindburg et al. 1998). There are two main facilities that breed giant pandas in China, the
China Conservation and Research Center for Giant Pandas in Wolong (CCRCGP, now
relocated to Bifengxia following the 2008 earthquake that destroyed the original facility)
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and the Chengdu center located near the city center in Chengdu. The CCRCGP has long
been China’s most successful breeding facility. By 2005, the CCRCGP captive
population had tripled from about 25 to more than 70 individuals (Swaisgood et al.
2003b), and the current population is in excess of 80 animals. The success of the Wolong
breeding center has long been anecdotally attributed to the implementation of a natural
mating program. This program involves housing animals in large natural outdoor
enclosures prior to the breeding season, monitoring estrus closely to accurately predict
when animals should be introduced for breeding, and familiarization of multiple males to
a female prior to breeding through close proximity housing. Although these management
changes are known to affect sexual motivation, the specific outcomes for reproduction
are unknown due to lack of controlled experiments on reproductive performance in giant
pandas.
One prominent candidate for a causal relationship between mating conditions and
reproductive performance is mate preference. In most captive breeding situations
breeding pairs are decided based on minimizing genetic relatedness rather than the
animal’s own mating preference (Asa et al. 2011). Many zoo and breeding facility
programs give animals a single option for a mate and the success or failure hangs on the
outcome of that one pairing. However, recent studies have shown that giving an animal a
choice between two or more opposite sex conspecifics can drastically increase the
reproductive performance of the choosing individual (Drickamer et al. 2003; Martin &
Shepherdson 2012). The objective of the proposed research is to determine the effect of
mate preference and personality on several parameters important for reproductive
performance in giant pandas.
2

Giant Panda Ecology
The giant panda is a bear native to central-western and southwestern China.
Historically, the giant panda could be found in nearly all regions of China, but its current
range has been drastically reduced to portions of six isolated mountain ranges (Minshan,
Qinling, Qionglai, Liangshan, Daxiangling, and Xiaoxiangling) in Gansu, Shaanxi and
Sichuan Provinces. What is known about the giant panda’s behavior in the wild is based
on three long-term field studies in the Wolong Nature Reserve (Schaller et al. 1985), the
Qinling mountains (Lu et al. 1994; Zhi et al. 2000), and recently in Foping Nature
Reserve (Nie et al. 2012a; Nie et al. 2012b; Nie et al. 2012c). Giant pandas are solitary
as adults, avoiding direct contact with conspecifics outside of the breeding season, and
occupy home ranges that overlap extensively with conspecifics of both sexes (Swaisgood
et al. 2003b). During the non-mating season pandas vocalize infrequently but during the
mating season males will communicate long-distance via “song medleys” (Charlton et al.
2009). In contrast, throughout the year pandas rely heavily on chemical communication
and will create sites used to deposit urine and scent from anogenital glands that are
visited by pandas from overlapping ranges (Schaller et al. 1985; Swaisgood et al. 2003b).
In the wild, the mating season for giant pandas begins in February and continues
through the end of April (Nie et al. 2012a; Nie et al. 2012b; Nie et al. 2012c). In
captivity, the breeding season can extend into May, however it is rare for females to go
into estrus this late (pers. obs). Females experience a single estrus each spring where
they are fertile for 1-3 days (Kleiman 1983; Swaisgood et al. 2003b). Males display
seasonal rut-like behavior and physiological changes (Aitken-Palmer et al. 2012;
3

Kleiman 1983). Several males will locate a female in estrus and aggressively compete
for a mating opportunity while the female panda climbs a nearby tree, descending once
the male victor has been established (Schaller et al. 1985).
Giant pandas exhibit delayed implantation, where the fertilized embryo’s
development is arrested and uterine implantation is delayed (Monfort et al. 1989; Zhang
et al. 2009), which can last anywhere from a few weeks to months, thus, the gestation
period ranges from 97 to 161 days (Zhang et al. 2009). At birth, panda cubs weigh
between 90 and 130g and are the most altricial of all eutherian mammals (Swaisgood et
al. 2003b). Giant panda mothers usually give birth to singletons but twins are common in
captivity and triplets were recorded recently, though this is extremely rare (Geggel 2014).
Infant panda cubs are born with their eyes closed and are entirely reliant on their mothers
for care. Cubs will nurse anywhere from 6 to 12 times per day in their first two weeks of
life (Peng et al. 2001). The mother will not leave the cub for at least 15 days because it is
critically important for her to regulate the cub’s temperature, feeding, and defecation
(Peng et al. 2001; Swaisgood et al. 2003b). The cub is weaned and separated from its
mother at 18-24 months of age in the wild (Swaisgood et al. 2003b), however, in
captivity it is typical to separate the mother and baby at 6 months in order to breed
females yearly.
Pre-mating and Mating Behaviors
The giant panda has been the subject of captive and field studies for over 40
years. The courtship behavior of the giant panda has been measured via well-developed
ethograms and has distinct patterns leading up to estrus for both males and females
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(Swaisgood et al. 2003b). Such established behavioral metrics make it possible to
quantitatively compare responses among mate preference trials.
Swaisgood et al. (2003b) characterized detailed reports on male-female
interactions throughout the female estrous cycle. These studies reported that behavior of
the female giant panda changes dramatically during estrus. Prior to estrus, females
generally ignore male giant pandas or respond aggressively towards them. However, as
the female approaches the early stages of estrus she shows more interest in males,
approaching frequently and emitting a combination of affiliative (bleat, chirp) and
aggressive (moan, bark, growl) vocalizations. At peak estrus, the female increases her
behaviors toward neighboring males with frequent and emphatic chirping and bleating,
presentation of her hindquarters, and adopting the lordosis posture with her tail up. The
onset and termination of behaviors seen during estrus in the female giant panda are
shown in Figure 1. The male giant pandas increase their affiliative and sexual behavior
towards the female as she approaches the fertile period of estrus. The presence of these
pre-mating behaviors has been used extensively by managers to determine whether a
potential mate pair is behaviorally compatible for a mating introduction. However, to my
knowledge, no previous study has investigated which pre-mating behaviors correspond
with successful mating1 and eventual reproductive performance2.
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Successful mating is defined throughout this paper as intromission.
Reproductive performance means producing a cub and raising the cub.
5

Figure 1. The onset and termination of female behaviors seen during estrus. Depicted here is the range of
days in which each of these estrous behaviors were observed, with outliers excluded. Data are from 14
females and 27 estrous periods, collected over four years. Day "0" refers to the first day of mating, negative
values to days prior to mating, and positive values to days after first mating. (from Swaisgood et al. 2003).

Mating behaviors during breeding introductions are similar to pre-mating
behaviors. When males and females are introduced females will often solicit males by
chirping, bleating, presenting the hindquarters, and adopting the lordosis posture with the
tail up. If females are receptive to the male, males will attempt to mount the female and
thrust continuously until intromission is achieved. Upon intromission, males adopt a
“roll-back” position where females are pulled back into the lap of the male. Intromission
is accompanied by a very distinctive, high-pitched, prolonged bleating from both the
male and female panda.
Breeding managers at the CCRCGP use pre-mating behaviors to evaluate whether
a pair may be suited for a mating introduction and evaluating the frequency of positive
6

pre-mating behaviors has become a critical tool for determining whether a potential mate
pair should be introduced for breeding. During this study approximately 38% of all
breeding introductions resulted in intromission success. The percentage of intromission
success for wild giant pandas is unknown making comparisons impossible.
Mate Preference in Captive Breeding Programs
Mate preference may have important consequences for conservation breeding
because it can preclude breeding entirely (Swaisgood & Schulte 2010). The reproductive
performance, or lack thereof, of pairs put together to breed, especially genetically
important pairs, can have significant consequences for the demographic and genetics of a
captive population (Asa et al. 2011). Thus, understanding the mating system and social
organization surrounding natural mating events is often crucial to the successful breeding
of a species (Swaisgood & Schulte 2010). How females and males go about selecting
mates affects the success of a pairing and these selection processes can be significantly
altered in the captive environment. The number of available mates, how potential mate
partners signal quality, and social structures prior to mating can be drastically different in
captivity compared to the wild and may have significant impacts on the choice made by
the selecting individual. It is largely unknown to what extent preference mechanisms
may contribute to failed mating and mate incompatibility of pairs (Swaisgood & Schulte
2010).
Evidence is mounting that providing animals with the ability to choose their mates
can greatly enhance the reproductive performance of the choosing individual, as well as
affecting the viability of the resulting offspring (Drickamer et al. 2000a; Drickamer et al.
2003; Gowaty et al. 2003; Ryan & Altmann 2001; Wedekind et al. 2001). However, this
7

role has only recently been explored in zoo breeding programs (Martin & Shepherdson
2012). In endangered Columbia Basin pygmy rabbits, we found that both familiarity
with potential mates and providing the opportunity for female rabbits to mate with
behaviorally preferred males increased reproductive performance (Martin & Shepherdson
2012). These results suggested that an integrated approach to breeding assignments in the
pygmy rabbit captive breeding program which combined both genetic information with
behavioral measures of preference would be more successful. Subsequently, the
application of this approach increased the reproductive output of the program and
resulted in a surplus of animals for reintroduction into the wild (Joanne Wisnlweski pers.
comm. 2014).
It seems reasonable to assume that conservation breeding programs in zoos and
breeding centers have much to gain from such an integrated approach, addressing both
the needs of genetic management and natural mating preferences. However, at times
these goals may conflict (Swaisgood & Schulte 2010; Wedekind et al. 2001). Allowing
free mate choice (and male-male competition) may lead to unwarranted loss of genetic
diversity in small populations if it results in excessive reproductive skew, with a few
individuals obtaining most of the matings and contributing disproportionately to the
genetic population. Still, free mate choice may also offset some of the deleterious
consequences of genetic adaptation to captivity (Frankham 2008). While free mate
choice may have drawbacks as well as benefits, precluding choice altogether may reduce
both the quantity and quality of offspring. The challenge for the future will be to find the
right balance between these two competing needs in small population management. At
present, we know little about how mate preference operates in the wide variety of species
8

represented in zoos, and even less about how mechanisms of mate preference could be
used to manipulate breeding to increase success of genetically valuable individuals. This
dissertation aims to address the question of whether mate preference, familiarity, and
personality types of giant pandas affect their reproductive performance in captivity.
Factors Affecting Mate Preference
Many factors have been hypothesized to play a role in mate preference both in the
wild and in captivity. I have chosen to focus my dissertation on a subset of these factors
because of their prevalence and importance in current zoo research: the ability to evaluate
mates (mate preference), familiarity, and personality traits.
In addition to mate preference, familiarity with mates, particularly in territorial
animals, has been shown to influence female mate choice and can be altered by housing
environments during breeding introductions through exposure to specific males
(Cheetham et al. 2008; Wielebnowski 1999). Females can discriminate familiar from
unfamiliar males and often choose their mates accordingly. Females recognize males on
the basis of acoustic signals (ungulates, Reby et al. 2001; bears, Charleston et al. 2009),
visual signals (fish, Zajitschek et al. 2006), and olfactory signals (rodents, Rich & Hurst
1998; bears, Swaisgood et al. 2000). Fisher et al. (2003a) showed that female pygmy
loris (Nycticebus pygmaeus) could be induced to preferentially associate with a particular
male by exposing her to his urine for several weeks. Similarly, Roberts and Gosling
(2004a) manipulated the preferences of female harvest mice (Micromys minutus) by
inducing males to increase olfactory signaling, thus increasing the familiarity of a
particular male to the target female. In addition, during staged mate presentations,
females of some bird species have been shown to increase their tendencies to affiliate as
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potential sex partners with males they have seen mating successfully with another female
(Doutrelant & McGregor 2000; Galef et al. 1998; Höglund et al. 1990). Because giant
pandas have home ranges that overlap with conspecifics, familiarity may play a large role
in their mate preferences. Both male and female giant pandas have been shown to
differentiate between or distinguish individuals and opposite sex conspecifics based on
olfactory cues left in scent marks (Swaisgood et al. 1999; Swaisgood et al. 2000),
indicating that the ability to discriminate between potential mates exists. To my
knowledge, familiarity of mates and how it affects mate preference has never been
investigated in giant pandas.
Recently, there has been increased interest in the implications of individual
differences in behavior for captive management and breeding of animals in zoos and
breeding facilities (Carlstead et al. 1999a; Carlstead et al. 1999b; Gold & Maple 1994;
Mendl et al. 1992; Powell et al. 2008). For example, male black rhinoceros that were
scored as being more dominant to conspecifics by their keepers were shown to have
lower reproductive performance (Carlstead et al. 1999a). Similarly, Wielebnowski (1999)
found that nonbreeding cheetahs were rated by their keepers as being significantly more
tense or fearful than breeding cheetahs. As a complication, McDougall et al. (2006)
suggests that breeding programs that ignore temperament risk leading the population
towards domestication because certain personalities may be more likely to prosper in
captive settings through differential reproductive performance. Therefore, the knowledge
gained from personality studies can be important in optimizing captive reproduction,
increasing reintroduction success and reducing the possibility of domestication
(McDougall et al. 2006). In a recent study on giant pandas, Powell et al. (2008) found
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that bolder female pandas were less likely to be aggressive and were more likely to
display interest in the males with which they were paired. This study also showed that
giant pandas living in enclosures with only one den site were shyer, suggesting that
changing enclosure features might indirectly improve reproductive performance by
effecting personality. Powell et al. (2008) did not track the reproductive performance of
the animals past copulation success. Thus, one of the goals for the current study is to
correlate personality types with the reproductive performance of the giant panda.
Although most pandas at the CCRCGP have mated naturally, the breeding results
are inconsistent. All mating attempts do not lead to successful pregnancies. As mate
preference can lead to higher copulation, insemination and pregnancy rates in other
species (Drickamer et al. 2000a; Martin & Shepherdson 2012), I researched the effects of
mate preference on reproductive output in pandas at the CCRCGP. To do this, we
performed dichotomous choice tests on male and female giant pandas to determine mate
preference and tracked various measurements of reproductive performance. The data
obtained from the reproductive performance of preferred animals will be correlated with
familiarity and personality of the individual bears and various breeding management
techniques. Their success will be compared to the reproductive performance of nonpreferred animals. To do this, I have the following specific aims:
1. Examine mate preference and familiarity (Chapter 2) on reproductive
performance of both male and female giant pandas.
2. Determine whether giant panda personality, as measured by keeper surveys
and novel object enrichment tests, affects both long-term (Chapter 3) and
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individual mate pairing (Chapter 4) reproductive performance in giant
pandas.
I conducted this study at the CCRCGP in Bifengxia, Sichuan, China on the giant panda. I
will discuss and review the above aims in the following three chapters of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: DOES CHOICE MATTER? THE ROLE OF MATE PREFERENCE
ON REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE OF MALE AND FEMALE GIANT
PANDAS
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Abstract
A key component of a successful captive-breeding and re-introduction program is
the ability to breed a surplus of genetically suitable animals for release into the wild.
Unfortunately, many individuals often do not reproduce even when they are apparently
healthy and presented with genetically appropriate mates. Mate preference can affect
multiple parameters of reproductive performance, including mating success, offspring
production, offspring survival, and offspring fecundity. We investigated the role of
familiarity and preference on reproductive performance of male and female giant pandas
(Ailuropoda melanoleuca) as measured by intromission success and litter production. We
conducted these studies on giant pandas at the China Conservation and Research Center
for the Giant Panda (Bifengxia, Sichuan, China) from February-May 2011, 2012, and
2013. Male and female giant pandas were housed in an alternating pattern of male,
female, male, female, etc. and mate preference was determined on the basis of behavioral
interactions prior to mating.
Using generalized linear mixed models, we compared reproductive performance
between individuals mated with preferred and nonpreferred males from both the focal
female (female preference) and the focal male (male preference) perspective. Using
ANOVAs, we further investigated the effect of mutual mate preference on reproductive
performance through four types of reproductive pairings; females and males that
preferred each other (P-P), females that preferred the male but the male did not prefer the
female (P-NP), females that did not prefer the male but the male preferred the female
(NP-P), and females and males that did not prefer each other (NP-NP). Pairing giant
pandas with a preferred partner increased the probability of intromission success and
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producing a cub. Of the 25 females mated to a preferred partner, 72% had successful
intromission, 64% produced cubs, and 52% reared their own cubs versus 31%, 12%, 12%
for females mated to their nonpreferred partner (N = 16). Male giant panda mate
preference showed similar results. Of the 24 males that were mated with their preferred
females, 75% had successful intromission, 77.8% produced cubs, and 92.9% produced
cubs that were maternally reared versus 31%, 60%, 66.7% for males mated with their
nonpreferred females (N = 16). There was a statistically significant difference in
intromission success and cub production for P-P pairings versus NP-NP pairings. Of the
twelve P-P mate dyads 83% had successful intromission, 90% produced cubs, and 88.9%
had mothers rear their cubs. Of the four P-NP mate dyads 50% had successful
intromission, 50% produced cubs, and 100% had the mother rear their cub. Of the seven
NP-P mate dyads 57% had successful intromission, 50% produced cubs, and 100% had
the mothers rear their cubs. Of the three NP-NP mate dyads 0% had successful
intromission resulting in 0% producing cubs and having mother-rear cubs.
In addition, we took into account various life and breeding history factors that
may have affected reproductive performance such as birth location, rearing, previous
sexual history with the opposite sex and familiarity status directly prior to breeding.
Mate pairings that had successfully produced a cub in the past had increased intromission
success. In addition, this familiarity measure also increased cub production for female
giant pandas. Male mass was correlated with female and male reproductive performance.
Females mated to heavier males had more intromissions and produced more cubs than
females mated to smaller males. In captive breeding programs, mates are traditionally
selected solely on the basis of genetic parameters to minimize loss of genetic diversity
15

and inbreeding coefficients. Our results suggest that integrating genetic with behavioral
measures of preference and breeding history factors would increase the reproductive
output of the giant panda captive-breeding program.
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Introduction
Typically, captive breeding of endangered species has focused on genetic
characteristics rather than behavioral characteristics such as mate preference and
competition (Snyder et al. 1996b). Yet despite years of research and countless dollars into
captive breeding, efforts to create self-sustaining populations of endangered species
through captive breeding have been less than optimally successful. Lees and Wilcken
(2009a) analyzed 87 mammal populations in zoos and found that 52% were not breeding
to replacement and that 67% fell below the threshold of 200 individuals deemed
necessary for genetically healthy and sustainable populations proposed by Baker (2007).
In captive-breeding programs, animals are typically paired for mating to minimize
inbreeding and maintain founder representation (i.e., minimize loss of genetic diversity).
Such goals usually preclude mate preference (Carlstead & Shepherdson 1994). Many zoo
and breeding facility programs give animals a single option for a mate and the success or
failure of reproduction hangs on the outcome of that one pairing. All too often,
individual animals will forgo mating in captivity and entire lineages end with individuals
that fail to mate, along with the genetic diversity scientists are striving to save. Recent
studies have shown that giving an animal a choice between two or more opposite sex
conspecifics can significantly increase the reproductive performance of the choosing
individual (Drickamer et al. 2000a; Drickamer et al. 2003; Gowaty et al. 2003; Martin &
Shepherdson 2012). Incorporating mate preference into captive breeding programs may
be an important tool to increase the success of these programs.
Mate preference has been recognized as an important factor in reproduction and
evolution since Darwin (1871) posed it as a mechanism of sexual selection. Subsequent
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studies focusing on female mate preference resulted in theories such as Fisherian
runaway traits (Fisher 1915), sensory bias (Boughman 2002), direct phenotypic benefits
(Price et al. 1993), indicator traits (Hamilton & Zuk 1982), and genetic compatibility
(Eizaguirre et al. 2009). Recent work has started to link fitness benefits with both male
and female mate preference. Drickamer et al. (2000a) showed that both male and female
house mice (Mus domesticus) mated to their preferred partner showed increased fitness
measurements as indicated by increased litters, higher kit survivorship than animals
mated to nonpreferred partners. Viewing mate preference from a single sexes perspective
can be misleading as the act of mating and intromission requires both sexes to participate.
In mammals, stringent tests of mutual mate preference are rare, even though mutual mate
preference may be common place (Johnstone et al. 1996). Drickamer et al. (2003) found
that mutual mate preference (preferred-preferred pairings) in house mice increased the
number of pups weaned, average pup mass at birth and weaning, the proportion of
females in the litter, and offspring performance in dominance tests and predator
avoidance tests versus mate pairings where partners were not preferred (nonpreferrednonpreferred pairings). Cumulatively, these studies suggest that there are clear fitness
benefits to both male and female as well as mutual mate preference. It is easy to see how
applying similar methodology to captive breeding settings, where mate preference is
traditionally underemphasized, could potentially increase reproductive performance in
endangered species.
Mate incompatibility impedes captive breeding programs (Gosling & Sutherland
2000; Wielebnowski & Brown 1998) by reducing reductive rates and excluding potential
genetic contributions to the population, compromising the goals of maintaining genetic
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diversity for assurance and reintroduction source populations. It is therefore surprising
that mate preferences have not figured prominently in captive breeding programs, as
failure to address mate preferences can lead to reduced offspring production and viability.
However, recent research has made inroads into this arena, demonstrating the potential
value of systematic studies investigating how mate preferences influence these important
goals of captive breeding programs. For example, in the endangered Columbia Basin
pygmy rabbits, we found that both familiarity and mating with a preferred partner
increased intromission success, litter production, and kit survivorship (Martin &
Shepherdson 2012). These results suggest that an integrated approach to breeding
assignments in the pygmy rabbit captive breeding program, one that combines both
genetic information and behavioral measures of preference, has the potential to increase
the reproductive output of the captive breeding program. Taken together, the studies
reviewed above spanning multiple species show that mate preference can affect
copulation success, offspring production, and offspring survivorship. The species studied
to date in the laboratory and in captivity have been small, short-lived species (relatively
r-selected species) not the large, long-lived species (relatively k-selected species) that are
more typically found in endangered species captive breeding programs.
For the recovery of the iconic endangered species, the giant panda (Ailuropoda
melanoleuca), captive breeding is an important tool for augmenting declining wild
populations and reestablishing extirpated populations (Gilpin & Soule 1986). Like other
endangered species, giant pandas have been notoriously reluctant to breed in captivity
(Swaisgood et al. 2003a; Swaisgood et al. 2006). In 1996, Chinese researchers estimated
that only 39% of captive female pandas produced offspring, 80% failed to display normal
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behavioral estrus, and only six living males in captivity had ever mated naturally
(Lindburg et al. 1998). For unknown reasons (i.e. individuals seemed physiologically
capable of reproduction), many giant pandas in captivity do not reproduce (Ellis et al.
2006). There is good reason to believe that giant pandas, like almost all carefully studied
species, have mate preferences. Mate preference in giant pandas is often cited as a
limiting factor in captive reproduction, and Zhang et al. (2004b) reported that they found
one female giant panda that consistently displayed low levels of estrous behavior in the
presence of some males but quickly changed to more obvious estrous behaviors when
exposed to other males, suggesting strongly that female preference exists in giant pandas.
Earlier research demonstrated that behavioral compatibility can be related to the success
or failure of attempted pairings (Swaisgood et al. 2006; Swaisgood et al. 2003b; Zhang et
al. 2004b). Swaisgood et al. (2003b) report that there is a variation in male behavior
toward estrous females, with some males showing little interest in the female and not
copulating, but with most males displaying consistent signs of interest in the female,
approaching her frequently, sniffing at her through the cage bars, and occasionally
bleating (an affiliative vocalization). These findings imply that males may also actively
prefer certain females over others. A recent study at the Chengdu giant panda breeding
center in Chengdu, China, showed that for successful copulation and subsequent cub
production, both the male and female panda had to show a high level of courtship
behavior during mating introductions (Peng et al. 2009). However, to our knowledge no
study has critically investigated whether mate preference, regardless of frequency of
courtship behaviors, affects reproductive performance of a mating pair.
The China Conservation and Research Center for Giant Pandas in Wolong
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(CCRCGP, now relocated to Bifengxia following the earthquake that destroyed the
original facility) has long been China’s most successful breeding facility. The CCRCGP
offers an ideal test of the effects of mate preferences on reproductive performance in a
large, long-lived species because it has a large adult breeding population in excess of
forty individuals, its giant pandas often fail to mate even though physiologically capable,
and the captive breeding program allows for experimental designs that can test mate
preference in highly controlled breeding situations. The CCRCGP uses breeding
methods that allow researchers to opportunistically collect data similar to dichotomous
choice tests used in laboratory settings. During the breeding season the CCRCGP houses
animals in an alternating male, female, male, female, etc. pattern such that female and
male preference can be measured prior to mating attempts. Neighboring conspecifics are
recommended for breeding by the Species Survival Plan3 and animals are observed for
signs of behavioral incompatibility that would indicate animals should not be introduced
for mating. Though the CCRCGP has utilized this system for years, no studies have
been conducted that investigate correlations of mate preference with reproductive
performance.
In this study, we took advantage of the current breeding arrangement at the
CCRCGP and conducted dichotomous mate choice tests to investigate whether the
reproductive performance of male and female giant pandas mated with preferred partners
differed from individuals mated with nonpreferred partners on the basis of intromission
success and litter production. We expected that individual introduced to their preferred
3

A cooperatively managed breeding plan that identifies population management goals
and recommendations to ensure the sustainability of a healthy, genetically diverse, and
demographically varied breeding population
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mate would have higher reproductive performance than individuals introduced to
nonpreferred mates.

Methods
Study Site and Species
Giant panda research was conducted during the breeding season (1 February–1
May) of 2011, 2012, and 2013. Due to intraspecific aggression, pandas were separated
from each other except when males were introduced to female enclosures for breeding.
Giant pandas were housed at the CCRCGP in concrete walled, open-air enclosures (8m x
25m) that contained various forms of environmental enrichment (e.g. climbing platforms,
water features, trees, etc.). All enclosures included an indoor enclosure area (3m x 8m)
to which animals had free access during all hours except during cleaning. All enclosures
were exposed to natural light only.
Anywhere from 1-2 weeks prior to breeding (as determined by manager
observations of female behavior and progesterone profiles) males and females were
moved to pens that consisted of an outdoor area (20m x 25m) and indoor area (3m x 5m).
Animals were free to move between the outdoor and indoor areas. The outdoor enclosure
walls were 4.5m tall concrete walls that had walking platforms on top of the wall for
viewing panda breeding behaviors more readily. All enclosures had three barred
“howdy” windows and a circular barred gate located on the long sides of the enclosure (8
potential interaction windows, 4 per side). Thus, pandas were able to interact through
cage bars with neighboring individuals in adjoining enclosures, but opportunities for
physical contact were limited (See Appendix E).
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Enclosures were arranged in a large U-shape so pandas could be moved freely
between pens for mating pairings. In this configuration, pandas shared walls with two
other animals except for the end enclosures, which only had one neighbor. Pandas were
fed five large bamboo culms (~3 meters long and 10cm diameter) in the morning from
9:30-11:00h directly after cages were cleaned and in the afternoon at 15:00-16:00h.
Panda diets were also supplemented with bread, high-fiber biscuits, carrots, and apples.
Animal care and use guidelines of the American Society of Mammalogists (Animal Care
and Use Committee 1998; Assurance #: A3675-01) were followed by all facility
operators.
Mating Procedure
Here we define mate pairings as the introduction of a specific male to a specific
female for the purpose of breeding. In the wild and captivity, the breeding season for the
panda is from February to May. We began assessing mate pairing of adult giant pandas in
mid-February and continued until the end of April in 2011, 2012, and 2013 (we had two
females enter estrus in May over the course of the study). The assignment of individuals
to mate pairs was based on a captive breeding genetic management plan determined by
breeding managers and designed to maximize genetic health of the captive population.
Mating was always attempted first with the priority male on the genetic management plan
even if animals appear indifferent or slightly aggressive toward the opposite sex
conspecific. Potential mates were housed next to each other to determine if the pair
displayed too much aggression to attempt a mate introduction. If the male and/or female
displayed excessive aggression (continuous growling and swiping through the cage bars),
breeding managers did not attempt a mate introduction. However, affiliative behavioral
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displays by the potential mating pair were not necessary for an introduction and pairs
were often introduced and sometimes have successful copulation even when both the
male and female pandas appeared ambivalent toward their potential mate partner. To
determine female estrus status, urine samples of female giant pandas were collected via
syringe from the cages of female giant pandas during the breeding season, ~3 days a
week, until baseline levels rose and then samples were collected daily through peak estrus
and hormone decline. Samples were used to determine the date of estrus. Urine samples
were immediately processed by the CCRCGP for estrogens and progestins by enzymeimmunoassay previously validated on urine (McGeehan et al. 2002).
Males were introduced to female pens for mating between 9:00 and 11:00h. Mating
sessions lasted on average 15.5 minutes but ranged from 3-75 minutes. If either animal’s
behavior was aggressive, animal care staff removed the male immediately to prevent
injury or death. After a mating session, males were moved back to their enclosures and
subsequently placed with a different female until all females had been mated to their
recommended males. This method resulted in females being introduced to 1–4 males and
having on average 4 (but as many as 9) mating opportunities each breeding season. As a
fail-safe, female pandas are often artificially inseminated in addition to natural breeding.
If paternity was in question, the CCRCGP established the father using DNA obtained
from hair samples and amplified utilizing the polymerase chain reaction to analyze
microsatellite loci after the methods of Zhang et al. (1994). All cubs used in this study
had confirmed paternity.
Mating behaviors were defined as in Swaisgood and Owen (2007). All occurrences
of these behaviors were recorded along with the identity of the panda performing the
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behavior. In addition, we recorded latency to contact, latency to mounting, latency to
copulation, and total copulation time. Recording started as soon as females and males
were given access to each other in the outdoor mating enclosures and ended once keepers
attempted to separate the animals. If copulation occurred recordings were ended as soon
as the male and female broke contact as female pandas become very aggressive at the
termination of copulation. Behaviors were scored per mating dyad, which was defined as
one male and one female giant panda paired for the purpose of mating.
We monitored several measures of reproductive performance; whether a mating
attempt failed or succeeded (i.e. copulation occurred with intromission), whether cubs
were produced, and whether cubs were hand raised or mother raised. We also consulted
studbooks and veterinary records to determine if animals had previous natural mating
experience, had successfully produced cubs in the past, age at first mating, and the
number of previous years animals had natural mating experiences. During the breeding
season we collected data for each focal animal on the total number of natural mate
attempts conducted, the total number of mating attempts that were successful, the number
of days over which mating was attempted, and the sequential number of mates the focal
animal had encountered prior to the specific mate dyad being recorded.
Mate Familiarity
Studbooks and veterinary records were consulted to determine if mate dyads had
previously produced litters successfully. We collected data on several factors that may
indicate familiarity between mate dyads that were obtained from studbook and veterinary
records or from accurate recording of enclosure moves throughout the year. Factors
included: previous litter production with the potential mate (binary response variable: yes
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= 1, no = 0), familiarity status during the year prior to breeding (in days), familiarity
status during the month prior to breeding (in days), familiarity status directly prior to
breeding (number of contiguous days animals were neighboring each other). Familiarity
status directly prior to breeding was highly variable ranging from 30 minutes to ten days.
Locations for all giant pandas were tracked from January 1st – December 31st in 2010,
2011, 2012, and 2013. The month of January was inconsistently collected across years so
we did not include this month in our calculations. Locations were recorded on a weekly
basis during the nonbreeding season (June-December) as movement of bears to different
enclosures is rare, and on a daily basis during breeding season (February-May) when
movement of bears to breeding enclosures is common.
Mate Preference Procedure
As described above, female and male giant pandas included in mate preference
trials were housed between conspecifics of the opposite sex and at least one of these
conspecifics was designated as a potential mate for that season. Females and males were
observed and mate preference behavior was scored 1-3 days before an opposite sex
conspecific was introduced to the focal animal for mating introductions. All occurrences
of the focal animal’s behaviors as defined below were scored for 30 minutes between
7:30-11:00. This is the period when pandas were most active in these facilities and also
coincided with breeding manager’s evaluation time.
Pre-mating behaviors were defined from the San Diego Zoo Giant Panda
Behavioral ethogram (Swaisgood & Owen 2007) based on their importance as indicators
of impending estrus in females and sexual arousal in males: scent-marking, urination,
water play, rolling, feeding activity, activity level, interest and interaction with opposite
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sex conspecifics, chirping, bleating, masturbation, tail-up (female only), lordosis (female
only), backward walking (female only), penile erection (male only) and foot scraping
(male only). Also included were behaviors that may indicate negative interactions such as
aggression through attempted physical attacks, lack of interest in opposite sex
conspecifics, moaning, barking, growling, roaring and avoidance.
We adapted methods from Drickamer et al. (2000a) to determine preference for
neighboring potential mates. Animals were defined as preferred by the focal panda if the
focal animal directed at least 60% of their total behaviors during the 30-minute
observational period toward one particular potential mate. If the focal panda did not
demonstrate such a preference they were excluded from the study (N = 5). The
observations were conducted with a single-blind trial protocol, whereby observers were
naive to the identity of the conspecific that would be paired with the focal panda. Focal
pandas were assigned to be mated with either the preferred or non-preferred mate on the
basis of which male was genetically recommended by the species survival plan.
Data measurements were subdivided into three sets: 1) female mate preference
where female pandas were the focal animal (N=41), 2) male mate preference where male
pandas were the focal animal (N=40), and 3) mutual mate preference obtained from data
that were used in 1 & 2. The sample size was lower for this set because we did not
always have focal behavioral scores for both individuals in a mate dyad (N=26 mate
dyads). For the third data set, ‘mutual mate preference’, we divided mating dyads into
four possible mating categories after Drickamer et al. (2003): 1) both giant pandas
preferred each other (‘P-P’ indicated that the male was preferred by the female and the
female was preferred by the male, 2) the female preferred the male but the male did not
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prefer the female (P-NP), 3) the female did not prefer the male but the male did prefer the
female (NP-P), and 4) neither the female nor the male preferred each other (NP-NP).
Here and throughout the text and tables we designated the female preference first and the
male preference second.
Data Analyses
Prior to analysis variables were examined for normality, linearity, and
homoscedasticity. We used both Bayesian modeling and step-wise reduction of
generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs). Bayesian modeling has recently seen
increased use in the epidemiological literature and is considered a strong statistical tool
because it simultaneously tests both uncertainties related to models and explanatory
parameter values. In contrast, most analyses based on maximum likelihood (or least
squares) estimation, such as GLMMs, involve fixing the values of parameters that may
have considerable uncertainty and an impact on the final outcome of the analysis. In
addition, Bayesian methods have lower requirements for sample sizes and are, therefore,
desirable when dealing with endangered species studies. Thus, for data where multiple
explanatory factors could be affecting a response variable, Bayesian methods are usually
considered superior methods to GLMMs. However, we ran GLMMs as well to more
easily compare our previous research results and because conservation biologists have
traditionally used GLMMs.
We analyzed 3 measures of reproductive performance using Bayesian Model
Averaging (Lenkoski et al. 2014) in R Studio (Version 0.98.981, R Studio Inc 20092013; R Version 3.0.2). The first response variable was whether a mating attempt resulted
in copulation (binary response variable: yes = 1, no = 0; generalized linear mixed model
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with logit link function). The second response variable was whether cubs were produced
(binary response variable: yes = 1, no = 0; model with logit link function). The third
response variable was whether or not a female raised her cub or humans intervened and
hand raised the cub due to maternal abandonment or incompetence (binary response
variable: hand reared = 1, mother reared = 0; model with logit link function). The
potential explanatory variables/factors that could affect the success of a mating attempt
were: previous litter production with the potential mate (binary response variable: yes =
1, no = 0), familiarity status during the year prior to mating sessions (in days), familiarity
status during the month prior to mating sessions (in days), familiarity status directly prior
to mating sessions (in contiguous days animals were neighboring each other), mate
preference status (binary response variable: preferred = 1, nonpreferred = 0), year of
mating session (2011, 2012, 2013), focal animal birth location (i.e. provenance; binary
response variable: captive = 1, wild = 0), focal animal rearing (binary response variable:
mother = 1, hand = 0), female age (years), female mass (kilograms), female length
(centimeters), female height (centimeters), male age (years), male mass (kilograms), male
length (centimeters), male height (centimeters), total number of natural mating sessions
conducted that year for the focal panda, the sequential number of mates the focal animal
had encountered prior to the specific mate dyad, number of days to or from peak estrus
mating when the mating introduction was attempted, the focal panda’s long-term
previous natural mating experience (binary response variable: yes = 1, no = 0), if the
focal animal had successfully produced cubs long-term (binary response variable: yes =
1, no = 0), and total number of prior breeding years. Some variables showed a high
degree of inter-correlation. In these cases, the variable with the most relevance to the
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hypothesis and most normal distribution was selected for analysis. For example, male
mass was significantly and highly correlated with male length (r=-0.59, p<0.001) and
height (r=-0.64, p<0.001). Thus, male mass was the only factor used to describe male
size. Likewise, female mass was significantly correlated with female length (r=0.22,
p=0.05) and height (r=-0.29, p=0.03), and therefore, female mass was the only factor
used to describe female size. All explanatory variables were then fitted in all possible
combinations to create a list of explanatory models. We used the Bayesian information
criterion (BIC) to rank the explanatory models.
Regression analyses generally assume that all observations are independent;
however, this is not the case for pairwise data where the same individual may be involved
in multiple mating attempts. To account for this dyadic non-independence, we took giant
panda ID into account by incorporating it as a random effect in our analyses (Browne et
al. 2001; Clarke et al. 2002). This allowed us to separate the effect of ID as a
confounding variable (i.e. if an individual was a really “good breeder” versus a “bad
breeder”).
From the Bayesian models we selected the most explanatory factors across the first
five most highly ranked models predicting reproductive performance measurements.
Because GLMMs have traditionally been used in the conservation and mate preference
literature we analyzed the most explanatory factors obtained from our Bayesian models in
GLMMs. All GLMMs had random effects of female and male identity included in the
minimal model. We ran GLMM through a step-wise exclusion method in which the least
significant predictor variable (p≥0.05) was sequentially removed from the model until the
final significant model was revealed (McCullagh & Nelder 1989). Models were
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compared using penalized log likelihood scores (Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC);
Crawley 2005). Minimal models were checked by adding all terms back in, one by one,
and examining model QIC scores for possible improvement in model fit.
For our mutual mate preference data analyses we tested mating dyad reproductive
performance measurements using one-way ANOVAs with a single factor with the four
mating types as treatment (P-P, P-NP, NP-P, NP-NP). The ANOVAs that were
significant or trending toward significance (p ≤ 0.07) were followed by Tukey HD post
hoc tests to examine mean differences between treatments.
All analyses were performed in either R Studio (Version 0.98.981; R Studio Inc.
2009-2013; R Version 3.0.2) or SPSS 19.0 for Mac OS X.

Results
Female Reproductive Performance
Our Bayesian models (Appendix A; Table A.1 and Table A.2) suggested that
previous litter production, mate familiarity status directly prior to mating sessions
(contiguous days animals were neighboring each other), mate preference status, focal
animal rearing, male age, and male mass were the explanatory factors that most explained
intromission success and cub production. To be conservative and because past studies on
giant pandas had found birth location, female age, and female mass to be important
factors predicting reproductive performance, we included these factors in our GLMM
model in addition to the factors suggested by the Bayesian models. Complete GLMM
models and removed explanatory factors for intromission success and cub production can
be found in Supplementary Material (Appendix A, Table A.3 and Table A.4
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respectively).
The explanatory variable of mate preference was the most correlated variable with
reproductive performance measurements on the top Bayesian model (Appendix A Table
A.1 and Table A.2). However, it was the second most explanatory factor in our GLMMs.
Measures of reproductive performance varied between females mated with preferred and
nonpreferred males (Table 2.1). Significantly more females mated to their preferred male
had successful intromission (Figure 2.1; β = -2.23, Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 7.22, p =
0.007; Appendix A, Table A.3), and produced more cubs (Figure 2.1; β = 4.91, Wald
Chi-Square1,41 = 11.35, p = 0.001; Appendix A, Table 4 in supplementary material) than
females mated to nonpreferred males, but did not raise their cubs more often (Figure 2.1;
Χ2 = 0.45, p = 0.50). Mate preference had a large effect on reproductive measurements.
Twenty-five females were mated with preferred males; 18 (72%) had successful
intromission, 16 (64%) produced cubs, and 13 (52%) reared their own cubs (Figure 2.1,
Table 2.1). Of the sixteen females mated with nonpreferred males; 5 (31%) had
successful intromissions, 2 (12%) produced cubs, and 2 (12%) reared their own cubs
(Figure 2.1, Table 2.1).
Most of our familiarity measures had no effect on whether a female copulated or
produced cubs with a particular male. Familiarity status during the year prior to the
mating session and familiarity status during the month prior to the mating session did not
load on any of the top five Bayesian models. The number of continuous days of
familiarity status directly prior to the mating session loaded on the fifth recommended
Bayesian model but was not significantly associated with either intromission (β = -0.24,
Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 3.73, p =0.208) or cub production (β = 0.24, Wald Chi-Square1,41
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= 1.10, p =0.294) in the GLMM.
The explanatory variable of mate pairs previously producing a litter significantly
loaded on the top Bayesian model after mate preference (Appendix A, Table A.1 and
Table A.2). Moreover, this factor highly predicted both female intromission success and
cub production (i.e. all animals that had previous litters together had successful
intromission and produced cubs; Figure 2.2), thus, we were unable to run full model
GLMMs on this factor.

However, a basic model GLMM could be run with previous

litter production as an explanatory variable and giant panda IDs as random effects but
excluding all other explanatory variables. This model revealed that mate pairs composed
of males and females that had previously produced a litter were associated with increased
intromission success (Figure 2.2; β = 23.64, Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 4399.63, p < 0.001),
increased cub production (Figure 2.2; β = -2.30, Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 5.89, p < 0.015),
but not with increased maternal rearing (Figure 2.2; Χ2 = 0.81, p = 0.37). Measures of
reproductive performance varied between females mated to males that had previously
sired one of their cubs and females mated to males that had not sired their cubs (Table
2.2, Figure 2.2). Of the ten females that were mated to males that had sired one of their
previous cubs; 10 (100%) had successful intromission, 9 (90%) produced cubs, and 8
(80%) reared their own cub. Of the 34 females mated to males that had not sired one of
their previous cubs; 16 (47.1%) had successful intromission, 11 (68.8%) produced cubs,
and 8 (72.7%) reared their own cub.
The third most explanatory variable on our Bayesian model with relatively low
correlation scores was male mass (Appendix A, Table A.1 and Table A.2). This variably
consistently loaded on all top five models. This factor had the most explanatory power in
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our GLMMs. Females mated with larger males were more likely to have successful
intromission (Figure 2.3; β = 0.10, Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 11.2, p < 0.001; Appendix A,
Table A.3 in supplementary material), were more likely to produce cubs (Figure 3; β = 2.30, Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 5.89, p < 0.001; Appendix A, Table A.4 in supplementary
material), but were not more likely to rear cubs (Figure 2.3; U = 23, p = 0.29). Male age
was also the third most explanatory factor for cub production with older males producing
more cubs (β = 0.10, Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 11.2, p < 0.001; Appendix A, Table A.4 in
supplementary material). However, male age and male mass were highly correlated in our
data (r = 0.27, p = 0.015).
The last and final explanatory factor that explained cub production but not
intromission success in our GLMMs was whether the female panda was hand reared or
mother reared. Females who were mother reared as infants produced cubs more often
than females that were hand reared (β = -3.74, Wald Chi-Square1,41 = 5.48, p = 0.019;
Appendix A, Table A.4 in supplementary material).
No other variables were significantly correlated with female intromission success,
cub production, or maternal rearing (all p values > 0.05).
Male Reproductive Performance
Fitness measurements with data obtained from males as focal animals showed
similar patterns to female fitness as these two data sets were highly interrelated (i.e.
reproductive performance measurements cannot be fully separated out into ‘male’ and
‘female’). Our Bayesian models suggested that mate preference status, male age, birth
location, and male ID might be factors that explained intromission success and cub
production (Appendix B, Table B.1 and Table 2.2 respectively). To be conservative, we
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decided to include previous litter production with the potential mate, familiarity status
directly prior to mating sessions (in continuous days animals were neighboring each
other), female age, and female mass in our GLMM models. The explanatory factor ‘focal
animal rearing’ was removed from our final GLMM model because all males in our data
set were mother reared which resulted in no measurable variation in this factor.
Complete GLMM models and removed explanatory factors for intromission success and
cub production can be found in our Supplementary Material (Appendix B, Table B.3 and
Table 2.4 respectively).
Mate preference was the most explanatory factor in our Bayesian models
(Appendix B, Table B.1 and Table B.2) and the second most explanatory factor in our
GLMMs for both intromission success and cub production. Measures of reproductive
fitness varied between males mated with preferred and nonpreferred females (Table 2.2).
Males mated to their preferred female had successful intromission (Figure 4; β = 1.44,
Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 2.70, p = 0.100; Appendix B, Table B.3 in supplementary
material) and produced more cubs (Figure 2.4; β = 1.64, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 2.32, p =
0.128; Appendix B, Table B.4 in supplementary material) than males mated to
nonpreferred females. Because only two explanatory factors, mate preference and if the
mate dyad had previously produced cubs, were loading on the GLMM with the highest
BIC and male mate preference was highly correlated with the pair previously producing a
litter (r=-0.23, p = 0.05) we stepped out these two factors independently from our final
model. The final GLMM with ‘mate pair previously producing a litter’ removed showed
that mate preference produced a better (i.e. lower) BIC score with a significant positive
correlation with intromission (β = 1.89, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 5.72, p = 0.02, BIC =
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51.81) and cub production (β = 1.98, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 5.64, p = 0.02, BIC = 51.35).
Similar to female preference, male mate preference had a large effect on reproductive
measurements. Twenty-four males were mated with preferred females; 18 (75%) had
successful intromission, 14 (77.8%) produced cubs, and 13 (92.9%) produced cubs that
were maternally reared (Figure 2.4, Table 2.2). Of the sixteen males mated with
nonpreferred females; 5 (31%) had successful intromissions, 3 (60%) produced cubs, and
2 (66.7%) produced cubs that were maternally reared (Figure 2.4, Table 2.2).
Most of our familiarity measures did not predict whether a male had successful
intromission or produced cubs with a given female. Familiarity status during the year
prior to the mating session and familiarity status during the month prior to the mating
session did not load on any of the top five Bayesian models. The number of continuous
days of familiarity status directly prior to the mating session did not load on our Bayesian
models and was not significantly associated with either intromission success (β = -0.04,
Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 0.14, p =0.712) or cub production (β = 0.01, Wald Chi-Square1,40
= 0.002, p =0.964) in the GLMMs.
The explanatory variable of mate pairs previously producing a litter did not
significantly load on the top Bayesian models (Appendix B, Table B.1 and Table B.2).
However, GLMMs revealed that mate pairs composed of males and females that had
previously produced a litter were associated with increased intromission success (Figure
2.4a; β = 2.01, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 3.32, p = 0.069) but not increased cub production
(Figure 2.4b; β = -0.17, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 0.03, p = 0.867). As before we reduced
the final model to one explanatory variable because ‘mate preference’ and ‘pair
previously produced a cub’ were correlated. The final GLMM with ‘mate preference’
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removed showed that if a pair had previously produced a cub showed a worse fit (i.e.
higher) BIC score but had a significant positive correlation with intromission (β = 2.58,
Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 5.12, p = 0.02, BIC = 61.88). Measures of reproductive fitness
varied between males mated to females that had previously had cubs (Table 2.2, Figure
2.5). Of the eleven males that were mated to females that had their cubs previously, 10
(90%) had successful intromission, 8 (80%) produced cubs, and 8 (100%) had cubs that
were maternally reared. Of the 37 males mated to females that did not have their cubs
previously; 16 (43%) had successful intromission, 11 (68.8%) produced cubs, and 8
(72.7%) had cubs that were maternally reared.
Focal animal birth location loaded on the third and fourth Bayesian model with low
correlations scores (Appendix B, Table B.1 & Table B.2). For our cub production
GLMM the explanatory factor ‘focal animal birth location’ had to be removed from our
model because all wild-born males (N = 5) produced cubs whereas only one captive born
male (N = 4) produced cubs. We ran a basic model GLMM with birth location as an
explanatory variable and giant panda IDs as random effects but excluding all other
explanatory variables. This model revealed that males from the wild were more likely to
produce a cub (Figure 2.5b; β = 23.64, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 4399.63, p < 0.001) but
were no more likely to have successful intromissions (Figure 2.5a; β = -0.88, Wald ChiSquare1,40 = 0.16, p = 0.687).
The most explanatory factor in our cub production GLMM was male mass (though
this did not load on any of our top Bayesian models). Larger males were more likely to
produce cubs (Figure 2.6a; β = -0.20, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 5.90, p = 0.015; Appendix
B, Table 2 in supplementary material) but were not more likely to have intromission
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(Figure 2.6b; β = -0.10, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 1.74, p =0.187; Appendix B, Table B.1).
When we removed ‘mate preference’ leaving only male mass in the model, the resulting
model showed a worse (i.e. higher) BIC score but a significant correlation with cub
production (β = -0.11, Wald Chi-Square1,40 = 5.64, p = 0.02, BIC = 54.11) It is likely that
this correlation is a ‘hold-over’ from intromission success seen in female mate
preference.
No other variables were significantly correlated with male intromission success,
cub production, or maternal rearing (all p values > 0.05).
Mutual Mate Preference and Fitness
Twelve mate dyads were composed of females and males that were mated to their
preferred partner; 10 (83%) had successful intromission, 9 (90%) produced cubs, and 8
(88.9%) had mothers rear their cubs. Four mate dyads were composed of females that
preferred their mate and males that did not prefer their mate; 2 (50%) had successful
intromission, 1 (50%) produced cubs, and 1 (100%) had the mother rear their cub.
Seven mate dyads were composed of females that did not prefer their mate and males that
did prefer their mate; 4 (57%) had successful intromission, 2 (50%) produced cubs, and 2
(100%) had the mothers rear their cubs. Three mate dyads were composed of females
that did not prefer their mate and males that did not prefer their mate; 0 (0%) had
successful intromission resulting in 0 (0%) producing cubs (Figure 6, Table 3).
Table 2.3 presents tests for differences in components of reproductive performance
among the four mating types; P-P, P-NP, NP-P, NP-NP. Mutual mate preference
correlated highly with reproductive measurements. ANOVAs revealed a significant
difference across the four mating types in both intromission success and cub production
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but not in whether females reared their own cubs. Tukey HD post hoc analyses indicated
that P-P and NP-P pairings had significantly more successful intromissions than NP-NP
mate pairings. Thus, pairings where males preferred females but females did not prefer
males revealed slightly higher reproductive performance (statistically the same as P-P)
than the opposite scenario where females preferred males but males did not prefer
females (statistically the same as NP-NP pairings). Further, Tukey HD post hoc analyses
also indicated that P-P pairings had more cubs than both NP-NP and NP-P pairings.
There was no significant difference in the age of females and males or masss of females
for the four mating types (Table 2.3). There was a marginally significant difference in
male mass between the four mating types (Table 2.3). Tukey HD post hoc analyses
indicated that P-P pairings involved significantly heavier males than both NP-NP and PNP pairings (Table 2.3).

Discussion
Mate preference and variation in reproductive performance measurements
This is the first study to test female and male giant panda preference using
dichotomous choice tests and associate it with reproductive performance. Female and
male mate preference yielded important reproductive benefits for giant pandas; mate
preference correlated positively with a pair’s subsequent reproductive performance in
intromission success and cub production. Therefore, both sexes showed increased
reproductive performance measurements when mated with partners they preferred versus
partners they did not prefer. Mate preference and previous cub production were
consistently ranked as the two highest explanatory variables in our Bayesian models and
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GLMMs. Mate preference was the highest predictor in our Bayesian models and second
highest explanatory factor in our GLMMs. These findings represent the second example
we have found that mate preference influences reproductive performance in an
endangered species (Martin & Shepherdson 2012). Unlike pygmy rabbits (Howard et al.
1998; Martin & Shepherdson 2012) and house mice (Drickamer et al. 2000a; Drickamer
et al. 2003; Gowaty et al. 2003), we did not find increased offspring fitness as measured
by hand or mother-rearing in giant pandas. We used ‘hand reared’ versus ‘mother reared’
as a proxy for offspring survival (if cubs had to be removed from the mother and hand
reared we assumed they would have perished) but because giant panda cubs are
extremely valuable the staff will hand raise the babies if it appears that a mother will not
raise the cub. They also intervene quickly and provide veterinary care at the first sign of
sickness. Therefore, there is little variation in offspring survivorship in captive giant
pandas once a cub is produced. This may be why our results with respect to offspring
differed from Columbia Basin pygmy rabbits (Martin & Shepherdson 2012) and house
mice (Drickamer et al. 2000a; Drickamer et al. 2003; Gowaty et al. 2003). It is possible
that ‘hand-reared’ and ‘mother reared’ is not a reliable proxy for offspring survivorship in
giant pandas in these breeding situations and that future studies should consider tracking
cub survivorship and reproductive performance into adulthood to get more accurate
measurements of offspring fitness. Our findings showing increased reproductive
performance measurements when individuals are mated to preferred mates are also
consistent with the results of studies on mice (Mus domesticus) (Drickamer et al. 2000b;
Drickamer et al. 2003), fruit flies (Drosophila pseudoobscura) (Anderson et al. 2007),
wild guinea pigs (Galea musteloides) (Hohoff et al. 2003), pigeons (Columba livia
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domestica) (Klint & Enquist 1981), pipe fish (Syngnathus typhle) (Sandvik et al. 2000),
and kestrels (Falco punctatus) (Jones et al. 1995).
Sexual selection has been cited as a major force of evolution since Darwin
postulated that mate choice confers an immediate advantage to the preferred individuals
(Darwin 1859). Mate choice is believed to be an important evolutionary force in species
survival and conservation because it influences the level of genetic variation maintained
within populations (Carson 2003) and can also affect a population’s risk of extinction
(Kokko & Brooks 2003; Moller 2003). From our study it appears that both male and
female pandas discriminate between sexual partners and actively engage in choice and
these preferences result in differential fitness to preferred individuals. These findings
could have large ramifications for the captive population and current breeding program
methods. In the current captive breeding system, pandas have limited opportunity for
mate choice, and this may be an important factor in successful copulations and
subsequent cub production.
Our findings are in agreement with Peng et al. (2009), the only other study on giant
pandas that evaluated mate preference in captivity. Peng et al. (2009) found increased
likelihood of intromission and cub production when both male and female giant pandas
showed high levels of courtship behavior toward each other prior to mating versus when
both or one of the pandas showed low levels of courtship behavior. They concluded that
the level of courtship exhibited by a pair could be inferred as mate choice, however, this
study did not use dichotomous choice tests or present two opposite sex conspecifics at
once as we did in our study. In addiont, our study elaborates on Peng et al.’s (2009)
findings and suggests that even pairs where one partner had low courtship frequencies
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(unpublished data) and/or giant panda pairs were composed of one nonpreferred partner
could result in a successful pregnancy. We explicitly tested the preference of individual
pandas for two opposite sex individuals which may be why our findings are slightly
different from Peng et al. (2009). In addition, our analyses allowed us to compare four
possible combinations of preferred and nonpreferred mate partners in our mutual mate
preference experiments; P-P, NP-P, P-NP, and NP-NP.
Our mutual mate preference experiments indicated that preferred-preferred (P-P)
pairings were the most successful pairings, followed by mate pairings where either the
male or the female preferred their mate but preference was not reciprocated (NP-P and PNP pairings). Nonpreferred-nonpreferred (NP-NP) pairings conferred no reproductive
benefits. Our findings are similar to Drickamer et al. (2003) in house mice and Anderson
et al. (2007) in Drosphilia. Though Drickamer et al. (2003) did not find higher litter
production rates in house mice they did find enhanced fitness for the P-P pairings
compared to NP-NP in the number of pups weaned, birth-to-weaning viability and
offspring mass. Our mutual mate preference studies specifically evaluated whether male
or female preference was more predictive of reproductive performance measurements.
Intromission success seemed to be determined more by male preferences as NP-P mate
pairings, where the female did not prefer the male but the male preferred the female,
showed slightly higher intromission success than P-NP or NP-NP mate pairings (though
the difference was not significant). This trend also seems to be carried through to cub
production, though, again, it was not statistically significant. We suspect a larger sample
size is needed to definitively conclude that mate pairings where males preferred females
but not vice versa have higher cub production than NP-NP and P-NP pairings.
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Our results suggest that breeding managers should consider providing male and
female giant pandas with mate choice and determine mate preference prior to
introductions in order to maximize the reproductive output of the captive breeding
program. We also suggest that follow-up studies should investigate male preference
more thoroughly and delve into social and physiological aspects associated with a male’s
motivation to breed with a particular female.
Further factors affecting reproductive performance measurements
Familiarity
Production of cubs in the past by a particular mate pair correlated with successful
intromission and cub production for both male and female giant pandas. This result is
consistent with the finding that mate familiarity with a female increases mating success
and production of offspring (Fisher et al. 2003b; Martin & Shepherdson 2012; Roberts &
Gosling 2004b). This finding implies that if breeding managers can get a pair to
successfully produce a cub once they will be more likely to breed and produce cubs in the
future. On the other hand, none of our familiarity measurements during the year leading
up to the attempted mate pairings (i.e. familiarity status of potential partners in neighbor
location for one year, one month, or in the weeks directly prior to breeding) predicted
intromission success or cub production. These findings were surprising because for giant
pandas it is thought that familiarity prior to breeding greatly increases reproductive
performance and, therefore, breeding managers attempt to familiarize a pair directly prior
to breeding by moving giant pandas to adjacent enclosures. Our study suggests that this
intensive movement of giant pandas prior to breeding may not be necessary for increased
reproductive performance.
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In light of the giant panda’s natural history, lack of increased reproductive
performance with familiarity may not be so surprising. In the wild, giant pandas locate
estrous females that climb to the tops of trees while males compete nearby. It is thought
that males visit multiple females’ home ranges during the breeding season, the only time
period during which females tolerate conspecifics in their home range (Nie et al. 2012c).
In all observed mating congregations, the dominant male of the mating competition will
secure breeding rights to the female, however, it is unknown if females ever reject
dominant males and/or mate with subordinates. To our knowledge, there is only one
study that investigated giant panda male movements prior to breeding competitions (Nie
et al. 2012b). Radio collared males in this study were found in mating aggregates within
their home range and, thus, were probably males that were familiar with the estrous
female. However, the radio collared males were never the dominant males in the mating
aggregate. Familiarity of the remaining males was unknown and it could not be
determined if these males traveled into the female’s home range (and would be
unfamiliar with females) or were in adjacent home ranges most of the year (Nie et al.
2012b). Thus, although we can say the familiarity of the male did not necessarily confer
any reproductive benefit to the mate pair, we cannot rule out the possibility that
familiarity did confer a benefit (i.e. if dominant males were familiar). Our findings
suggest that familiar males in mating congregations would only have a reproductive
advantage if they had previously produced a cub with the female. Detailed studies of
wild male panda movements prior to the breeding season linked with genetic parentage
assignments may help further elucidate the effect of familiarity on reproductive
performance in the giant panda.
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Morphology
This study was not designed to control for the morphological characteristics that
may determine mate preference. However, we did find significant effects of both
morphology and breeding history that may inform breeding managers and future studies.
For female intromission success we found no relationship between most of the
morphological and breeding history explanatory factors. However, female’s mated to
larger, older males were more likely to have intromission with that male. This may be
due to increased sexual experience of older males. In addition, male-male competition
frequently favors larger males which in turn is linked to increased fitness benefits in other
species (Le Boeuf 1974; Poole 1989). In addition, it has been shown that female giant
pandas have the capacity to perceive vocal signatures of different conspecifics that, in
turn, appear to be related to variations in male body size (Charlton et al. 2009). In
addition, White et al. (2002) found evidence that handstand scent signaling may have
evolved as a signal of aggressive intent because of its relationship to body size, indicating
that assessing body size is important to the species. In the wild, Nie and colleagues
(2012b) found that dominant males were consistently ranked by observers as the largest
male and would always secure breeding rights to the female. Thus, the current study
lends further support to the suggestion that male size is an important factor in
reproductive performance. Our findings are also consistent with studies in the wild on
other species where female preference for large males and subsequent increases in
reproductive performance have been linked in elephants (Poole 1989), barnacles
(Hastings 1988), bullhead trout (Bisazza & Marconato 1988), damselfish (Hoelzer 1990),
Japanese medaka (Howard et al. 1998), and beetles (Harari et al. 1999). The increased
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likelihood of males producing a cub was also correlated with male mass. Studies
specifically investigating morphological features and the production of high quality
sperm are few, but Howard et al. (2006) present data from young males versus older
males. Their data suggest that larger and older males produce more ejaculate volume
with higher sperm concentration per milliliter than smaller, younger males (Howard et al.
2006). We could theorize that larger males might produce more cubs due to higher
fertilization rates obtained from larger ejaculate volumes and more sperm per ejaculate,
however, further data collection on semen quality of mating males would be needed to
draw a direct conclusion. Alternatively, larger males may be able to hold intromission
postures for longer increasing fertilization rates or postcopulatory female physiological
mechanisms favoring fertilization, implantation, and embryo survival may be enhanced
for females mated to a preferred male.
Past breeding experience
We found mother reared females had significantly more cub production than
females that were hand reared. This finding suggests that behavioral development may
differ between hand-reared and mother-reared females with an ultimate impact on later
reproductive performance when those females raise their own cubs. Snyder et al. (2003)
found that hand-reared giant panda cubs were behaviorally deficient in social skills
compared to mother-reared cubs. Thus, we suggest that females properly socialized by
their mother may have a better capacity to produce cubs compared to hand-reared
counterparts. Further investigation into how hand-rearing and mother-rearing may alter
reproductive performance measurements should be conducted.
Male cub production was significantly correlated with male birth location. Males
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born in the wild produced more cubs than males born in captivity. This finding is in
agreement with previous experiments that found increased breeding success of giant
pandas that were wild born (Ellis et al. 2006; Lindburg et al. 1998). Ellis et al. (2006) and
Snyder et al. (2003) suggest that this difference in captive versus wild males may
ultimately be linked to hand-rearing versus mother-rearing of individuals. As suggested
above, we recommend that future studies increase sample sizes of wild and captive born
males while controlling for male mass and age to clarify relationships with reproductive
performance.
Final Conclusions
The role of mate preference and familiarity in reproductive performance of the
giant panda has been demonstrated experimentally through our current study. Our results
are in agreement with previous findings of mate preference in endangered specie (Martin
& Shepherdson 2012), and for the giant panda demonstrates practical importance for exsitu breeding programs. These findings may be applicable to many of the endangered
species currently maintained in captive-breeding programs that have low reproductive
performance. Constraining choice may, at the worst, deter individuals from breeding
(Møller & Legendre 2001), or may force animals to mate with low quality males,
suffering reduced genetic and direct benefits, lowered offspring quality (Drickamer et al.
2003), and a reduction in fecundity and offspring investment (Quader 2005). We
suggest that managers incorporate behavioral measurements of mate preference, as well
as following genetic guidelines, to determine acceptable mate pairings. Both factors are
important for ex-situ breeding of endangered species.
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Table 2.1. Measures of reproductive performance for mate pairings of female giant pandas.
Pairing Type*
Previous Litter

No Previous Litter

Preferred

Nonpreferred

Total mate pairings

10

34

25

16

Total successful intromissions

10

16

18

5

Cubs produced

9

11

16

2

Mother reared cubs

8

8

13

2

Mean number of cubs

1.2 (0.38)

1.5 (0.47)

1.4 (0.28)

1 (0.71)

Mean male age (years)

13.5 (4.08)

11.7 (2.00)

13.2 (2.63)

10.5 (2.63)

Mean female age (years)

12.7 (3.83)

10.2 (1.76)

11.1 (2.22)

10.7 (2.67)

Mean male body mass (kg)

126.6 (38.18)

111.0 (19.04)

115.8 (23.16)

112.4 (28.11)

Mean female body mass (kg)

108.9 (32.83)

110.55 (18.96)

109.7 (21.93)

112.7 (28.17)

Variable

*

Parentheses are standard errors
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Table 2.2. Measures of reproductive performance for mate pairings of male giant pandas.
Pairing Type*
Previous Litter

No Previous Litter

Preferred

Nonpreferred

Total mate pairings

11

37

24

16

Total successful intromissions

10

16

18

5

Cubs produced

8

11

14

3

Mother reared cubs

8

8

13

2

Mean number of cubs

1.3 (0.44)

1.6(0.49)

1.4 (0.38)

1.7 (0.96)

Mean male age (years)

13.7 (4.14)

11.2 (1.83)

12.0 (2.46)

11.3 (2.83)

Mean female age (years)

13.2 (3.97)

10.6 (1.74)

11.1 (2.26)

11.1 (2.78)

Mean male body mass (kg)

127.8 (38.54)

112.6 (18.51)

124.1 (25.32)

113.3 (28.31)

Mean female body mass (kg)

110.4 (33.28)

110.26 (18.12)

110.2 (22.50)

110.7 (27.68)

Variable

*

Parentheses are standard errors
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1ab

9a
8
1.4 (0.48)
12.3 (0.82)

Cubs produced

Mother reared cubs

Mean number of cubs

Mean male age (years)
8.8 (1.43)
111.5 (8.83)b
105.3 (11.05)

10.9 (1.16)
123.6 (2.01)a
107 (6.95)

13.3 (0.75)

1

1

114.3 (3.24)

122.3 (3.37)ab

11 (1.69)

11.4 (1.13)

1 (0.71)

2

2b

4a

7

NP-P

109.0 (3.51)

96 (4.58)b

13.3 (0.67)

8.7 (0.88)

0

0

0b

0b

3

NP-NP

F3,22= 0.72

F3,22= 2.71

F3,22= 0.87

F3,22= 0.90

F1,9= 0.90

F1,9= 0.14

F3,22= 3.37

F3,22= 2.97

Test

0.55

0.06

0.47

0.45

0.44

0.87

0.04

0.05

p

Numbers or mean values (SE), chi-square tests, and p values for various traits related to litter production by females
that were mated with either a preferred (P) or nonpreferred (NP) male. For each mating type, the female’s preference of
mate (P or NP) is given first, followed by the male’s preference of mate. Superscript letters indicate significant
differences (p <0.05) using a Tukey HD post hoc test.
*
Parentheses are standard

Mean female age
(years)
Mean male body mass
(kg)
Mean female body mass
(kg)

2ab

10a

Total successful
intromissions

4

12

Total mate pairings

P-NP

P-P

Variable

Pairing Type*

Table 2.3. Components of reproductive performance by mating type in giant pandas.

*
*

Figure 2.1. Percentage of mate dyads for females’ preferred and nonpreferred mates grouped by
intromission success, cub production, and maternal rearing for giant pandas. Dark bars represent
dyads where the female was mated to a preferred male and light bars represent dyads where the
female was mated to a nonpreferred male.
* indicates p ≤ 0.05 for t-test.
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*
*

Figure 2.2. Percentage of mate dyads for females’ mated with males that had previously sired one of
their cubs and males that had not grouped by intromission success, cub production, and maternal
rearing for giant pandas. Dark bars represent dyads where the female had previously produced a
cub with that male and light bars represent dyads where the female had not previously produced a
cub with that male. * indicates p ≤ 0.05 for t-test
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*

*

Figure 2.3. Mean mass of a) males introduced to females that had successful intromission and
females that did not have successful intromission, b) males introduced to females that produced cubs
and females that did not produce cubs, c) males introduced to females that reared their cubs and
females that did not rear their cubs. * indicates p ≤ 0.05 for t-test.
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*

*

Figure 2.4. Percentage of mate dyads for males’ preferred and nonpreferred mates grouped by
intromission success, cub production, and maternal rearing for giant pandas. Dark bars represent
dyads where the male was mated to a preferred female and light bars represent dyads where the
male was mated to a nonpreferred female. * indicates p ≤ 0.05 for t-test.
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*

Figure 2.5. Percentage of mate dyads for males’ mated with females that had previously sired one of
their cubs and females that had not grouped by intromission success, cub production, and maternal
rearing for giant pandas. Dark bars represent dyads where the male had previously produced a cub
with that female and light bars represent dyads where the male had not previously produced a cub
with that female. * indicates p ≤ 0.05 for t-test.
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Figure 2.6. Percentage of mate dyads for different combinations of male and female preference;
male does not nonpreferred and female is nonpreferred (NP-NP), female prefers male but male does
not prefer female (P-NP), female does not prefer male but male prefers female (NP-P), and both
animals prefer each other. Dark bars represent intromission success and light bars represent
successful cub production. N indicates number of dyads total in the group. * indicates p ≤ 0.05 for
ANOVA.
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Abstract
Recently, personality of individual animals has been implicated as a factor in the
failure or success of captive management and breeding of threatened and endangered
species. Unintentional domestication through selection of personality types that may
thrive in captive environments may lead to differential genotypes/phenotypes that diverge
from those seen in natural populations. We investigated the role of personality on
reproductive performance of giant pandas from mating behaviors through cub production.
Measurements of personality included novel object tests and keeper surveys; both
measures significantly correlated with variation in reproductive performance
measurements. PCA of keeper surveys resulted in four components above the elbow of
the scree plot that accounted for 53.3% of the observed variance in giant panda
personality. These components were labeled according to the variables showing the
highest positive loading: ‘aggressive’ (component I), ‘playful-clever’ (component II),
‘fearful’ (component III), ‘stereotypical-excitable’ (component IV). Our results show
that for both male and female giant pandas, high ‘fearful’ individuals had lower natural
mating success and cub production than low ‘fearful’ individuals . In addition,
‘aggressive’ female but not male giant pandas had increased natural mating success but
decreased cub production. There was a positive correlation between a female giant
panda’s frequency of positive mating behaviors and having a high ‘aggressive’
component but a negative correlation with the raw keeper rating of ‘fearful of
conspecifics’. For males, the frequency of positive mating behaviors was negatively
correlated with the raw keeper rating of ‘fearful of conspecifics’ and with the raw keeper
rating of ‘playful-clever’ component. We stress the importance of considering husbandry
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practices to accommodate personality traits and ultimately increase reproductive
performance in the captive population while simultaneously maintaining both genetic and
behavioral diversity.
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Introduction
Conservation breeding to restore and/or supplement wild populations is an
increasingly important tool for the recovery of threatened and endangered species.
However, efforts to create self-sustaining populations of endangered species through
captive breeding have been disappointing. Lees and Wilcken (Lees & Wilcken 2009b)
analyzed 87 mammal populations in zoos and found that 52% were not breeding to
replacement and that 67% fell below the threshold of 200 animals recommended to
sustain genetically healthy populations by Baker (2007). In captive-breeding programs,
breeding pairs are typically chosen on the basis of minimizing inbreeding and
maintaining founder representation. Though these goals are widely recognized as
important, they have emphasized pairings based on genetic suitability largely at the
expense of behavioral compatibility (Martin & Shepherdson 2012; Rabin 2003;
Swaisgood & Schulte 2010). A potential consequence of captive breeding is
unintentional domestication wherein the captive environment selects for particular
genotypes/phenotypes divergent from those seen in natural populations (Christie et al.
2012). For example, in steelhead salmon, Christie et al. (2012) showed that there was a
clear trade-off to successful reproduction in captivity and survival in the wild. Fish that
successfully bred in captivity produced offspring that performed poorly in the wild,
however, wild bred fish produced offspring poorly in captivity but had higher offspring
survivorship in the wild (Christie et al. 2012). Selection on genetically heritable traits has
been shown to result in rapid evolution in captive-breeding and reintroduction programs
(Christie et al. 2012; Stockwell et al. 2003) as well as in the wild (Stockwell & Ashley
2004), a phenomenon often referred to as “domestication.” The idea of captivity
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domesticating wild animals and altering their behavior has been discussed in the
scientific literature since Darwin (1859) introduced it in the “Origin of Species”.
Subsequently, scientists such as Flannery et al. (1969) and Rindos and Dunnell (1984)
have elaborated on the mechanisms and consequences of domestication, but recently
these areas of research have taken on a new significance as the number of endangered
species continues to rise alarmingly and captive breeding as a recovery tool becomes
more common. To our knowledge, only four species bred in captivity, steelhead salmon
(Oncorhynchus mykiss), the oldfield mouse (Peromyscus polionotus subgriseus),
Mallorcan midwife toad (Alytes muletensis), and the large white butterfly (Pieris
brassicae), have been shown to change physical or behavioral traits or fecundity with
multiple generations in captivity (Christie et al. 2012; Elsbeth McPhee 2004; KraaijeveldSmit et al. 2006; Lewis & Thomas 2001). All of these are small, short-lived species.
Strong tests of domestication on large, long-lived endangered mammals have not been
conducted even though many of these species are bred in captivity with plans for
reintroduction into the wild.
Personalities (or temperaments) are defined as consistent dispositions that modulate
behavior. They are evolutionarily labile phenotypic traits, strongly linked to fitness, and
known to be sensitive to anthropogenic alterations to the environment (McDougall et al.
2006; Réale et al. 2007; Sih et al. 2004). In captive environments, dramatically altered
selective regimes (e.g. environmental effects of captive rearing, inbreeding, relaxed
natural & sexual selection, unintentional domestication selection) could inadvertently
favor personalities pre-adapted to captive environments (for example, perhaps bold
individuals have higher reproductive fitness in captivity). As a consequence, natural
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selection or unintentional domestication selection can potentially change the relative
frequencies of temperament traits and possibly result in the loss of temperament
diversity. As these are often linked to morphological and physiological traits, many
conservationists are sounding the alarm (McDougall et al. 2006). Behavioral diversity
that is reflected in personality diversity represents the potential for a population to thrive
in changing environments and thus a reduction in personality types may lead to reduced
adaptability and evolutionary potential (Conrad et al. 2011; McDougall et al. 2006). For
aspects of personality that are heritable, captive environments, through intense selection,
could lead to the rapid loss or alteration of personality types. A growing body of research
indicates that personality is often genetically linked; for example, dominance in
chimpanzees, (Weiss et al. 2002; Weiss et al. 2000); exploratory tendencies in great tits,
(Dingemanse et al. 2002); boldness in squid, (Sinn et al. 2006); neophobia in horses,
(Hausberger et al. 2004); fear in Japanese quail, (Jones et al. 1991); tameness in farmed
fox, (Trut 1999); and emotionality in humans, (Jocklin et al. 1996)). For selection to
occur, these traits must be both genetically inherited and have differential fitness
outcomes (Réale et al. 2007)
Links between personality and fitness in the wild have been shown in yellowbellied marmots (Nowicki & Armitage 1979), bighorns (Réale et al. 2000), and great tits
(Dingemanse et al. 2004). Smith and Blumstein (2008) compiled data from multiple
species to provide the first evidence that bold, aggressive individuals are more
reproductively successful across species in both captivity and the wild, indicating that
personality traits may have an evolutionary basis. Individual differences in behavior (i.e.
personality profiles) have also been implicated in the failure or success of captive
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management and breeding of animals in zoo settings (Carlstead et al. 1999a; Carlstead et
al. 1999b; Gold & Maple 1994; Mendl et al. 1992; Powell & Svoke 2008). For example,
reproductive performance has been associated with fearfulness in cheetahs
(Wielebnowski 1999) and dominance in black rhinoceroses (Carlstead et al. 1999b).
Captive-breeding and the various selection pressures that are associated with it (i.e.
natural, sexual, and artificial selection) could affect the expression of personality traits
that may be critical to eventual reintroduction success (McDougall et al. 2006).
Giant pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) have been notoriously difficult to breed in
captivity and though research has increased the reproductive performance of the program
in recent years, much is still unknown about the factors responsible for reproductive
success and failure. It is frequently the case that only some individuals within the
population breed, particularly for male giant pandas, and others fail to reproduce. Thus,
investigation into the individual behavioral differences resulting in reproductive failure is
a worthwhile endeavor and previous research on giant pandas indicates that personality
factors may play a role in giant panda breeding. Zhang et al. (2004a) suggested that “an
interaction between temperament and husbandry practices has played a major role in
isolated cases of reproductive failure in female [giant pandas]” and reported that females
with the most timid dispositions also experienced the greatest reproductive difficulties.
Using keeper surveys, Ellis and colleagues (2006) found that aggressive individuals had
higher reproduction but they combined natural mating, cub production, and litter
survivorship to obtain four categories of breeding success that individual pandas could be
grouped into; prime breeders, potential breeders, questionable breeders, and poor
breeders. This method assumes that the same selective pressures are acting on each stage
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of reproductive performance and risks losing specificity.

A recent study performed on

giant pandas by Powell and Svoke (2008) found compelling evidence to suggest that
zookeeper personality surveys do indeed correlate with novel object tests but they failed
to establish statistically significant correlations with their small sample size (N=4). A
concurrent study conducted by this group suggested that bold male and female pandas
showed less aggression towards mating partners (Powell et al. 2008). However, this
study did not follow reproductive performance from mating behaviors through to the
production of cubs so actual fitness benefits to personality traits could not be determined.
Building on these earlier studies, we investigated the role of personality on
reproductive performance of giant pandas from pre-mating and mating behaviors through
cub production. We pooled individual behavioral measurements in captive giant pandas
assessed through novel object tests and animal keeper questionnaires to personality-type
individual pandas. We sought to determine whether personality types correlated with
measures of long-term reproductive performance.

Methods
Study Site and Species
Ages of giant pandas ranged from 6 to 18 years. Individuals were sexually mature
and had been introduced to a member of the opposite sex on at least three different
occasions for mating purposes to ensure that we were analyzing individuals who had
been presented with the opportunity to mate. Housing and husbandry procedures for the
breeding season can be found in Chapter 2. During the non-breeding season when
personality tests were performed, animals are housed in large, naturalistic enclosures
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consisting of an open-air, naturally lit outdoor area (on average approximately 100m x
60m) and an indoor area (3m x 5m) which animals have free access during all hours
except for during cleaning. The outdoor enclosures have large, man-made, wooden
structures and trees for climbing, ponds with water, and PVC pipes embedded in the
ground for natural, upright bamboo presentation. The outdoor enclosure walls are 4.5m
tall concrete walls. Enclosures varied in the amount of physical and chemical contact
individual giant pandas had with conspecifics ranging from no contact ability to barred
windows between enclosures allowing limited physical and chemical contact. Animal
care and use guidelines of the American Society of Mammalogists (Animal Care and Use
Committee 1998; Assurance #: A3675-01) were followed by all facility operators.
Personality Typing
We conducted personality studies on 22 female and 11 male giant pandas during
the non-breeding season (May-October) of 2012 and 2013. We assessed personality of
giant pandas in two ways; 1) zookeeper personality surveys and 2) novel object tests.
Personality has traditionally been assessed through direct observations carried out by one
observer or by various observers that have been trained and tested for inter-observer
reliability. Though many scientists would claim that subjective animal keeper surveys are
unreliable, recent research has shown that these surveys can predict real and important
phenomena (Carlstead et al. 1999a; Carlstead et al. 1999b) and have been proven as a
validated form of assessing animal personality (Carlstead et al. 1999b; Momozawa et al.
2003; Powell & Svoke 2008; Watters & Powell 2012; Wielebnowski 1999). The most
commonly used behavioral test is the “novel object/situation test”. These tests measure
animal responses to some form of novelty (exposure to novel environments, stimuli,
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conspecifics, humans) or to stimuli that are known to be stressful (Powell & Svoke 2008;
Shepherdson et al. 2013; Wielebnowski 1999). Novel object tests are often used to assess
personality/temperament because they directly measure an animal’s response to a
standardized environmental challenge and can be used to assess animal personality
quickly (Marieke Cassia & David 2012; Shepherdson et al. 2013). For this study, we
modified and incorporated methodology from Wielebnowski (1999), Powell and Svoke
(2008), and Shepherdson et al. (2013).
Animal Keeper Surveys
We conducted interviews with the primary keepers of each panda and had them
complete a survey that included 23 behavioral adjectives that were rated on a 10-point
Likert scale (Table 3.1). Before rating the pandas, the keepers were given an explanation
of the rating procedure and the definitions of given adjectives. We considered the keeper
who spent most time with the panda as the “primary” rater and used his/her responses in
the data analyses. Keepers were instructed to score the panda compared to all pandas
they have ever known.
Novel Object Test
Novel object tests were used to assess temperament and obtain objective behavioral
data for comparison with keeper ratings. A total of four enrichment trials were conducted
per panda using four different objects the pandas had not encountered before at the
CCRCGP. These included: 1) ice blocks, 2) ice blocks with ½ apple and ½ carrot at the
surface (fruitcicles), 3) large tubs of water with fruit and 4) a rubber ball with a diameter
of 75cm. Ice blocks were large blocks of ice approximately 20cm3. Fruit tubs were 75cm
x 60cm x 60cm filled with water with one apple cut in half and one carrot floating in the
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water. Balls and tubs were washed in between trials and soaked in a bleach bath for 10
minutes to remove conspecific scents.
All trials were performed between 1330 and 1600 as this period was outside of
morning and afternoon feeding times. Observations during this time period allowed a
continuous hour of observation without interruption and could be held constant between
pandas controlling for activity level changes throughout the day. Trials consisted of
moving the panda into the indoor portion of the enclosure, removing all other food from
the outdoor enclosure, setting up the novel object 2-3 meters away from the indoor
enclosure door, and releasing the panda into the outdoor area to start the novel object
trial. We scored panda behavior for one hour after introduction to the novel object. The
indoor enclosure door remained closed throughout the entire behavioral scoring period.
All trials were performed for each panda but no panda received more than one trial in a
day (i.e. all pandas received trials over five days). Approximately 24–48 hours prior to
the enrichment presentation, we observed the panda for a one-hour control session with
no enrichment present. Each control session occurred at the same time of day as the
enrichment trials with which it was paired. Order of novel object presentation was
randomly assigned with regard to trial order.
We used instantaneous point sampling at one-minute intervals to estimate the
percentage of time spent in various activities. We recorded mutually exclusive behaviors
according to an ethogram derived from Swaisgood and Owen (2007). Behaviors were
then grouped into major behavioral categories (Table 3.2); including total number of
different types of stereotypical behaviors, total time spent in stereotypical behavior, total
point samples that were recorded under a stereotypical behavior, interacting with the
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novel object, performing active behaviors (e.g. climbing, locomoting, etc.), chemical
communication behaviors, affiliative vocal communication behaviors, and aggressive
vocal communication behaviors. In addition, we recorded the latency to touch the object,
number of visits to the object, number of visits to the indoor enclosure door, total time
spent in direct contact with the object, and total time sitting at the indoor enclosure door.
Mating Procedure
Here we define mate pairings as the introduction of a specific male to a specific
female for the purpose of breeding. In the wild and captivity, breeding season for the
panda is from February to May. We began assessing mate pairing of adult giant pandas in
mid-February and continued until the end of April in 2012 and 2013 (we had two females
enter estrus in May over the course of the study). The assignment of individuals to mate
pairs was based on a captive breeding and genetic management plan determined by
breeding managers and designed to maximize genetic health of the captive population.
To determine female estrous status, urine samples of female giant pandas were collected
via syringe from the cages of female giant pandas during the breeding season
approximately three days a week until baseline levels rose and then samples were
collected daily through peak estrus and hormone decline. Urine samples were
immediately processed by the CCRCGP for estrogens and progestins by enzymeimmunoassay previously validated on urine (McGeehan et al. 2002). Samples were used
to establish date of estrus.
Males were introduced to female pens for mating between 9:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Mating sessions were defined as a pairing of one male and one female (a mating dyad)
from the time males were introduced to females until males were removed from the pen.
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Mating sessions lasted on average 15.5 minutes but ranged from 3-75 minutes. If either
animal’s behavior was aggressive, animal care staff removed the male immediately to
prevent injury or death. After a mating session, males were moved back to their
enclosures and subsequently were placed with a different female until all females had
been mated to their recommended males. This method resulted in females being
introduced to 1–4 males and having on average 4 (but as many as 9) mating opportunities
each breeding season. As a fail-safe, female pandas are often artificially inseminated in
addition to natural breeding. If paternity was in question, the CCRCGP established the
father using DNA obtained from hair samples and amplified utilizing the PCR to analyze
microsatellite loci after the methods of Zhang et al. (1994). If paternity could not be
established, mate pairings associated with the cub production were removed from
analysis.
Mating behaviors were defined from Swaisgood and Owen (2007). All occurrences
of these behaviors were recorded along with the identity of the panda performing the
behavior. In addition, we recorded latency to contact, latency to mounting, latency to
copulation, and total copulation time. Recording started as soon as females and males
were given access to each other in the outdoor mating enclosures and ended once keepers
attempted to separate the animals. If copulation occurred recordings were ended as soon
as the male and female broke contact as female pandas become very aggressive at the
termination of copulation. Behaviors were scored per mating dyad, which was defined as
one male and one female giant panda paired for the purpose of mating. Because some
individuals had more than one mating attempt, breeding behaviors were averaged for
each individual to yield total number of mate behaviors, total number of positive mating
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behaviors, total number of negative mating behaviors, and frequency of mating
behaviors.
Breeding History and Physiological Measures
We monitored several measures of past reproductive performance by consulting
studbooks, veterinary staff, and husbandry records to determine whether individuals had
previous natural mating experience (breeder versus non-breeder) and if animals had
successfully produced cubs in the past. We only used information about cub production
and natural breeding history if we could confirm natural insemination (not artificial) and
paternity of the cub from breeding manager records and genetic tests. This reduced our
sample size but allowed us to focus on normal reproductive behavior (Powell et al.
2008b). We collected the following information from all individuals: provenance (wild
born versus captive born), rearing (mother-reared versus hand-reared), gender (male or
female), age (in years), and mass (kg). These factors were found to be significant factors
in intromission success and cub production in a recent study on mate preference in giant
pandas performed by our research group (Chapter 2).
Data Analysis
We tested differences between behaviors in different novel object trials with oneway ANOVAs. ANOVAs and post-hoc tests revealed significant differences between
controls and all tests, but since the rubber ball novel-object test resulted in the most
differences between control periods and other novel object tests and also had the most
variation across individuals (see results), we used only rubber ball novel-object tests for
further analyses. Principal component analysis was run on keeper surveys and behaviors
from the rubber ball novel object test to reduce variables into a substantially smaller set
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of uncorrelated variables (Wielebnowski 1999). PCA was carried out using a Varimax
rotation. Scree plots were examined and components above the elbow were retained for
interpretation and were labeled according to the two variables that showed highest
positive loading for this component.
All data were assessed for normality and homogeneity of variance and appropriate
statistical tests were conducted. In case we were losing specificity in component scores,
we also evaluated raw scores on behavioral events measured during the rubber ball novel
object test. Raw scores and component scores were compared to the scores of
questionnaire items obtained for each of the 33 giant pandas using Spearman rank-order
correlation coefficients. Component scores of all individual giant panda were compared
to the variables; gender, provenance (wild born versus captive born), rearing type (handreared versus mother-reared), breeding status (breeder versus non-breeder), and cub
production status (produced cubs versus had not produced cubs). The effect of age and
mass on breeding status and on component scores was examined using the following
statistics: Mann-Whitney U-test (age, mass and breeding status, cub production) and
Spearman rank correlations coefficient (age, mass and component scores).
To investigate which factors may be contributing most to the reproductive
performance outcomes we analyzed personality characteristics using generalized linear
mixed models (GLMM). The first response variable was successful natural breeding in
the past (binary response variable: yes = 1, no = 0; generalized linear mixed model with
logit link function). The second response variable was whether a giant panda had
produced cubs in the past (binary response variable: yes = 1, no = 0; model with logit link
function). The potential explanatory variables/factors that could affect the success of a
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mating attempt were: provenance (binary response variable: captive = 1, wild = 0), focal
animal rearing (binary response variable: mother = 1, hand = 0), age (years), and mass
(kilograms). In addition, we included the personality keeper ratings and component
scores as potential explanatory factors. Due to small sample sizes and lack of power, we
ran keeper scores and component scores in separate GLMM models with the natural
history and physiological measure described above. We used mass as a proxy for size as
length and height for shown to be highly correlated in our previous study (Chapter 2). We
ran GLMM through a step-wise exclusion method in which the least significant predictor
variable (p≥0.05) was sequentially removed from the model until the final significant
model was revealed (McCullagh & Nelder 1989). Models were compared using
penalized log likelihood scores (Quasi-Akaike’s Information Criterion (A=QIC); Crawley
2005). Minimal models were checked by adding all terms back in, one by one, and
examining model QIC scores for possible improvement in model fit.
Statistical significance was determined at the level of p < 0.05 for all tests. All
analyses were performed in SPSS 19.0 for Mac OS X.

Results
Observer/Keeper Questionnaire
PCA resulted in four components above the elbow of the scree plot that accounted
for 53.3% of the observed variance (Table 3.3). These components were labeled
according to the variables showing the highest positive loading: ‘aggressive’ (component
I), ‘playful-clever’ (component II), ‘fearful’ (component III), ‘stereotypical-excitable’
(component IV). Component I showed high positive loadings on ‘aggressive toward
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conspecifics’, ‘aggressive toward humans’, and ‘solitary’. It showed high negative
loadings on ‘friendly toward conspecifics’, ‘friendly toward humans’, and ‘shy’ (Table
3.3). Component II showed high positive loadings on ‘playful’, ‘self-confident’, ‘clever’,
and ‘innovative’ and high negative loadings on ‘solitary’ (Table 3.3). Component III
showed high positive loadings on ‘fearful of humans’, ‘fearful of conspecifics’, ‘not
interested’, and ‘nervous’. It showed high negative loadings on ‘curious’, ‘friendly
towards humans’, and ‘self-confident’ (Table 3.3). Component IV showed high positive
loadings on ‘stereotypical’, ‘excitable’, ‘vigilant’ and ‘nervous’ (Table 3.3). All negative
loadings for this variable were low.
Novel-Object Tests
PCA scree plots did not reveal an obvious elbow but resulted in five components
above eigan values of 1 that accounted for 87.77% of the observed variance (Table 3.4).
These components were labeled according to the variables showing the highest positive
loading: ‘stereotypical-active’ (component I), ‘door directed’ (component II), ‘object
directed’ (component III), ‘chemical communication’ (component IV), and ‘shy’
(component V). Component I showed high positive loadings on ‘total active behaviors’,
‘total time spent in stereotypical behavior’, and ‘number of stereotypical point samples’.
It did not show high negative loadings on any behaviors (Table 3.4). Component II
showed high positive loadings on ‘total time spent at the shift door’ and ‘total number of
visits at the shift door’ and did not have any high negative loadings (Table 3.4).
Component III showed high positive loadings on ‘total time spent with the novel object’
and ‘total number of object interactions’ and did not have any high negative loadings
(Table 3.4). Component IV showed high positive loadings on ‘total number of scent
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marks’ and ‘total number of chemical communication point samples’ and did not have
any high negative loadings (Table 3.4). Component V showed high positive loadings on
‘latency to touch and object’ and ‘total number of negative vocal communications’ and
did not have any high negative loadings (Table 3.4).
When all novel object tests were grouped together within an individual panda, we
found significant differences between individual giant pandas in behavioral responses
during novel object tests. Giant pandas showed differences between individuals in total
number of different stereotypes performed (F30, 120 = 1.69, p = 0.03), total time spent in
stereotypical behavior (F30, 120 = 1.60, p = 0.04), total number of stereotypical point
samples collected over one hour (F30, 120 = 2.36, p = 0.001), total number of point samples
performing active behaviors (F30, 120 = 2.33, p = 0.001), total number of aggressive vocal
communications (F30, 120 = 1.62, p = 0.04), latency to touch the object (F30, 120 = 1.44, p =
0.06), total number of visits to the indoor enclosure door (F30, 120 = 4.65, p < 0.001), total
time sitting at the indoor enclosure door (F30, 120 = 3.6, p < 0.001). There was no
significant difference across pandas in total number of interactions with the object (F30, 120
= 0.87, p = 0.66), total number of chemical communication point samples (F30, 120 = 1.35,
p = 0.13) and total number of vocal communication point samples (F30, 120 = 0.93, p =
0.57), and total time spent with the novel object (F30, 120 = 1.01, p = 0.46).
ANOVAs were conducted to analyze differences in behavioral responses across
novel objects. Ice blocks and ball novel objects showed the largest ranges across
behaviors (Table 3.5). Ball novel objects were either first or second largest range for 10
of the 13 measured behaviors, ice blocks for 8 of the 13, fruitcicles for 5 of the 13, and
water tubs with fruit for 5 of the 13. There was significant differences between novel
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object test in total number of different stereotypes performed (F4, 145 = 2.36, p = 0.05),
total number of visits to the object (F4, 145 = 13.9, p < 0.001), total number of interactions
with the object (F4, 145 = 23.48, p < 0.001), and total time spent with the object (F4, 145 =
17.58, p < 0.001). Tukey HD post hoc tests revealed total number of different
stereotypical behaviors performed during the fruitcicle novel object test varied
significantly from the control (p = 0.05). There were no other significant differences
between other novel object tests in total number of different stereotypical behaviors (p >
0.05). Tukey HD post hoc tests revealed total number of visits to the ball novel object
was significantly different than the water tub with fruit (p = 0.04) and the fruitcicle (p =
0.02). There were no other significant differences between other novel object tests in
total number of visits to the novel object (p > 0.05). Tukey HD post hoc tests revealed
total number of interactions with the ball novel object was significantly different from the
water tub with fruit (p < 0.001) and fruitcicle novel objects (p < 0.001). There were no
other significant differences between other novel object tests in total number of
interactions (p > 0.05). Tukey HD post hoc tests revealed total time spent with the
fruitcicle novel object was significantly different from the ball (p < 0.001), water tub with
fruit (p < 0.001), ball (p < 0.001), and ice block (p < 0.001). There were no other
significant differences between other novel object tests in total spent with the novel
object (p > 0.05).
Several personality characteristics from the keeper questionnaires correlated
significantly with the direct measures of behavior obtained during the novel object test.
Latency to touch the object was negatively correlated with ‘vigilant’ and ‘stereotypical’
keeper ratings and positively correlated with ‘innovative’ keeper ratings (Table 3.6). In
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addition, latency to touch the object was positively correlated with the ‘aggressive’ (I)
component and negatively with the ‘stereotypical-excitable’ (IV) component (Table 6).
Total number of visits to the novel object positively correlated with ‘active’ keeper
ratings and negatively with ‘calm’ keeper ratings (Table 3.6). Total time spent with the
novel object positively correlated with ‘aggressive to conspecifics’ and ‘solitary’ keeper
ratings as well as the ‘aggressive’ component (Table 3.6). Total time spent at the indoor
enclosure door negatively correlated with ‘aggressive to people’ and ‘clever’ keeper
ratings and the ‘aggressive’ component (Table 3.6). Total number of chemical
communication point samples was negatively correlated with ‘vigilant’, ‘aggressive to
people’, ‘stereotypical’, and ‘excitable’ keeper ratings and with the ‘fearful’ component
(Table 3.6). Total number of aggressive vocalizations negatively correlated with
‘vigilant’ keeper ratings (Table 3.6). No other correlations could be found between
keeper questionnaire ratings, component scores, and novel object behaviors. We used
the PCA components obtained from the keeper surveys to evaluate personality on
reproductive performance.
Breeding History and Physiological Measures
There was a significant difference between breeders and non-breeders in age.
Breeders showed an average age of x ± SD = 13.71 ± 4.16 years (n = 14) and nonbreeders of x ± SD = 8.67 ± 3.5 years (n=18) (U = 95.5, p = 0.002; Figure 3.1).
Comparison of component scores of breeders versus non-breeders showed significant
differences for the ‘fearful’ component (III). Non-breeders were significantly more
‘fearful’ on component scores ( x ± SD = 0.35 ± 1.16) (U = 90, p = 0.009) than breeders (

x ± SD = -0.15 ± 0.80; Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). The significant differences in component
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scores of breeders and non-breeders held up even when female (U = 77, p = 0.011) and
male scores (U = 4, p = 0.045) were examined separately. We ran correlations between
the ‘fearful’ personality characteristic and age to further investigate the relationships
between these variables. Age and the ‘fearful’ (III) component score showed a high
positive correlation with older individuals showing more ‘fearfulness’ (rs = 0.45, p =
0.009; Figure 3.3). There was no significant correlation between breeder and nonbreeder status and the remaining component scores or the mass, provenance, or rearing of
giant pandas (Table 3.7).
There was a significant difference in age between female giant pandas that
produced cubs and females that did not. Animals that produced cubs showed an average
age of x ± SD = 13.8 ± 4.4 years (n = 13) and animals that did not produce cubs showed
and average age of x ± SD = 7.6 ± 4.0 years (n=18) (U = 10.95, p = 0.004). In addition,
females that produced cubs were rated lower by keepers on ‘aggressive toward
conspecifics’ ( x ± SD = 4.33 ± 1.92) than females that did not produce cubs ( x ± SD =
6.78 ± 2.82) (U = 23, p = 0.026; Table 3.7, Figure 3.4a). Female giant pandas that
produced cubs also scored significantly lower on ‘curious’ scores ( x ± SD = 4.75 ± 1.96)
than females that did not produce cubs (curious: x ± SD = 7.568 ± 2.07) (U = 19.5, p =
0.013; Figure 3.4b). In addition, females that produced cubs had lower ‘fear towards
human’ scores ( x ± SD = 1.78 ± 1.64) (U = 85, p = 0.022) compared to females that did
not produce cubs ( x ± SD = 3.58 ± 1.78, Figure 3.4b). Females that produced cubs were
rated lower on the ‘fearful’ component score ( x ± SD = -0.27 ± 0.98; Table 3.7, Figure
3.4d) and lower on the ‘aggressive’ component score ( x ± SD = -0.17 ± 0.44; Table 3.7,
Figure 3.4e). We further investigated correlations between the personality characteristics
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and age to elucidate relationships between these variables. Female age showed a
significant positive correlation with the ‘fearful towards humans’ keeper rating (r = 0.54,
p = 0.01) and the ‘fearful’ component score (III) (r = 0.52, p = 0.02). These differences
were not observed for males or when the sexes were combined which contrasts with Ellis
et al. (2006). No other personality keeper rating scores, PCA component scores,
provenance, rearing or mass were different between giant pandas that raised their cubs
and giant pandas that did not.
Correlations between mating behaviors, raw personality keeper ratings, and
personality PCA component scores revealed some significant relationships. “Positive
mating behaviors” were defined as all affiliative behaviors seen between a mating pair
(e.g. bleats, chirps, angiogenital investigation, tail-up, lordosis, etc.). “Negative
behaviors” were defined as all non-affiliative behaviors seen between a mating pair (e.g.
barking, growling, aggressive physical contact such as swiping, chasing, charging, etc.).
When the sexes were combined, there was a negative correlation between frequency of
positive mating behaviors and the keeper rating of ‘friendly toward people’ (Table 3.8).
The frequency of negative mating behaviors displayed by a panda showed a positive
correlation with age, ‘vigilant’ and ‘curious’ keeper ratings and a negative correlation
with ‘fearful of people’ keeper ratings. Frequency of total mating behaviors was
positively correlated with age, the ‘vigilant’ keeper rating and negatively correlated with
‘fearful’ of conspecifics and ‘fearful of people’. When females were investigated
separately from males, there was a positive correlation between the frequency of positive
mating behaviors and the ‘aggressive’ component (I) but a negative correlation with
‘fearful of conspecifics’ (Table 3.8). A female’s frequency of negative mating behaviors
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positively correlated with age, ‘curious keeper ratings’ and ‘friendly toward people’
rating (Table 3.8). A female’s frequency of total mating behaviors showed a positive
correlation with the ‘friendly toward people’ keeper rating (Table 3.8). For males, the
frequency of positive mating behaviors was negatively correlated with ‘fearful of
conspecifics’ and ‘innovative’ keeper ratings and with the ‘playful-clever’ component (II)
(Table 3.8). There were no correlations with a male’s frequency of negative behaviors
and any of the personality characteristics rated by the keepers or expressed by the PCA
components. However, the frequency of negative behaviors was correlated with male
mass (Table 3.8). Larger males expressed higher frequency of negative mating
behaviors. The frequency of a male’s total mating behaviors negatively correlated with
age, ‘fearful of conspecifics’, ‘innovative’ keeper ratings and the ‘fearful’ component
(III) (Table 3.8). There were no significant correlations between panda provenance and
rearing.
There was no significant difference in component scores of males and females, wild
born versus captive born individuals, and mother-reared versus hand-reared individuals
(Table 3.7). However, there was a trend toward females being more fearful than males
(U = 80, p = 0.09), mother-reared animals being more playful than hand-reared (U = 53,
p = 0.09), and wild-born individuals being more aggressive than captive born (U = 73, p
= 0.067). Mass did not differ between breeders and non-breeders (U = 30.5, p = 0.272).
No significant correlation was found between age and the remaining component scores
(component I: rs = - 0.006, p = 0.97, component II: rs = - 0.31, p = 0.084, component IV:
rs = - 0.199, p = 0.274).
GLMMs revealed that age was correlated with increased natural mating success.
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The final model implicated age as being the most significant factor explaining natural
mating success with older individuals mating more (β = -0.36, Wald Chi-Square1,32 =
7.80, p = 0.005, BIC = 38.97; Appendix C, Table C.1). GLMMs revealed that both age
and the ‘aggressiveness’ component were correlated with increased cub production. The
final model implicated age as being the most significant factor explaining cub production
with older individuals producing more cubs (β = -5.24, Wald Chi-Square1,31 = 3.32, p =
0.14; Appendix C, Table C.2). The ‘aggressive’ component was the only other factor that
significantly correlated with cub production (β = 2.24, Wald Chi-Square1,31 = 1.75, p =
0.19). Because neither variable weighted significantly, we reduced the final model to one
explanatory variable and compared BIC scores. The final GLMM with only age included
showed a worse fit (i.e. higher) BIC score but had a significant negative correlation with
cub production (β = -0.36, Wald Chi-Square1,31 = 0.14, p = 0.008, BIC = 28.8). The final
GLMM with only the ‘aggressive’ component included showed a worse fit (i.e. higher)
BIC score and no significant correlation with cub production (β = 0.56, Wald ChiSquare1,31 = 0.41, p = 0.17, BIC = 48.1). Both of these models were significantly
different from the GLMM that included both terms as indicated by a difference in BIC
scores greater than 10. Thus, age and the aggressive component together were the best
predictors of cub production giving the model with the best fit.

Discussion
Relationships between keeper surveys and novel object tests
We found significant variation in response of giant pandas to novel objects
indicating that pandas vary in their response to novel stimuli. Because these behavioral
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responses correlated with keeper questionnaire ratings this indicates that novel object
tests and keeper ratings provide a valid method for assessment of individual
distinctiveness in behavior resulting in component scores with enough variability to
distinguish between individuals. Different novel object tests elicited different responses.
Of the four novel objects tested “ball” and “fruitcicle” elicited the widest variation
between individuals and are, thus, our preferred measure of personality. Several direct
behavioral measures obtained through novel object tests correlated significantly with
appropriate keeper rating personality items. Theoretically, we would not expect specific
time point samples of behavior during novel object tests to correlate perfectly with
subjective keeper surveys. Instead, keeper questionnaires were designed to capture
personality types that cannot be obtained through direct behavioral observations such as
novel object tests or mirror-image stimulation (Wielebnowski 1999). Therefore, it is not
surprising that some of the measurable behavioral events during novel object tests were
not comparable to any of the keeper ratings. Our findings are consistent with other
studies in cheetahs (Wielebnowski 1999), black rhinos (Carlstead et al. 1999a; Carlstead
et al. 1999b), spotted hyenas (Gosling 2001), and preliminary studies on pandas (Powell
& Svoke 2008), which demonstrate the validity of subjective observer/keeper ratings.
The current study also expanded on Powell & Sovke’s (2008) investigation in giant
pandas that analyzed individualized behavioral reactions to novel objects and correlations
with keeper surveys. As Powell and Svoke (2008) only sampled four animals across two
institutions our study significantly increased samples sizes for more robust data analyses
and addressed some of the questions unanswered in their study.
In this study, we found that animals labeled ‘stereotypical’ approached objects
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more quickly and had fewer chemical communication behaviors. Powell and Svoke
(2008) found no significant correlations with stereotypical ratings and novel object
behaviors. ‘Vigilant’ pandas also approached objects more quickly, had fewer chemical
communication behaviors, and fewer aggressive vocalizations. The rating ‘stereotypical’
correlated highly with the rating ‘vigilant’ (r =0.47, p = 0.005), thus, we propose that
‘stereotypical’ animals may be more ‘vigilant’ about new objects in their surroundings
and this resulted in the high correlation of behavioral measurements across these two
personality measurements. These questionnaire items seemed to correctly identify
animals that were more aware of novel objects in their environment and adjusted their
behaviors accordingly.
We also found that pandas that were labeled high on the ‘aggressive’ component (I)
and ‘aggressive towards conspecifics’ by keepers approached novel objects slower and
spent more time with the novel objects. We did not record whether novel object
interactions appeared to be of an ‘aggressive’ nature or a ‘curious’ nature and suggest that
future studies incorporate this information or include additional tests (i.e mirror
simulation or unfamiliar human tests) that would capture this component better
(Wielebnowski 1999). ‘Aggressiveness’ did not appear on any of Powell and Svoke
(2008) correlations between novel object tests and personality traits. Similar to our
study, Powell and Svoke (2008) research methods employed novel object tests and so,
probably did not capture the aggressive component well. Ellis et al. (2006) found that
‘aggression’ was an important predictor of long-term breeding success for giant pandas
and was negatively correlated with ‘friendly to people’, which is evident in factors
loading on the ‘aggressive’ component (I) in our current study. Pandas that were
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‘aggressive toward people’ spent less time at the indoor enclosure door and had fewer
chemical communication point samples. Powell and Svoke (2008) found pandas labeled
“friendly toward people” visited the indoor enclosure door more often. Taken together
and with Ellis et al.’s (2006) study, we suggest that ‘friendly’ pandas may actively seek
human interaction by visiting enclosure doors whereas ‘aggressive’ pandas avoid human
interaction.
‘Excitable’ pandas and pandas that were labeled as ‘fearful’ via component III also
displayed fewer chemical communication behaviors. Because pandas that were ‘fearful’,
‘excitable’, ‘stereotypical’ and ‘aggressive toward people’ all had fewer chemical
communication point samples, there appears to be a high correlation with lower chemical
communication and animals that react negatively to typical captive conditions (i.e.
interactions with people and sudden changes in the environment). Powell and Svoke
(2008) found that scent marking was high in self-assured pandas. Taken together, we can
surmise that rates of chemical communication may provide a reliable measure of animals
that are comfortable in captivity versus those that react negatively to the captive
environment. We suggest that future research investigates this relationship further.
Reproductive performance and personality
PCA analysis of questionnaire ratings obtained for giant pandas yielded four major
components: ‘aggressive’, ‘playful-clever’, ‘fearful’, ‘stereotypical-excitable’. These
components appear to be equivalent to personality dimensions reported in other species
such as humans (Cloninger et al. 1993), gorillas (Gold & Maple 1994), spotted hyenas
(Gosling 1998), cheetahs (Wielebnowski 1999), chimpanzees (Weiss et al. 2000), and
bighorn sheep (Réale & Festa-Bianchet 2003).

We found that giant pandas that were
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most ‘fearful’ based on the PCA component were less likely to be natural breeders than
animals that were not fearful. This result was confounded by the effect of age – older
individuals were also more likely to be breeders. GLMMs revealed that age was the
more important factor in determining both natural mating success and cub production
when personality characteristics, natural history factors, and physiological factors were
analyzed together. However, the ‘aggressive’ component was the second most important
factor in predicting cub production with less aggressive females producing more cubs.
As mentioned above, Ellis et al. (2006) found that ‘aggression’ was an important
predictor of long-term breeding success, however, in contrast with our study, they found
that highly aggressive giant pandas had higher long-term reproductive performance. Our
methods of analyses were slightly different from Ellis et al. (2006) so it is hard to
determine why our findings differed (see below for a more equivalent comparison).
Future studies (or larger sample sizes) should control for the effect of age through
analyzing animals within one standard deviation from the mean of the older age group in
our study.
Animals that were labeled as ‘fearful’ were less likely to have natural mating than
animals labeled low on this component. Surprisingly, and unlike Powell et al. (2008), we
did not find any correlations with the ‘shy’ personality trait. ‘Shy’ loaded negatively on
the ‘aggressive’ component but did not surface as a significant factor in our study.
However, we believe that the component ‘fearful’ in our study is likely measuring similar
personality traits. Definitions of ‘shy’ and ‘fearful’ could easily be misconstrued by
keepers to mean the same thing (i.e. being “reluctant to engage in social situations” could
be easily interchanged with “retreats and hides regularly from other pandas and people”).
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If we accept that these definitions may be interchangeable then our findings are in high
agreement with Powell et al. (2008) in that shy/fearful individuals are less likely to have a
natural mating that produces cubs and have lower total frequencies of mating behaviors.
Boldness has been linked with increased fitness in both wild and captive studies and
across species (Ariyomo et al. 2013; Réale & Festa-Bianchet 2003; Smith & Blumstein
2008).
Though personality types of male giant pandas did not correlate with cub
production, female giant pandas that were less ‘fearful’ and less ‘aggressive’ in both
keeper ratings, the ‘aggressive’ PCA component, and ‘fearful’ PCA component scores
produced more cubs. The ‘aggressive’ effect on reproductive performance was opposite
of what Ellis et al. (2006) reported where higher aggression scores increased reproductive
performance in giant pandas. Our data suggests that high ‘aggressiveness’ in females is
an important trait for natural mating success (Chapter 4) but there appears to be a trade
off in females where the less ‘aggressive’ and less ‘fearful’ females produce more cubs.
Though it may appear that Ellis et al.’s (2006) findings contradict ours, their study
combined natural mating history, cub production, and litter survival into four general
breeding categories whereas we analyzed natural mating history and cub production
separately. Thus, Ellis et al. (2006) may have failed to capture differences between these
phases through combining the three reproductive performance measurements.
Though ‘fearful’ and ‘aggressive’ component scores were not significantly different
between captive-born and wild-born or between hand-reared and mother-reared
individuals, the fact that these components showed trends with mother-reared animals
being more ‘playful’ and wild-born individuals being more ‘aggressive’ raises some
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important concerns especially in light of our reproductive performance findings. If wild
born animals are more ‘aggressive’ than captive, and more ‘aggressive’ animals are less
likely to produce cubs, then we may be measuring the first signs of domestication effects
in captivity. The argument could be made that having low ‘aggressiveness’ and
‘fearfulness’ may be a learned behavior in captivity. If these behaviors are learned and
not under selection we would expect no difference between wild and captive-born
individuals as the wild animals should learn to be less ‘aggressive’ and less ‘fearful’.
Theoretically, the captive environment may provide selection pressures that are different
from the wild environment, which may manifest in differential reproductive performance
in captivity (McDougall et al. 2006).
That females who were less ‘fearful’ and less ‘aggressive’ had higher cub
production rates came as no surprise because these animals are probably less anxious
than their ‘fearful’ and ‘aggressive’ counterparts. Females with lower ‘fearful’ and
‘aggressive’ personalities may have developed these personalities to cope with some of
the stressors uniquely related to captivity. If fearful and aggressive animals are
chronically stressed, this could explain their lower reproductive rates. Chronic states of
anxiety have been found to correlate with reduced pre-ovulatory LH surge (Stoebel &
Moberg 1982), lower egg production in birds (Cyr & Michael Romero 2007), lower
gamete quality in fish (Campbell et al. 1994), smaller litter sizes and higher rate of fetal
reabsorption in mice (Geber 1966), and can impair placental development and increase
rates of spontaneous abortion in primates (Myers 1975; Small 1982). However, as
suggested by (Powell et al. 2008) and Ellis et al. (2006) ‘aggressiveness’ seems to be a
more complex characteristic than previously suspected.
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Conclusions
The results from this study suggest that behavioral personality assessment may
allow us to predict an individual’s ability to reproduce in captive environments. This
study suggests that less ‘fearful’ individuals have higher reproductive performance in
captivity and that this could be quantified at both the mating stage as well as in cub
production.

Individuals with high ‘fearfulness’ scores may have more difficulty coping

with the captive environments than their less ‘fearful’ counterparts. Thus, extended
captivity may change selection pressures such that less ‘fearful’ individuals have higher
reproductive performance. Recent literature suggests that the repercussions of such an
outcome may be detrimental to survivorship of reintroduced animals as bolder
individuals usually have reduced survival due to increased risk-taking behaviors that
frequently placed bold individuals in positions that would compromise survival (McPhee
2003, Smith 2008, McDougall et al. 2005). However, exactly how captivity is altering
personalities across generations and the implications for reintroduction success has not
been well studied and further investigation into the consequences of certain personality
traits on fitness is needed.
Similar to McDougal et al. (2005) we suggest that future studies should concentrate
on determining the trade-offs between increasing the breeding success for the entire
captive population by selecting for breeding individuals with more appropriate
temperaments for captivity and providing good breeding conditions for all individuals
regardless of temperament. For example, when faced with a ‘fearful’ non-breeding
female in captivity, breeding managers have the choice to either train the animal to
become less ‘fearful’ or alter the breeding environment to accommodate for this
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‘fearfulness’ through decreasing human presence or offering a more naturalistic breeding
enclosure. Until relationships between fitness and personality can be more fully
determined, we would caution against suggestions that managers should take efforts to
reduce fearfulness in certain individuals to increase reproductive performance in captivity
as (depending on whether this behavior is learned or genetic) this may lead to a reduction
in variation in personality traits and select for traits that may be maladaptive for
reintroduced animals (e.g. ‘fearfulness’ may be necessary for cub survivorship when
giant pandas are susceptible to predators; McDougall et al. 2005, Smith et al. 2008).
However, altering husbandry practices to accommodate for a wide variety of personality
traits (i.e. offering fearful animals quieter and less distracting enclosures for breeding
opportunities) could increase reproductive performance in the captive population while
simultaneously maintaining both the genetic and behavioral diversity captive programs
strive to obtain.
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Table 3.1. Behavioral definitions of adjectives used for questionnaire ratings. Definitions are
obtained or modified from Powell et al. (2008), Wielebnowski (1999), and Shepherdson et al.
(2004).
Vigilant

Pays attention to the surroundings and changes in surroundings

Active

Moves frequently (e.g. walks, climbs, paces a lot)

Aggressive to conspecifics

Frequently reacts hostile (e.g. attacks, growls) toward other pandas

Aggressive to people

Frequently reacts hostile and threatening toward people

Calm

Not easily disturbed by changes in the environment

Curious

Readily approaches and explores changes in the environment

Stereotypical

Shows stereotypic or unusual behaviors

Excitable

Overreacts to changes in the environment

Friendly to conspecifics

Social; initiates and seems to seek proximity of other pandas

Friendly to people
Fearful of conspecifics

Initiates proximity; approaches enclosure bars readily and in a
friendly manner
Retreats and hides readily from other pandas

Fearful of people

Retreats readily from people

Anxious

Seems uneasy and worried about the environment or new events

Playful

Initiates and engages in play behavior (seemingly meaningless, but
non-aggressive behavior) with objects and/or other pandas

Self-confident

Moves in a seemingly confident, well –coordinated, and relaxed
manner
Learns quickly to associate certain events and appears to remember
for a long time.

Clever
Innovative

Seems original and creative; solves problems

Solitary

Spends time alone; avoids company

Nervous

Shows restraint in movement and posture; easily agitated or alarmed

Vocal

Frequently and readily vocalizes

Bad tempered

Easily annoyed or made angry

Not Interested

Unresponsive to and seemingly unaware of significant
events/situations
Reluctant to engage in social situations

Shy
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Table 3.2. Behavioral definitions of adjectives used for questionnaire ratings. Behaviors are
obtained or modified from Powell and Svoke (2008)
Object Interaction
Any behaviors that involved direct interaction with the object
Latency to touch
such as manipulating, pawing, biting, carrying, and pushing
Total time
Total visits
Total point samples
Door directed behaviors
Total time
Total point samples

Behavior and attention is directed toward the inner enclosure
door toward food, keeper, or bedroom area and away from the
object.

Stereotypical behaviors
Total time
Total different types
Total point samples

Animal engages in unvarying and repetitive (three times or
more) acts that have no obvious goal or function.

Total active behaviors

Any behaviors that involve movement of bear including
sustained locomotion in a non-stereotyped manner, searching
for food, climbing, and responding to stimuli.

Total Chemical Communication

Any behaviors that involve scent marking, body rubbing,
scent anointing, sniffing/olfactory investigation, flehmen,
urinating, and defecating.

Total Vocal Communication
Affiliative
Aggressive

Affiliative vocalizations include: bleats, chirps and sex
squeal.
Aggressive vocalizations include: chomps, huffs, moans,
snorts, barks, growls, and roars.
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Table 3.3. Four major components of individual behavior variation in captive giant pandas derived
from combined score results of keeper questionnaires on 33 adult giant pandas at the China
Conservation and Research Center for Giant Pandas obtained through principal component
analysis. Components accounted for 53% of the variance seen in individual pandas.
Component
Variable
Vigilant
Active
Aggressive to conspecifics
Aggressive to people
Calm
Curious
Eccentric
Stereotypical
Friendly to conspecifics
Friendly to people
Fearful of conspecifics
Fearful of people
Anxious
Playful
Self-confident
Clever
Innovative
Solitary
Nervous
Vocal
Bad tempered
Not Interested
Shy
a
Component loadings ≥ 0.5

I
0.10
- 0.12
0.82a
0.82a
- 0.20
0.08
0.02
0.15
- 0.78
- 0.48
- 0.16
0.07
0.44
- 0.22
0.10
0.25
- 0.21
0.50a
0.00
- 0.03
0.36
0.08
- 0.46

II
- 0.08
0.34
- 0.20
- 0.06
- 0.07
0.08
- 0.03
0.04
- 0.02
0.29
- 0.10
0.13
0.05
0.83a
0.56a
0.79a
0.74a
- 0.58
- 0.40
0.05
- 0.03
- 0.33
- 0.39

III
- 0.08
- 0.29
- 0.27
0.12
0.03
- 0.44
- 0.07
0.10
- 0.20
- 0.53
0.85a
0.81a
0.20
- 0.9
- 0.64
- 0.27
0.05
0.04
0.50a
- 0.23
0.43
0.73a
- 0.03

IV
0.70a
0.27
- 0.03
0.13
0.08
0.35
0.84a
0.85a
- 0.21
0.00
- 0.09
0.04
0.33
0.10
- 0.10
- 0.01
- 0.28
- 0.10
0.50a
0.01
0.38
- 0.11
0.09
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Table 3.4. Five major components of individual behavior variation in captive giant pandas derived
from behavioral scores on ball novel object test administered to adult giant pandas at the China
Conservation and Research Center for Giant Pandas obtained through principal component
analysis.
Component
Variable
Latency to Touch (sec)
Total time with novel object (min)
Total number of object interactions
Total time at shift door (min)
Number of visits to shift door
Point samples
Total active
Total chemical communication
Total stereotypical behaviors
Total number of scent marks
Total time in stereotypical behavior
Total negative vocalizations
Total affiliative vocalizations
a
Component loadings ≥ 0.5

I
0.00
0.43
0.19
-0.01
0.05

II
-0.10
0.02
0.27
0.95a
0.98a

III
-0.14
0.84a
0.89a
0.16
0.03

IV
-0.05
-0.13
0.06
0.02
0.06

V
0.94a
-0.03
-0.09
-0.06
-0.06

0.93a
0.18
0.54a
-0.13
0.92a
-0.07
0.04

-0.02
0.15
0.32
-0.05
-0.02
-0.03
0.06

0.28
-0.20
-0.46
0.09
0.26
0.10
-0.12

0.01
0.81a
0.15
0.90a
-0.02
0.48
-0.09

-0.00
0.01
-0.10
0.17
-0.02
0.80a
-0.03
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1

3.3 (0 – 10)

3.3 (0 – 16)2
0.03 (0 – 1)1
0.07 (0 –1)1

Total Chemical Communication

Total Vocal Communication
Affiliative
Aggressive

Range had most variation across different novel objects

5.7 (0 – 26)

5.3 (0 – 19)

Total active behaviors

0.03 (0 – 1)1
0.03 (0 – 1)1

1.0 (0 – 25)2
0.2 (0 – 2)2
4.9 (0 – 26)

1.83 (0 – 52)1
0.3 (0 – 2)2
10.7 (0 – 47)2

Stereotypical behaviors
Total time (min)
Total different types
Total point samples

4.9 (0-28)1
6.9 (0 – 28)

3.2 (0 – 26)2
6.23 (0 – 58)2

Door directed behaviors
Total time (min)
Total visits

0.0 (0)
0.0 (0)

0.0 (0)
0.03 (0 –1)1

2.5 (0 – 17)1

8.8 (0 – 31)1

5.2 (0 – 28)2
2.2 (0 – 9)

0.87 (0 – 16)
0.4 (0 – 3)1
6.9 (0 – 30)

4.8 (0 – 16)
9.0 (0 – 58)1

134.4 (1 – 2096)1
5.53 (0 – 32)
6.2 (1 – 26)2
10.4 (1 – 46)2

Ice Block
Mean (Range)

0.03 (0 –1)
0.1 (0 – 1)
8.7 (0 – 58)1

3.4 (0 – 14)
8.73 (0 – 44)

Table 3.5. Means and ranges for behavioral responses of giant pandas to novel objects
Ball
Water tub with Fruit
Fruitcicle
Mean (Range)
Mean (Range)
Mean (Range)
Object Interaction
Latency to touch (min)
82.3 (2 – 1108)2
135.5 (2 – 998)
81.2 (0 – 378)
5.0 (0 – 33)2
Total time (min)
9.8 (0 – 23)
16.47 (0 –54)1
4.1 (1 – 14)
7.9 (0 – 35)1
Total visits
7.6 (1 – 24)
7.7 (2 – 37)
24.5 (0 – 65)1
Total point samples
15.1 (1 – 31)
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a

p < 0.01,

b

p < 0.05, two-tailed

Component I
Component II
Component III
Component IV

Calm
Stereotypical
Excitable
Fearful of conspecifics
Clever
Innovative
Solitary
0.33
b
- 0.38
- 0.13
0.03
0.25
b
0.43
- 0.01
0.06
b
0.39
0.28
b
- 0.40
- 0.12
- 0.13
0.16
0.23

- 0.48
0.15
0.16
0.25
- 0.15
- 0.16
0.19

a

a

0.36
- 0.32
- 0.29
0.08

b

0.54

- 0.25
0.00
0.08
- 0.07
- 0.13
- 0.25
b

- 0.39
- 0.27
- 0.19
0.07

- 0.38
- 0.03
0.05

b

0.08
0.05
0.08
0.03

- 0.52
0.04

0.03
0.14
a

- 0.53
a
- 0.62
0.03
- 0.12
0.33
- 0.02

a

0.18

- 0.02
0.25
- 0.07
- 0.31

- 0.11
- 0.33
- 0.32
- 0.02
0.19
0.18
- 0.14

Table 3.6. Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients between quantitative behavioral responses of giant pandas
to the rubber ball novel object and scores obtained from keeper questionnaires and resulting component scores.
All other correlations with remaining personality characteristics scored by keepers and behavioral scores in novel
object tests were not significant.
Total
Total
Latency to
Visits to Time with
Time at
Chemical
Aggressive
Variable
Touch
Object
Object
Door
Communications Vocalizations
b
b
b
Vigilant
0.13
0.10
- 0.05
- 0.44
- 0.39
- 0.37
b
Active
0.07
0.07
- 0.16
0.10
- 0.29
0.43
b
Aggressive to conspecifics
- 0.02
- 0.17
- 0.09
- 0.12
- 0.15
0.40
b
b
Aggressive to people
0.12
0.27
- 0.25
- 0.16
- 0.42
- 0.37
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-0.17 ± 0.44
0.33 ± 1.13
U = 29, p = 0.05c
-0.73 ± 0.89
0.15 ± 1.23
U = 136, p = 0.73
0.13 ± 0.95
-0.24 ± 1.02
U = 73, p = 0.43

Produced cub (n =13 )**
Did not produce cub (n = 9)**
Mann-Whitney testb

Females (n = 22)
Males (n = 11)
Mann-Whitney test

Mother-reared (n =26)
Hand-reared (n = 7)
Mann-Whitney test

Captive born (n = 22)
-0.13 ± 0.95
Wild born (n = 11)
0.41 ± 0.93
Mann-Whitney test
U = 73, p = 0.067
*
x ± SD are reported for all non-statistical test rows
**
For female giant pandas only
a
p < 0.001, bp < 0.01, cp < 0.05, two-tailed

I
-0.12 ± 0.85
0.20 ± 1.05
U = 32, p = 0.13

Item
Breeder (n = 14)
Non-breeder (n = 19)
Mann Whitney test

0.21 ± 1.08
-0.31 ± 0.69
U = 155, p = 0.19

0.17 ± 0.96
-0.47 ± 0.99
U = 53, p = 0.09

-0.13 ± 0.91
0.27 ± 1.17
U = 150, p = 0.39

-0.06 ± 0.79
-0.002 ± 1.06
U = 55, p = 0.94

II
-0.11 ± 0.73
0.16 ± 1.17
U = 48, p = 0.70

0.05 ± 0.98
-0.02 ± 1.09
U = 125, p = 0.88

-0.03 ± 0.96
0.24 ± 1.19
U = 98, p = 0.76

0.24 ± 1.08
-0.50 ± 0.56
U = 80, p = 0.09

-0.27 ± 0.98
0.84 ± 0.84
U = 90, p = 0.01b

III
-0.15 ± 0.80
0.35 ± 1.16
U = 90, p = 0.009b

Component*

-0.07 ± 0.93
-0.03 ± 1.07
U = 121, p = 1.0

0.05 ± 0.94
-0.45 ± 1.02
U = 70, p = 0.36

0.07 ± 1.03
-0.15 ± 0.96
U = 110, p = 0.54

-0.19 ± 0.97
0.09 ± 0.97
U = 43, p = 0.43

IV
-0.10 ± 0.97
-0.02 ± 0.98
U = 33, p = 0.12

Table 3.7. Mean and standard deviation of component scores of individual giant pandas grouped by breeding status,
gender, rearing type, and provenance.
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Table 3.8. Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients between average mating
behaviors of giant pandas to scores obtained from keeper questionnaires. All other
correlations with remaining personality characteristics scored by keepers and obtained
from PCA component scores were not significant.

Variable
Both Sexes Combined
Vigilant
Curious
Friendly toward people
Fearful of conspecifics
Fearful of people
Vocal
Age
Mass

Average
Frequency
Positive

Mating Behaviors
Average
Frequency
Negative

Average
Frequency
Total

0.04
-0.36
-0.39b
-0.28
0.14
-0.36
-0.12
0.26

-0.16
0.38c
0.38c
0.08
-0.45b
-0.01
-0.22
0.47b

0.45b
0.09
-0.19
-0.76a
-0.36c
-0.09
-0.09
0.52b

-0.26
-0.11
-0.68a
0.58b
-0.22
-0.06

0.60b
0.46b
0.09
-0.16
-0.26
0.48c

0.46c
0.35
-0.07
0.14
-0.20
0.40

-0.91a
-0.73c
-0.65c
-0.58
0.26
0.57

0.03
0.10
0.57
0.05
0.31
0.66c

-0.91a
-0.69c
-0.55
-0.67c
0.27
0.71c

Females Only
Friendly toward people
Curious
Fearful of conspecifics
Component I
Age
Mass
Males Only
Fearful of conspecifics
Innovative
Component II
Component III
Age
Mass
a

p < 0.001,

b

c

p < 0.01, p < 0.05, two-tailed
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Figure 3.1. Mean age of breeder and non-breeder giant pandas at the China Conservation and
Research Center for the Giant Panda in 2012 and 2013.
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Figure 3.2. Mean fearful component scores of breeder and non-breeder giant pandas at the China
Conservation and Research Center for the Giant Panda in 2012 and 2013.
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Figure 3.3. Fearful Component as a function of age in giant pandas at the China Conservation and
Research Center for the Giant Panda in 2012 and 2013.
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Figure 3.4a. Average keeper scores on ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ questionnaire factor for
female giant pandas that produced cubs and did not produce cubs.
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*

Figure 3.4b. Average keeper scores on ‘curious’ questionnaire factor for female giant pandas that
produced cubs and did not produce cubs.
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*

Figure 3.4c. Average keeper scores on ‘fearful of people’ questionnaire factor for female giant
pandas that produced cubs and did not produce cubs.
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Figure 3.4d. Average scores on fearful component (III) for female giant pandas that produced cubs
and did not produce cubs.
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Figure 3.4e. Average scores on aggressive component (I) for female giant pandas that produced cubs
and did not produce cubs.
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Abstract
Recent studies, mainly in birds, suggest that mate compatibility within personality
types can improve reproductive performance measurements such as mating success,
offspring survivorship, and offspring quality. We investigated the role of personality
matching on reproductive performance in male and female giant pandas as measured by
intromission success and litter production. We conducted these studies on giant pandas at
the China Conservation and Research Center for the Giant Panda (Bifengxia, Sichuan,
China.) from February-May in 2011, 2012, and 2013. We used keeper surveys to
personality-type male and female giant pandas on four major personality characteristics
obtained from principal component analysis from our previous study; aggressive, playfulclever, fearful, and stereotypical-excitable (Chapter 3). Here we further investigate the
effect of personality compatibility on reproductive performance by analyzing mate dyad
similarity (similar versus dissimilar), specific personality combinations, and relative
personality scores (male scores higher or lower than female scores). The specific
personality combinations were; females and males that were both low on the personality
component (L_L), females were low but males were high (L_H), females were high but
males were low (H_L), and females and males were both high (H_H). Our results suggest
that giant pandas appear to be assortatively mating based on aggressive, fearful, and
stereotypical-excitable personality traits. Mate dyads that were dissimilar on the
stereotypical-excitable component score were more likely to have successful intromission
than pairs that were similar. Further analyses indicated that specific combinations of
personalities conferred increased reproductive performance measurements. Mate dyads
composed of females ranked low and males ranked high (L_H mate dyads) on both the
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aggressive and stereotypical-excitable personality traits had increased intromission
success and cub production than all possible personality combinations. In addition, mate
dyads that were composed of males and females both ranked ‘low’ (L_L) on fearfulness
had higher intromission success but not higher cub production than all other possible
personality combinations. Mate dyads composed of males ranked high on the aggressive
component relative to the female resulted in higher reproductive performance and cub
production. No other relative personality-types conferred reproductive benefits to a
mating pair. Our results suggest that integrating genetic information with behavioral
measures of personality may increase the reproductive output of the giant panda captivebreeding program.
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Introduction
Conservation breeding to restore and/or supplement wild populations is an
increasingly important tool for the recovery of threatened and endangered species.
However, efforts to create self-sustaining populations of endangered species through
captive breeding have been largely disappointing. Lees and Wilcken (2009b) analyzed 87
mammal populations in zoos and found that 52% were not breeding to replacement and
that 67% fell below the threshold of 200 animals recommended to sustain genetically
healthy populations by Baker (2007). In captive-breeding programs, breeding pairs are
typically chosen on the basis of minimizing inbreeding and maintaining founder
representation. Though these goals are widely recognized as important, they have
emphasized genetic diversity sometimes at the expense of behavioral diversity (Rabin
2003; Swaisgood & Schulte 2010). Such breeding techniques rely heavily on behavioral
compatibility of the genetically recommended male and females. If a pair is behaviorally
incompatible and refuses to mate than the unique genetic contribution of that pair is
entirely lost to the captive population. Thus, improving behavioral mate compatibility to
increase reproductive performance is particularly important in endangered species captive
breeding where program success may mean the difference between survival of a species
or extinction.
Recent research suggests that mate compatibility between partners in both
physiological (Choudhury et al. 1996; Marzluff et al. 1996) and behavioral measurements
(Both et al. 2005; Dingemanse et al. 2004; Dingemanse & Réale 2005; Gabriel & Black
2012), may confer a fitness benefit to compatible pairs versus non-compatible pairs. Of
the few studies that exist which assess the link between personality and sexual selection,
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evidence exists for negative- and positive-assortative mating for certain personality
combinations (typically similar personalities; reviewed in Schuett et al. 2010) and
increased reproductive performance, offspring quality, and offspring survivorship (Both
et al. 2005; Budaev 1999; Gabriel & Black 2012; Sinn et al. 2006). For example,
intermediate and bold dumpling squid, Euprymna tasmanica, are more likely to
reproduce if they have behaviorally similar mates (Sinn et al. 2006). Similarly, convict
cichlid pairs that reproduce show more similar behavioral types to one another than
nonreproducing pairs (Budaev 1999). Mate pairs of great tits that display similar
exploratory behaviors, Parus major, raise chicks in better condition (Both et al. 2005)
and recruit more offspring than dissimilar pairs (Dingemanse et al. 2004). Finally, Stellar
jay mate pairs composed of males and females that are similar in ‘explorative tendencies’
and in ‘willingness to take risks’ initiated nests earlier and were more likely to fledge
offspring than dissimilar pairs (Gabriel & Black 2012). Mates may choose partners with
specific personality traits because of genetic compatibility, because some personality
characteristics indicate quality, or certain personality types might be able to provide more
effective parental care (Schuett et al. 2011). Taken together, these findings suggest that
animals may non-randomly choose mates based on personality and these choices may
have reproductive consequences.
This applies as well for captive breeding and recovery programs of endangered
mammalian species. Personality characteristics have also been associated with increased
reproductive performance for captive management and breeding of mammals in zoos and
breeding facilities (Carlstead et al. 1999a; Carlstead et al. 1999b; Gold & Maple 1994;
Mendl et al. 1992; Powell & Svoke 2008). For example, male black rhinoceros that are
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scored as being more dominant to conspecifics by their keepers have lower reproductive
performance (Carlstead et al. 1999b) and nonbreeding captive cheetahs were rated by
their keepers as significantly more tense-fearful than breeding cheetahs (Wielebnowski
1999). McDougall et al. (2006) believe that breeding programs that ignore temperament
risk leading the population towards domestication because certain personalities may be
more likely to prosper in captive settings. Therefore, the knowledge gained from
personality studies can be useful in optimizing captive reproduction and increasing
reintroduction success (McDougall et al. 2006). However, studies investigating the role
of personality matching between mating pairs have not been conducted in captive
endangered species despite the clear utility of such an approach.
Thus, in the present study, we investigated giant panda personalities obtained from
keeper surveys to evaluate whether pairs with similar personality characteristics had
higher reproductive performance than pairs that were dissimilar. We have recently
shown that less fearful giant pandas have higher long-term reproductive performance, as
measured by natural intromission success and cub production, than their more fearful
counterparts (Chapter 3). Also that aggressive female giant pandas were more likely to
have natural mating success but not more likely to produce cubs than nonaggressive
females (Chapter 3). A previous study by Powell and Svoke (2008) also showed that
shyer female pandas were more likely to be aggressive during mating and were less likely
to display interest in the males with which they were paired. In addition, Ellis et al.
(2006) showed that high aggression in giant pandas correlated with being a ‘prime
breeder’ as measured by grouping long-term natural mating success, cub production, and
offspring survivorship. However, none of these studies looked at the relative personality
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of a mate pair and subsequent reproductive performance. The current study specifically
addresses whether mate pairings that have certain personalities have higher reproductive
performance than pairs that do not. We performed our study at the China Conservation
and Research Center for the Giant Panda in Bifengxia, Sichuan, China and used
personality scores obtained from our previous study (Chapter 3) to evaluate a mate pair’s
compatibility and reproductive performance.

Methods
Study Site and Species
We conducted personality studies on 19 female and 10 male giant pandas during
the non-breeding season (May-October) of 2012 and 2013. Ages ranged from 6 to 18
years. Individuals had to be sexually mature and introduced to a member of the opposite
sex on at least three different occasions for mating purposes. Housing and animal
husbandry characteristics are described in our previous paper (Chapter 2). Animal care
and use guidelines of the American Society of Mammalogists (Animal Care and Use
Committee 1998; Assurance #: A3675-01) were followed by all facility operators.
Personality Typing
We assessed personality of giant pandas through zookeeper personality surveys
after the methods from Wielebnowski (1999), Powell and Svoke (2008), and
Shepherdson et al. (2013). Personality has traditionally been assessed through direct
observations carried out by one observer or by various observers that have been trained
and tested for inter-observer reliability. We have previously shown that keeper surveys of
panda personality have relevant and equivalent correlations with personality traits
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observed by novel object tests (Chapter 3), thus in the current study we used only
personality traits obtained through keeper surveys. Though many scientists would claim
that subjective animal keeper surveys are unreliable, recent research has shown that these
surveys can predict real and important phenomena (Carlstead et al. 1999a; Carlstead et al.
1999b) and have been proven to be a validated as a tool for assessing animal personality
(Carlstead et al. 1999b; Momozawa et al. 2003; Wielebnowski 1999).
Animal Keeper Surveys
We used keeper surveys as a tool for assessing personality in our analyses for two
reasons, 1) managers are more likely to use this method because it is simple and does not
involve formal behavioral assessment, 2) keeper surveys are comprehensive, integrating
sources of information in many different contexts over years, whereas novel object tests
assess personality only at one point in time. We conducted interviews with the primary
keepers for each panda and had them complete a survey that included 23 behavioral
adjectives (Chapter 3, Table 3.1). We considered the keeper who spent most time with
the panda as the “primary” rater and used his/her responses in all data analyses. The 23
adjectives on the keeper survey were rated on a 10-point Likert scale (see Chapter 3).
Likert scales are commonly used in surveys and typically ask participants to score a trait
from 1 to 10 with a 1 indicating a low score and a 10 indicating a high score. Before
rating the keepers were given an explanation of the rating procedure and the definitions
of given adjectives. Keepers were instructed to score the panda compared to all pandas
they have ever known.
Mating Procedure
We define mate pairings as the introduction of a specific male to a specific female
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for the purpose of breeding and mate dyads as a specific male and female giant panda
pair (N=44). In the wild and captivity, breeding season for the panda is from February to
May. We began assessing mate pairing of adult giant pandas in mid-February and
continued until the end of April in 2012 and 2013 (we had two females enter estrus in
May over the course of the study). The assignment of individuals to mate pairs was
based on a captive breeding and genetic management plan determined by breeding
managers and designed to maximize genetic health of the captive population. Mating
procedures utilized by the CCRCGP are described in Chapter 2 & 3). We monitored
mating success (i.e. copulation occurred with intromission) or failure and cub production
(1, 0) of a mating pair.
Data Analysis
Principal component analysis was run on the raw data scores of the 23 adjectives
obtained from keeper surveys to reduce variables into a smaller set of variables that were
uncorrelated and therefore considered distinctively unique (see Chapter 3). PCA was
carried out on a Varimax rotation. Scree plots were examined and components above the
elbow were retained for interpretation and were labeled according to the two variables
that showed highest positive loading for this component. The resultant PCA components
were: 1) aggressive, 2) playful-clever, 3) fearful, and 4) stereotypical-excitable.
Giant pandas were ranked ‘high’ or ‘low’ within each PCA component based on the
mean score within a sex (Table 4.1). For example, males that were ranked ‘high’ on the
aggressive PCA component were above the mean of all males on the aggressive PCA
component and males labeled ‘low’ were below the mean. We compared how well a
mate dyad matched on personality via three separate, but related, analyses; 1) pair
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similarity/dissimilarity based on personality, 2) pair personality combinations, and 3)
relative male and female personality within a pair.
To analyze a mate dyads similarity based on personality, we scored all mate dyads
as similar or dissimilar. Mate dyads within the similar group were composed of males
and females that were both ranked ‘low’ (L-L) or both ranked ‘high’ (H-H) on PCA
component scores. Mate dyads within the dissimilar group were composed of males and
females that were ranked in opposition to each other on ‘low’ and ‘high’ PCA component
scores; the female was ‘low’ and the male was ‘high’ (L_H) or the female was ‘high’ and
the male was ‘low’ (H_L). Because similar and dissimilar groupings resulted in mate
dyads whose personalities could be substantially different (i.e. L_L and H_H were
combined into the ‘similar’ category), we further analyzed mate dyad personality
combinations by grouping mate dyads based on their personality combinations resulting
in four categories for each PCA component: 1) both the male and female in a mate dyad
were ranked ‘low’ (L_L), 2) the female was ranked ‘low’ but the male was ranked ‘high’
(L_H), 3) the female was ranked ‘high’ but the male was ranked ‘low’ (H_L), and 4) both
the male and female were ranked ‘high’ (H_H). Here and throughout the text and tables
we designated the female ranking first and the male ranking second. In addition, because
‘low’ and ‘high’ was determined from scores above the mean (‘high’) or below the mean
(‘low’) within sexes, theses categories did not necessarily give a relative score (i.e.
whether the a male was lower or higher than a female on a given PCA component), thus,
we also categorized pairings based on the male’s PCA score in reference to the female’s
score. This relative categorization resulted in two groups: 1) males had lower scores than
females on the PCA component, and 2) males had higher scores than females on the PCA
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component.
In addition to analyzing the four component scores, we also applied the three
different analyses described above to raw keeper personality ratings obtained from the
surveys. Pandas were ranked into ‘high’ (keeper rating of 6-10) or ‘low’ (keeper rating
of 1-5). We grouped mate dyads based on their behavioral combinations for keeper
ratings as described above resulting in: 1) dissimilar versus similar groups, 2) the four
categories listed above (L_L, L_H, H_L, and H_H), and 3) the male’s rank relative to the
female’s rank groups. If the male and female were ranked exactly the same by keepers
(e.g. female and male were both ranked “5” on ‘shy’) the pair was excluded from analysis
on that personality trait because they could not be categorized into any of the groupings
described above. We analyzed rankings from keepers on 23 behavioral adjectives
described in (Chapter 3, Table 3.1).
We predicted that if pairs’ similarity, combinations of personalities, or relative
personality contributed to mate compatibility, then certain groupings of mate pairs within
personality types would have enhanced reproductive performance. We analyzed the
relationship of personality to two measures of reproductive performance. The first
response variable was whether a mating attempt resulted in copulation (binary response
variable: yes = 1, no = 0). The second response variable was whether cubs were produced
(binary response variable: yes = 1, no = 0). All data were assessed for normality and
homogeneity of variance. We investigated direction and strength of relationships
between personality traits and reproductive performance from related effect sizes
obtained from Chi-squared tests, unpaired ANOVAs or Kruskal-Wallis tests. If
significant differences were found, Tukey HSD tests were used for post hoc analyses.
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Mate dyads were considered to be statistically independent as the same male and
female were never paired together more than once in our data set. Statistical significance
was assumed at the level of p < 0.05 for all tests. However, because significance testing
based on critical p values often does not well represent biological relevance, especially in
studies of behavioral ecology (Garamszegi 2006; Nakagawa 2004), we performed post
hoc tests on marginally significant results as well (p< 0.08). Analyses were performed in
SPSS 19.0 for Mac OS X.

Results
PCA Component Mate Compatibility
Four components of the PCA personality assessment accounted for 53.3% of the
observed variance (Chapter 3, Table 3.3). These components were labeled according to
the variables showing the highest positive loading: aggressive (component I), playfulclever (component II), fearful (component III), stereotypical-excitable (component IV).
Component I showed high positive loadings on aggressive toward conspecifics,
aggressive toward humans, and solitary and high negative loadings on friendly toward
conspecifics, friendly toward humans, and shy. Component II showed high positive
loadings on playful, self-confident, clever, and innovative and high negative loadings on
solitary. Component III showed high positive loadings on fearful of humans, fearful of
conspecifics, not interested, and nervous and high negative loadings on curious, friendly
towards humans, and self-confident. Component IV showed high positive loadings on
stereotypical, excitable, vigilant and nervous. All negative loadings for this variable were
low.
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Mate dyad similarity in personality
To determine if assortative mating in giant pandas conferred reproductive benefits,
we grouped dyads into ‘similar personalities’ and ‘dissimilar personalities’ based on the
PCA components. Chi-squared tests revealed that mate dyads with similar in aggressive,
playful-clever, and fearful personalities were no more likely to have successful
intromission or produce cubs than mate dyads with dissimilar personalities (Table 4.2).
However, chi-squared tests revealed that mate dyads with dissimilar personalities in
stereotypical-excitable were more likely to have successful intromission (Figure 4.1a) but
not more likely to produce cubs (Figure 4.1b) than mate dyads with dissimilar
personalities (Table 4.2).
Mate dyad personality combinations
Because similar and dissimilar pairs may not necessarily distinguish between the
possibility of assortative mating based on other mate combinations (i.e. L_L, L_H, H_L,
H_H) we grouped dyads further into these combinations to evaluate reproductive
performance (Table 4.2 & 4.3). Personality combinations within the PCA aggressive
component (I) showed a trend toward different intromission success and significantly
different cub production between groups (Table 4.2). Tukey HD post hoc tests indicated
that the L_H group on the PCA aggressive component had more successful intromissions
and produced cubs more often (Figure 4.2; Table 4.3). L_H dyads had significantly more
intromission successes than L_L and H_L, but not H_H mate personality combinations
(Figure 4.2a). For cub production, L_H mate dyads produced significantly more cubs
than L_L and H_L, but not H_H mate personality combinations (Figure 4.1b).
Personality combinations within the PCA playful-clever component (II) were not
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significantly different in intromission success or cub production between L_L, L_H,
H_L, or H_H groups so post hoc tests were not conducted (Table 4.2). Personality
combinations within the PCA fearful component (III) had significantly different
intromission success but not cub production between the four groups (Table 4.2). Tukey
HD post hoc tests indicated the H_L dyads had significantly more intromission successes
than H_H, trending toward significantly more intromissions than L_H, but was not
significantly different from L_L mate personality combinations (Figure 4.3; Table 4.3).
Additionally, L_L mate dyads had significantly more intromissions than H_H (p = 0.03)
but not H_L or L_H mate personality combinations. Post hoc analyses were not
conducted on cub production as ANOVAs were not significant. Personality
combinations within the PCA stereotypical-excitable component (I) had significantly
different intromission success but not cub production between groups (Table 4.2).
Tukey HD post hoc tests indicated that L_H dyads had significantly more intromission
successes than H_H dyads, trended towards more intromission success than L_L, but did
not show a difference from H_L mate personality combinations (Figure 4.4; Table 4.3).
Post hoc analyses were not conducted on cub production as ANOVAs were not
significant.
Mate dyad relative personality scores
Because the above groupings did not give us an indication of the male and female’s
personality ranking relative to the opposite sex in individual pairings, we further
evaluated the mate compatibility of the dyads on PCA components by grouping the dyads
into mate pairings where the male’s PCA component scores was lower than the female’s
PCA component score and dyads where the male’s PCA component score was higher.
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This grouping allowed us to compare aggressive scores of giant pandas relative to their
mates. Chi-square tests revealed that dyads composed of males with higher aggressive
PCA component scores than females had significantly more intromission success and cub
production than dyads composed of males with lower aggressive PCA component scores
than females (Figure 4.5; Table 4.2). Relative differences in male-female personality
scores for playful-clever, fearful, and stereotypical-excitable PCA component scores
were not significantly associated with measures of reproductive performance.
Keeper Rating Mate Compatibility
We further analyzed mate dyad compatibility based on raw keeper ratings. Only
four personality keeper scores showed significant differences between L_L, L_H, H_L,
and H_H dyad groupings, ‘active’, ‘calm’, ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’, and
‘innovative’. All other keeper rating scores showed no significant differences between
groups (See Appendix D). Mate dyads divided by ‘active’ keeper ratings were
significantly different between groups in intromission success and cub production with
L_H mate pairings showing more successful intromission and producing cubs more often
(See Appendix D). There was also a significant difference between mate dyad groups
based on the ‘calm’ keeper ratings in both intromission success and cub production.
Neither the ‘active’ or ‘calm’ keeper rating loaded on any of our PCA components. Pairs
that were ranked as L_H ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ keeper ratings were
significantly different from other groups in intromission success and cub production
showing a similar trend to the aggressive component as described above (See Appendix
D). The keeper rating ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ positively loaded on the
aggressive PCA component score. L_L dyads based on ‘innovative’ keeper rating had
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more successful intromissions and produced cubs more often (See Appendix D). The
keeper rating ‘innovative’ positively loaded on the playful PCA component score as
explained above.

Discussion
For clarity, our findings on personality-types are summarized in Table 4.4 based on
statistically significant differences found between groups. Giant pandas appear to be
mating assortatively on aggressive, fearful, and stereotypical-excitable personality traits.
Measures of reproduction were higher when high aggression males were mated with low
aggression females and when high stereotypical-excitable males were mated to low
stereotypical-excitable females (negative-assortatively mating with regard to personality
traits). By contrast, intromission rates were higher when males low in fearfulness were
mated to females low or high in fearfulness (both positive and negative assortative
mating).
For aggressiveness, there was no difference between mate dyads when we grouped
pairs into ‘dissimilar’ and ‘similar’ aggressive personalities. However, mate dyads where
females were ranked ‘low’ on aggressiveness and males were ranked ‘high’ (H_L mate
dyads) showed significantly higher intromission success and cub production than all
other combinations of mate dyads ranked on this personality characteristic. This
relationship was also evident when we ranked individuals as ‘low’ or ‘high’ relative to
the opposite sex conspecific paired for mating (i.e. mate dyads with males ranked higher
than females showed more reproductive performance than the reciprocal). Additionally,
pairs rated L_H on the raw keeper rating of ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ had more
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intromission success and produced more cubs. Taken together, these findings strongly
suggest that giant pandas are assortatively mating based on dissimilar aggressive
personalities and aggressiveness relative to a mating partner. This relative aggressiveness
is important for reproductive performance measurements and our data suggest males
must be ranked higher than females in aggression. Our recent research found that
aggressiveness is an important component of long-term cub production for female giant
pandas (Chapter 3). In this previous study, females that were rated low by keepers as
‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ and on the aggressive PCA component score produced
more cubs long-term than females rated high on these aggressiveness scores (Chapter 3).
This finding is in agreement with our current study as mate dyads composed of females
with low scores produced more cubs, however, it also expanded on our knowledge of
fearfulness within specific mating pairs. Both studies are in agreement with Ellis et al.
(2006) who found that aggressiveness was an important predictor of long-term breeding
success.
The current study allowed more differentiation from our last study (Chapter 3)
through evaluating the effect of personality on reproductive performance of a specific
mate pairing. We were also able to test Ellis et al.’s (2006) claim that “the presence of
only [one] assertive male or female (but not both) did not enhance reproductive success”.
Our research suggests this may not be the case, instead, pairs where males were more
aggressive than females had the highest reproductive performance. However, mate
dyads where males and females were both ‘high’ on aggressiveness ratings had the
second highest intromission success (though not significant) and may also show
increased reproductive performance with an increase in sample size. Our findings
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parallel wild giant panda ecology. In the wild, male giant pandas compete aggressively
for females and the dominant male retains breeding rights to the female (Nie et al. 2012b;
Schaller et al. 1985). Aggression is often central to establishing dominance (Ellis 1995)
in other species such as coho salmon (Fleming & Gross 1993), rats and mice (Blanchard
et al. 1984; Dewsbury 1984), lizards (Fox 1983), and primates (DeVore 1965) and this
increased aggressiveness of dominant individuals increases reproductive performance
measurements. Likewise, Carlstead et al. (1999b) found a relationship between dominant
and aggressive individuals and increased reproductive performance in black rhinoceros,
though the relationship was opposite to our findings (i.e. dominant females paired with
non-dominant males had highest reproductive performance). Aggression linked to
dominance appears to exist in wild giant pandas as well. Nie et al. (2012b) found that
congregating males displayed high levels of aggression and dominant males maintained
high levels of aggression toward rival males throughout the competition period until
copulation was successful. Surprisingly, they found no relationship between testosterone
levels and dominance status in male giant pandas (Nie et al. 2012b) but in a concurrent
study the same group found that in general male testosterone levels increase during
mating congregations (Nie et al. 2012c). Taken together, these findings lend support to
our suggestion that aggressiveness in male giant pandas is helpful for successful
reproduction and may be mediated by increased testosterone during the mating season
(though relative increases in testosterone to rival males does not appear to determine
male dominance rank). Future studies should investigate levels of testosterone in captive
male giant pandas as they approach breeding season and within the breeding season
around mate introductions. During mate introductions, captive male giant pandas are
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denied access to rival males, which may be reducing their overall aggressiveness during
important reproductive periods. Limiting intra-sexual competition between males could
inadvertently lower reproductive performance through lowering aggression levels.
Future studies should investigate how male-male competition effects aggression and
subsequent reproductive performance.
Hyper-aggression during mate pairings has been implicated in reproductive failure
in giant panda captive breeding programs (Ellis et al. 2006). Zhang and colleagues
(2004a) suggest that when male giant pandas exhibit hyper-aggression during mate
introductions those mating attempts often fail. Combining results from our previous and
current study indicates that males must be ranked high on levels of aggression in order to
be successful breeders and that females also must show an appropriate level of aggression
for successful cub production but too much is detrimental to the mate pairing (see Figure
2; H_H pairs had lower success than L_L and L_H). Ellis et al. (2006) suggest that there
is probably some ‘optimal’ level of aggression for giant panda mating pairs. The average
aggressive score for female giant pandas in the L_L groups was -0.31 ± 0.31, L_H group
was -0.59 ± 0.60, H_L groups was 0.19 ± 0.13, and H_H group was 0.67 ± 0.48. The
average aggressive score for male giant pandas in the L_L groups was -1.2 ± 0.19, L_H
group was 0.48 ± 0.62, H_L groups was 1.10 ± 0.24, and H_H group was 0.75 ± 0.84.
H_L and H_H groups had the highest reproductive performance and because these
numbers spanned the whole range of aggression scores for females (-0.59-0.67) this
would indicate that there is no ‘optimal’ level of overall aggressiveness for females.
However, our results suggest that males should be > 0.24 on our aggressive component
for optimal reproductive performance and males should always be anywhere from 0.1124

0.51 above females on our aggressive component score.
We have recently shown that fearfulness was an important predictor of long-term
reproductive performance in giant pandas (Chapter 3). While the current study looked
specifically at annual mate pairings in the year personality tests were conducted, our
previous study used these same personality factors to determine long-term reproductive
performance. Both studies were in agreement that fearfulness negatively impacted
reproductive performance measurements both of long-term and on an individual mating
basis. Reduced fearfulness was an important indicator of intromission success for both
male and female giant pandas. Pairs ranked low on fearfulness (i.e. bolder male and
female pairs) had the highest reproductive performance followed closely by pairs where
males were ranked low on fearfulness but females were ranked high (H_L mate dyads).
Similar to aggression levels, this implicates male fearfulness as being more important
than female fearfulness in leading to reproductive failure. However, whereas
intromission success seemed to be determined by both male and female fearfulness, cub
production was only affected by fearfulness of female giant pandas. Female giant pandas
that produced fewer cubs long-term (or none at all) scored significantly higher on ‘fear
towards human’ scores and on the fearful PCA component score (Chapter 3). This
indicates that fearfulness in female giant pandas may be a very important predictor of
long-term reproductive performance due to factors discussed previously that may impact
fertilization and pregnancy rates (e.g. increased cortisol levels with increased fearfulness
leading to lower ovulation and pregnancy rates in females and sperm production in
males; Chapter 3).
Our findings are in agreement with Powell and Svoke (2008) who found female
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giant pandas ranked as shy or timid have poorer socio-sexual performance than bolder,
confident females. However, their study did not follow giant panda reproductive
performance through to cub production, thus, our current study extends the findings
through to cub production. Cub production was not affected by fearfulness when we
looked at reproductive performance in terms of compatibility of mates but did impact a
female’s overall long-term cub production (Chapter 3). This is similar to studies in other
species, such as cheetahs, where non-breeders were more tense-fearful than breeders
(Wielebnowski 1999). In addition, it has recently been shown that fearful wild great tits
prioritize survival over reproductive investment (Cole & Quinn 2014), suggesting that
personality traits may reflect life-history variation in risk responsiveness. As Powell and
Svoke (2008) suggest, efforts to reduce shyness/fearfulness may indeed increase
reproductive performance but we would caution against such efforts as the long-term
effects of altering personality has not been well studied in giant pandas. Current
research suggests that differences in captive and wild population personalities may
influence the likelihood that individuals can be reestablished in the wild (Elsbeth McPhee
2004; McDougall et al. 2006; Smith & Blumstein 2008) and, thus, the repercussions of
attempting to alter personalities of giant pandas or focusing breeding efforts on
cultivating certain personalities are not well understood. If managers attempt to alter
personality profiles of individual giant pandas this could affect the overall reproductive
performance of a captive population and risks an evolutionary shift in the captive stock
genetics (McDougall et al. 2006). More research needs to be conducted on genetic
correlates with personality and learned components of personality to more fully inform a
discussion on possible repercussions of altering personality traits in captivity to increase
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reproductive performance. However, breeding managers could incorporate personality
profiles to alter breeding environments such that certain personality types would still
reproduce, thus, maintaining behavioral diversity in captivity. Though cub production is
a more reliable indicator of fitness than intromission success, we suggest that offspring in
the current study should be reassessed for survivorship and breeding ability at adulthood
similar to studies done on house mice (Drickamer et al. 2000a; Gowaty et al. 2003) to get
a better indicator of the consequences of personality on male and female giant panda
long-term fitness.
Giant panda mate dyads that were ranked as dissimilar on the stereotypicalexcitable component had more successful intromissions but not more cubs. This finding
suggests that giant pandas may be negatively assortatively mating based on this
personality characteristic. Similar to the aggressive component, mate dyads composed of
females ranked ‘low’ on the stereotypical-excitable component and males ranked ‘high’
(L_H dyads) had increased intromission success and produced more cubs. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that suggests giant pandas may be differentiating
between stereotypical-excitable mate partners and non-stereotypical-excitable mate
partners. Recent studies have implicated increased stereotypical behavior in both
increased and decreased reproductive performance implying that the directional effect of
this factor may be species dependent and sex dependent. For example, a study
evaluating enriched and non-enriched male mink found that highly stereotypic males
gained fewer copulations than their non-stereotypic counterparts (Díez-León et al. 2013).
Likewise, a similar study showed in striped mice (Rhabdomys) that stereotypic females,
but not stereotypic males, had more total number of offspring than nonstereotypic
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females (Jones et al. 2010). For giant pandas, the relationship seems to be the opposite in
that higher stereotypical-excitable males had more intromission and cub production than
lower stereotypical-excitable males. It is possible that males labeled as highly
stereotypical-excitable may increase their sexual behaviors (including aggressive
behaviors) during pre-mate observations and mate pairings (exciting events) ultimately
resulting in a perceived, or real, increase in interest toward the potential female mate.
Testosterone and cortisol levels in conjunction with more fine-tuned behavioral
measurements of stereotypical behavior and excitability during mate introductions would
help further inform our findings.
The relationship we found between stereotypical males and higher reproductive
performance is harder to interpret with the current data set. The presence of stereotypical
behaviors have been implicated as an indicator of poor welfare in captivity (Mason &
Latham 2004). However, the literature is divided on this issue with some studies
suggesting stereotypies indicate poor welfare (Garner & Mason 2002; Mason 1991;
Rushen et al. 1993) and other studies pointing out that stereotypies do not always indicate
poor welfare and may be a coping mechanism for unnatural and/or suboptimal
environments (Wechsler 1995). For example in farmed mink stereotypic animals had
lower corticostereoid levels than animals that exhibited no stereotypies (EC 2001; Mason
& Latham 2004). Giant pandas often display stereotypical behavior in captivity such as
pacing, pirouetting, tongue flicking, and vocal stereotypes (Liu et al. 2003; Swaisgood et
al. 2001). Previous studies have proposed that stereotypic behavior patterns in captive
pandas are a compensation for, or adaptation to, a restricted, unenriched environment
(Mason 2006). The typical method of determining whether stereotypical behavior is an
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indicator of poor welfare is through measuring corticosteroid levels as a proxy for
increased stress and correlating this with stereotypical behavior. To our knowledge there
is only one study evaluating the links between corticosteroids and stereotypical behavior
in giant pandas. Liu et al. (2006) found a correlation between cortisol levels and
stereotypical behavior during estrus in female giant pandas. We have no way of
predicting whether males high on the stereotypical-excitable personality component had
higher or lower cortisol than nonstereotypical males. However, there are two possible
explanations for higher reproductive performance if either of these options exist. If
males in our study that are high on the stereotypical-excitable personality component had
low cortisol levels compared to nonstereotypical males this would indicate that
stereotypical behavior may serve as a coping mechanism in giant pandas reducing
cortisol to levels acceptable for increased reproductive performance. However, if
stereotypical-excitable males have higher cortisol levels than nonstereotypical males this
would indicate that increased cortisol levels confer a reproductive benefit in giant pandas.
Future studies should examine correlations between cortisol levels and stereotypical
behavior both outside and within the breeding season. To further elucidate the effects of
stereotypical-excitable personality characteristics on sexual motivation and reproductive
performance measurements further studies must be performed specifically on
stereotypical and excited behaviors during pre-mating behavioral evaluations, behaviors
in mate introductions, intromission success, and cub production.
The results from this study have significant implications for captive breeding
programs of endangered species and suggest that relative personality traits of males and
females in giant panda mate dyads affect reproductive performance of the pair. Our
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findings indicate that giant pandas pairs are not assortatively mating based on personality
similarities, but rather based on dissimilarities for aggression and stereotypical-excitable
personality traits. Mating dyads composed of males ‘high’ on these personality traits and
females ranked ‘low’ had the highest reproductive performance out of all possible mate
combinations. Conversely, the fearfulness component showed the opposite relationship
with only mate dyads where both sexes were ranked low resulting in higher reproductive
performance. In conjunction with our previous study (Chapter 3) it appears that
behavioral personality assessments may allow breeding managers to more accurately
predict an individual’s ability to reproduce in captive environments and these
assessments could be used as a tool by breeding managers to increase reproductive
performance in captive settings. 100% of L_H stereotypical-excitable dyads and 80% of
L_H aggressive dyads had intromission with approximately 70% of these pairings
resulting in cubs. If we extend these findings to the number of mating attempts
conducted each year (~83), and assume that we could accurately pair giant pandas based
on personality, 90% of these pairings (~74) would have successful intromission. The
current intromission success rate is 23%. Even if managers were only able to accurately
pair giant pandas based on personality 50% of the time we would still see a dramatic
increase in intromission success in the giant panda breeding program. Therefore, our
data suggests that in addition to selecting mate pairs based on genetic compatibility, we
suggest breeding managers incorporate behavioral measures of personality to alter
breeding environments that would maximize the reproductive performance of the captive
breeding program.
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Table 4.1. Means and ranges for female and male giant
pandas ranked ‘low’ and ‘high’ based on principal
components obtained from keeper ratings of giant panda
personalities.
Rank
Variable
Aggressive Component
Females
Mean
Range
Male
Mean
Range
Playful Component
Females
Mean
Range
Male
Mean
Range
Fearful Component
Females
Mean
Range
Male
Mean
Range
Stereotypical Component
Females
Mean
Range
Male
Mean
Range

Low

High

-0.49
-1.80 − -0.05

0.50
-0.01 – 1.59

-1.13
-1.49 − -0.84

0.70
0.09-2.30

-0.55
-1.49 − -0.3

0.98
0.31 – 1.81

-0.33
-1.15 − -0.13

1.06
0.55 – 2.18

-0.66
-1.38 − -0.07

1.15
0.42 – 1.95

-1.05
-1.38 − -0.86

-0.26
-0.38 – 0.33

-1.00
-2.08 − -0.56

0.62
0.25 – 1.20

-0.75
-1.58 − -0.16

0.53
0.30 – 1.26
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Table 4.2. Statistical analyses of reproductive performance for mate dyads of giant pandas grouped
by personality similarity, combinations of personalities, and relative personalities based on
component (PCA) scores for aggressive, playful-clever, fearful, and stereotypical-excitable. Bold
numbers indicate significant difference between PCA personality groups at p < 0.05
PCA Component
Aggressive

Playful-clever

Fearful

StereotypicalExcitable

Intromission success

1.83 (0.18)a

0.14 (0.71)a

1.22 (0.27)a

6.79 (0.009)a

Cub production

0.55 (0.46)a

0.36 (0.55)a

0.02 (0.88)a

1.08 (0.30)a

Intromission

2.47 (0.06)b

0.90 (0.83)b

11.66 (0.009)c

7.51 (0.05)c

Cub production

3.75 (0.05)b

2.92 (0.40)b

2.06 (0.13)b

0.63 (0.60)b

Intromission

5.13 (0.02)a

0.83 (0.77)a

1.66 (0.20)a

0.03 (0.86)a

Cub production
Chi-squared tests; χ2 (p value)
b
ANOVA; F3,26 (p value)
c
Kruskall-Wallis; χ2 (p value)

3.95 (0.05)a

0.07 (0.80)a

1.91 (0.17)a

0.18 (0.67)a

Variable
Similarity in personalities

Combinations of personalities

Relative personalities

a
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Table 4.3. Values and measures of reproductive performance for mate dyads of giant pandas
grouped by personality combinations based on principal component (PCA) scores for aggressive,
playful-clever, fearful, and stereotypical-excitable. Female and male component scores are
reported in means ± standard deviation. Bold numbers indicate groups with higher reproductive
performance measurements. Superscripts indicate differences between groups at p < 0.05;
different superscripts groups that were statistically different from each other and similar
superscripts groups that were not.
Mate Dyad Group
Variable
L_L
L_H
H_L
H_H
Aggressive PCA Component Score
Total mate pairings

7

11

6

6

Total successful intromissions

2a

9b

2a

4a,b

Cubs produced

1a

7b

1a

3a,b

Cubs maternally reared

0

7

1

3

-0.31 ± 0.31

-0.59 ± 0.60

0.19 ± 0.13

0.67 ± 0.48

-1.2 ± 0.19

0.48 ± 0.62

-1.10 ± 0.24

0.75 ± 0.84

Total mate pairings

7

9

6

8

Total successful intromissions

3

5

4

5

Cubs produced

2

4

1

5

Cubs maternally reared

2

4

0

5

Female

-0.45 ± 0.38

-0.55 ± 0.41

0.97 ± 0.59

0.98 ± 0.50

Male

-0.40 ± 0.34

0.99 ± 0.52

-0.26 ± 0.09

0.94 ± 0.55

4

6

9

11

Female
Male
Playful-Clever PCA Component Score

Fearful PCA Component Score
Total mate pairings

a

8

a

3b

Total successful intromissions

4

Cubs produced

3

1

5

3

Cubs maternally reared

3

1

5

2

-0.54 ± 0.23

-0.74 ± 0.41

1.31 ± 0.56

-1.03 ± 0.20

-0.23 ± 0.20

-1.03 ± 0.20

1.01 ± 0.60
-0.26 ±
0.02

Total mate pairings

8

7

4

12

Total successful intromissions

3a

7b

2a,b

5a

Cubs produced

3

4

1

4

Cubs maternally reared

3

4

1

3

Female

-1.04 ± 0.60

-1.01 ± 0.54

0.73 ± 0.29

0.58 ± 0.27

Male

-0.58 ± 0.61

0.57 ± 0.38

-0.62 ± 0.41

0.47 ± 0.15

Female
Male
Stereotypical-excitable PCA
Component Score

2

a,b
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Table 4.4. Significant findings of increased reproductive performance for mate dyads of giant
pandas grouped by personality similarity, combinations of personalities, and relative
personalities based on component (PCA) scores for aggressive, playful-clever, fearful, and
stereotypical-excitable. ‘i’ indicates intromission success was higher and ‘c’ indicates cub
production was higher.
PCA Component
Aggressive

Playful-clever

Fearful

StereotypicalExcitable

Intromission success

-

-

-

i

Cub production

-

-

-

-

L_L

-

-

i

-

L_H

i, c

-

-

i, c

H_L

-

-

i

-

H_H

-

-

-

-

Male lower

-

-

-

-

Male higher

i, c

-

-

-

Variable
Similarity in personalities

Combinations of personalities

Relative personalities
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a)

*

b)

Figure 4.1. The percent of mate dyads resulting in a) successful intromission and b) cub production
for mate pairings composed of females and males ranked similar to each other than females and
males ranked dissimilar to each other on the stereotypical PCA component scores. N represents the
number of mate dyads. *indicates p ≤ 0.05
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a)

*

*

b)

*

*

Figure 4.2. The percent of mate dyads resulting in a) successful intromission and b) cub production
for mate pairings of females and males that were both ranked low on aggressive component scores
(L_L), of females that were ranked low and males that were ranked high (L_H), of females that were
ranked high and males that were ranked low (H_L), and of females and males that were both ranked
high (H_H). N represents the number of mate dyads. * indicates p ≤ 0.05
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a)

*
*

b)

Mate%Dyad%Fearful%Component%Compatibility%Group%
Figure 4.3. The percent of mate dyads resulting in a) successful intromission and b) cub production
for mate pairings composed of females and males that were both ranked low on fearful component
scores (L_L), of females that were ranked low and males that were ranked high (L_H), of females
that were ranked high and males that were ranked low (H_L), and of females and males that were
both ranked high (H_H). N represents the number of mate dyads. *indicates p ≤ 0.05
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a)

*

*

b)

Figure 4.4. The percent of mate dyads resulting in a) successful intromission and b) cub production
for mate pairings of females and males that were both ranked low on stereotypical-excitable
component scores (L_L), of females that were ranked low and males that were ranked high (L_H), of
females that were ranked high and males that were ranked low (H_L), and of females and males that
were both ranked high (H_H). N represents the number of mate dyads. * indicates p ≤ 0.05
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a)

*

b)
*

Figure 4.5. The percent of mate dyads resulting in a) successful intromission and b) cub production
for mate pairings composed of females mated to males ranked lower than them on aggressive
component scores and females mated to males ranked higher than them on aggressive component
scores. N represents the number of mate dyads. *indicates p ≤ 0.05
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
Captive breeding provides an opportunity to augment natural populations where
declines in nature may have impaired a species’ capacity to recover from environmental
stresses, as well as to re-establish extirpated populations (Soulé et al. 1986). To maintain
healthy genetic variation, captive breeding programs require that the majority of the
reproductively mature adults in the population reproduce successfully. However, in
practice many captive-bred individuals fail to reproduce, even when presumably fully
reproductive and healthy. Historically, captive breeding programs have focused
primarily on pairing animals for breeding based on their pedigree and the future genetic
health of the population (Snyder et al. 2002), while largely ignoring the potential
importance of behavioral compatibility such as mate preference and personality
(Swaisgood & Schulte 2010). Such methods have been largely unsuccessful at
maintaining and/or growing populations of rare mammals (AZA Sustainable Zoo &
Aquarium Populations Report 2013). At present, many questions about how personality
and mate preference operate on reproductive performance in the wide variety of species
represented in zoos remain unanswered.
Giant pandas are notoriously poor breeders in captivity (Swaisgood et al. 2003b)
but in China methodology for their breeding provides an ideal research system to
rigorously test hypotheses and samples sizes are large. Because of our collaboration with
the CCRCGP we were able to address specific questions regarding the role of mate
preference and personality in reproductive performance:
1) Can incorporation of mate preference in breeding assignments increase
reproductive performance in managed programs?
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2) Can incorporation of personality traits in assignment of breeding pairs increase
reproductive performance?
Through dichotomous choice tests and carefully tracking intromission success and cub
production we were able to investigate the effects of mate preference and personality on
these reproductive performance measurements. We found that mate preference,
individual personality, and certain personality combinations within a mate pair can all
increase reproductive performance in the captive giant panda.
Mate preference
We found that mate preference had the highest correlation with intromission
success and cub production out of all the factors we investigated that could affect
reproductive performance. Pairing both male and female giant pandas with a preferred
partner increased the probability of intromission success and of producing a cub. There
was also an increase in intromission success and cub production between mate dyads
where there was mutual mate preference (preferred-preferred pairings) versus dyads that
did not prefer each other (nonpreferred-nonpreferred) pairings. These findings are in
agreement with studies on other species where mate preference increases reproductive
performance measurements and offspring fitness (Drickamer et al. 2000a; Drickamer et
al. 2003; Gowaty et al. 2003; Martin & Shepherdson 2012). Our research would indicate
that management-induced constraints that inhibit or prevent female and male giant
pandas from mating with preferred mates will result in reduced reproductive
performance. Mate choice is thought to be an important source of evolutionary change
(Drickamer et al. 2000a); hence, it may affect both physiological and morphological traits
in progeny as well as the dynamics of social behavior. Future studies should focus on
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applying our findings to the giant panda breeding program and collecting data on whether
the program success rate increases. In addition, preference and ways to modify
preference should be investigated further. The following questions arose as we were
analyzing data: What makes a male or female preferred? Can mate preference be
detected via physiological cues? Can these traits be manipulated to increase the
reproductive performance of genetically valuable individuals? Are the traits linked with
preference (or preference itself) genetically passed on through generations (i.e. do
preferred males produce sons and daughters that are chosen as preferred as well)? If we
provide more than two choices of mates does reproductive performance increase further?
Does a female’s mate preference change as they enter estrus? Can we detect preference
for opposite sex conspecifics outside of breeding season? Do individuals show stronger
preference for specific opposite sex conspecifics as the fertile period approaches or does
their preference become more flexible? Do males prefer females in estrus over nonestrous females? Do males prefer females in peak estrus versus females in earlier stages?
Does male-male competition around a female increase a male’s preference for that female
and motivation to breed? All of these questions could potentially impact how and when
breeding managers perform pre-mating and mating introductions in giant pandas. To
expand my observations to captive breeding populations of endangered species in
general, a multi-institutional survey could be conducted using the American Zoo
Association definition for sustainable populations on whether sustainably versus nonsustainably captive bred species have free mate choice, limited mate choice, or no mate
choice.
Familiarity also increased reproductive performance in a mate dyad. Successfully
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producing a cub in the past with a potential mate increased intromission success in both
male and female giant pandas and increased cub production for female giant pandas.
This result is consistent with findings in other species that mate familiarity increases
mating success and production of offspring (Fisher et al. 2003b; Martin & Shepherdson
2012; Roberts & Gosling 2004b). Familiarity measurements in the year prior to breeding
and directly leading up to breeding did not have an effect on the reproductive
performance of a mate pairing. This would suggest that intensive movement of giant
pandas prior to breeding is not necessary for increased reproductive performance and
managers may be able to focus less intensely on moving pandas during the breeding
season. However, more controlled studies on familiarity should be conducted through
experimentally manipulating the amount of time potential mate pairs spend next to each
other in the year prior to breeding before breeding management changes are
implemented. We suggest setting up an experiment where some females are housed next
to potential mates for the year prior to breeding (long-term familiar pairs) and some
females are housed next to males solely in the time period directly prior to breeding (nonfamiliar pairs). In addition, the following questions arose as we were analyzing data:
When does familiarity arise? Does it take successful cub production or years of constant
contact? What signals are used for establishing familiarity? Does chemical
communication through scent swapping establish familiarity? What are the movement of
wild male and female pandas prior to breeding season and how does this affect their
reproductive performance? Should captive settings replicate wild settings in terms of
social housing? Is familiarity of conspecifics important for individual welfare, and does
disruption of these social relationships cause an increase in stress?
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We found that females mated to larger, heavier males had more intromissions and
produced more cubs than females mated to smaller males. In follow-up analyses (Table
A.3 in Appendix A), we found that females preferred older males but that male age was
highly correlated with male mass in our data set. We must infer a lot in order to make
sense of these findings, but we suggest older males may weigh more than younger males
and the correlation between male mass and intromission success in our current GLMM
may actually be indicating female preference. A more thorough statistical investigation
into male mass and preference needs to be conducted before a solid conclusion can be
reached. The finding that male mass increases reproductive performance would be
consistent with recent experiments on wild pandas that suggests dominant giant panda
males that secure breeding rights to females tend to be the largest male present during
mating aggregations (Nie et al. 2012a). Male mass has been shown to be important for
reproductive performance in many other species (Bisazza & Marconato 1988; Harari et
al. 1999; Hastings 1988; Hoelzer 1990; Howard et al. 1998; Poole 1989).
Surprisingly, for male based intromission success, male mass was not a
significant factor. However, mass was correlated with male cub production. We suggest
that this finding can be explained via female preference discussed above. It makes sense
that females can distinguish between heavier and lighter males and that this would affect
intromission success from a choosing female’s perspective (i.e. females can readily
assess male size in pre-mate introductions; Charlton et al. 2009). However, in the current
system where there is no male-male competition, when intromission success is evaluated
from the male perspective, small and large males should invest the same amount of
energy in courtship behaviors and achieving intromission. Further, ejaculate
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characteristics for larger males could indicate that there may be post-copulatory
mechanisms that could confer fitness benefits on males and would explain the cub
production success without corresponding intromission success. Clearly the interaction of
male mass on reproductive performance needs to be investigated further. Controlling
dichotomous mate choice tests for male mass by presenting males of relatively similar
mass or highly mismatching the mass in males (one very large and one very small) would
help elucidate whether preference or mass is having more of an impact on reproductive
performance. In addition, collecting semen samples during the breeding season for large
and small males that are given opportunities to mate and correlating semen quality
measurements with reproductive performance measurements would further inform the
hypothesis that increased male mass increases ejaculate quality (in both ejaculate volume
and sperm physiology). The following questions arose surrounding male mass and malemale competition as we were conducting our analyses: in light of wild studies, would
larger males “win” competitions in captivity? Is there a clear “winner/loser” in malemale competition? Can we detect this through male-male pre-mating introductions
(male-male competition) across mesh barriers? Would we see elevated levels of
testosterone and cortisol in “winners” after the male-male pre-mating introductions?
Would female preference change if she were allowed to witness male-male competitions?
Would male sexual motivation change after having male-male competition opportunities?
Would reproductive performance increase if males were given male-male competition?
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Personality
We investigated the effect of personality on the long-term reproductive
performance of giant pandas. The four major personality characteristics determined from
PCA were aggressive, playful-clever, fearful, and stereotypical-excitable. We found that
both male and female fearful giant pandas had lower average yearly mating behaviors,
low long-term natural mating success, and low long-term cub production. Additionally,
aggressive female giant pandas had increased long-term natural mating success but
decreased long-term cub production.

Males did not show these additional relationships

between aggressive personalities and reproductive performance. Fearfulness has been
linked with decreased fitness in both wild and captive studies and across species,
including giant pandas (Ariyomo et al. 2013; Powell et al. 2008; Réale & Festa-Bianchet
2003; Réale et al. 2000; Smith & Blumstein 2008). Our findings suggest that husbandry
practices should consider personality traits of an individual to increase reproductive
performance in the captive population. However, many questions remain to be answered
about the relationship of personality to reproductive performance: are personality traits
genetically determined? Can they be inherited from generation to generation or are they
learned? If they can be inherited are they under selection pressures in captivity and is
the population becoming more domesticated? Can altering an individual’s personality
(i.e. working with fearful animals to make them more bold) increase the reproductive
performance of that individual? Does altering mating environments to accommodate
personality traits (i.e. quieter pens with less human interaction for fearful individuals)
increase reproductive performance of these animals? How may these personality types
be affecting the survivorship of reintroduced giant pandas? Answering these questions
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could have important implications for the captive breeding program. Specifically,
investigating domestication effects in giant pandas may be highly important for the
success of the reintroduction programs that are currently taking place and to further guide
future breeding efforts.
We further investigated the effects of personality on the reproductive performance
of a specific mate dyad. Our results suggest that giant pandas appear to be mating
assortatively on aggressive, fearful, and stereotypical-excitable personality traits. For
aggression and stereotypical-excitable personality traits, mate pairs that were dissimilar
in personality traits had higher intromission success and cub production. We found pairs
where males were ranked high on these traits and females were ranked low (L_H dyads)
had the highest reproductive performance. Aggression is cited as important for
establishing dominance (Ellis 1995) in other species which confers reproductive benefits
(Blanchard et al. 1984; DeVore 1965; Dewsbury 1984; Fleming & Gross 1993; Fox
1983). Both male and female giant pandas needed to be ranked ‘low’ on fearfulness to
have higher intromission success but mate dyad ranking on ‘fearfulness’ did not effect
cub production. Our findings on ‘fearfulness’ are consistent with other captive studies on
reproductive performance and personality (Powell et al. 2008; Wielebnowski 1999). To
our knowledge, this is the first study that indicates stereotypical-excitable personality
relative to a mating partner may increase reproductive performance. Our results suggest
that integrating genetic information with behavioral measures of personality, specifically
in relationship to the individual pandas being paired for mating, may also increase the
reproductive output of the giant panda captive-breeding program. As referred to earlier,
more research is needed on the effects of personality on reproductive performance to
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fully determine possible consequences. We had the following questions as we wrote up
our results: Is personality stable in the breeding and non-breeding seasons? Does human
presence affect behaviors of the different personality types during mate introductions?
Do individual humans alter the behavioral/personality profiles of giant pandas and is this
reflected on those keeper’s personality questionnaires? Can we alter the reproductive
performance of individuals through pairing them with certain personality types? Do
stereotypical animals have higher or lower reproductive performance in captive settings?
How does stereotypical behavior effect mate preference? Do stereotypical animals have
higher or lower cortisol and testosterone measurements? How is this linked to
environmental enrichment in adulthood and during infancy? Research has only recently
started to investigate the role of stereotypical behavior on reproductive performance
(Díez-León et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2010) and many questions remain unanswered.
Clearly, research into personality could produce important information for the success of
captive breeding programs and warrants further investigation.
Final Conclusions
In captive breeding programs, mates are traditionally selected solely on the basis of
genetic parameters to minimize loss of genetic diversity and inbreeding coefficients. Our
results suggest that integrating genetic with behavioral measures of preference and
personality would increase the reproductive output of the giant panda captive-breeding
program. These findings could be employed by breeding managers to increase mate
compatibility, decrease stress, and enhance welfare and breeding success. Clearly, we
must work within the confines of the genetic recommendations to increase reproductive
performance in endangered species in order to create self-sustaining captive populations
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that, could in turn, be used as a reservoir for individuals being reintroduced back into the
wild. However, with the knowledge gained from this study we will be able to suggest
methods for improving the reproductive performance of genetically valuable animals by
conducting assessment of mate acceptability before actual animal transfer and designing
strategies of intra-institutional management that optimize reproductive performance. We
suggest that captive breeding facilities for other endangered species investigate both mate
preference and personality to improve the captive breeding methods currently utilized by
both zoological and private breeding facilities. For the plethora of species currently
endangered or declining, captivity may serve as the only fail-safe for their extinction.
Considering the plight of these animals, research into increasing the success of captive
breeding programs merits intensive and immediate attention. It seems clear that
conservation breeding programs in zoos and breeding centers have much to gain from a
more integrated approach, addressing both the importance of genetic management and
behavioral analyses. Ultimately, close partnerships between researchers and breeding
managers that maintain large populations of captive bred endangered species will ensure
that lessons learned from research are rapidly incorporated into management strategies, as
adaptive management programs.
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-123.10
0.21

Year (2011, 2012, 2013)
Male ID
Female ID
BIC

Posterior probability

a. The response variable was assumed to be binomial

17.00
20.38
0.47
0.12
-17.73, -20.27

10.61
18.79
0.078
-18.58, -21.02

0.076

-121.06

2

1

Explanatory variables
Fixed effects
Intercept
Total number of sequential mates
Total number mate introductions
Female age (years)
Female mass (kg)
Female natural mating (yes, no)
Female parity (yes, no)
Total number of prior breeding years
Provenance (wild, captive)
Rearing (mother, hand)
Pair had cubs previously
Male age (years)
Male mass (kg)
Contiguous neighbor status
Total days neighbor status for month
Total days neighbor status for year
Number of days away from estrus
Preference (preferred, nonpreferred)

Model

0.068

-120.84

7.48
0.10
-17.94, -20.17

3

0.063

-120.69

4.68
1.99
0.13
-19.52, -22.05

4

0.061

-120.52

3.76
0.10
1.28
-20.01, -23.49

5

Table A1. Summary of a Bayesian model analysis of intromission success for female giant pandas as a function of
the following explanatory variablesa.
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162

2
17.00
20.38
0.47
0.12
-17.73, -20.27
-121.06
0.076

10.61
18.79
0.077
-18.58, -21.82
-123.10
0.21

Model
1

a. The response variable was assumed to be binomial

Explanatory variables
Fixed effects
Intercept
Total number of sequential mates
Total number of mating introductions
Female age (years)
Female mass (kg)
Female natural mating (yes, no)
Female parity (yes, no)
Total number of prior breeding years
Provenance (wild, captive)
Rearing (mother, hand)
Pair had cubs previously
Male age (years)
Male mass (kg)
Contiguous neighbor status (days)
Total days neighbor status for month
Total days neighbor status for year
Number of days away from estrus
Preference (preferred, nonpreferred)
Year (2011, 2012, 2013)
Male ID
Female ID
BIC
Posterior probability
7.48
0.10
-17.94, -20.17
-120.84
0.068

3

162

4.68
1.99
0.13
-19.52, -22.05
-120.7
0.063

4
3.76
0.10
1.49
-20.01, -23.49
-120.52
0.061

5

Table A2. Summary of a Bayesian model analysis of cub productiona for female giant pandas as a function of the
following explanatory variablesa.
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Table A3. Summary of a generalized mixed linear model analysis of intromissiona for
female giant panda’s preferred and nonpreferred mates.
Explanatory variables
βb
s.e. b
Wald Chi- d.f. b
Squareb
Fixed effects
Intercept
-10.45
3.52
8.83
1
Preference
-2.23
0.83
7.22
1
Neighbor Status (days)
-0.24
0.19
3.73
1
c
Pair had cubs previously
23.64
0.36
4399.63
1
Provenance
1.87
2.18
.731
1
Rearing
1.99
1.17
2.89
1
Female age (years)
0.20
0.19
1.16
1
Female mass (kg)
-0.05
0.05
1.153
1
Male age (years)
-0.05
0.05
0.81
1
Male mass (kg)
0.10
0.03
11.2
1
BIC
a. As a function of preference, neighbor status, if the pair had successfully had cubs
previously, provenance, rearing, female mass and age, male mass and age, (N=40,
Female=27, Male=11). The response variable was assumed to be binomial, given random
effect for female and male identity. After a successive exclusion of the least significant terms
(p≥0.05), the significance values of the final model are shown in the table. Non-significant
terms are presented with the values they were removed from the model. Male and female id
were treated as random effects in this model.
b. df is degrees of freedom, β is the logistic regression coefficient, SD is the standard
deviation, SE is the standard error, t denotes the t-value and p the significance level.
c. β, standard error,Wald Chi-Square, degrees of freedom, and p, are reported for the model
with only this explanatory variable included.
*denotes factors in final model with highest BIC
0.003
0.007*
0.208
<0.001*
0.393
0.089
0.281
0.283
0.369
0.001*
40.98

pb
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Table A4. Summary of a generalized mixed linear model analysis of cub production for
female giant pandasa.
Explanatory variables
βb
s.e. b
Wald Chi- d.f. b
Squareb
Fixed effects
Intercept
22.30
4.35
26.34
1
Preference
4.91
1.46
11.35
1
Neighbor Status (days)
0.24
0.23
1.10
1
c
Pair had cubs previously
-2.197
0.94
-.349
1
Provenance
-1.92
3.39
0.32
1
Rearing
-3.74
1.60
5.48
1
Female age (years)
-0.33
0.21
2.45
1
Female mass (kg)
0.04
0.08
0.33
1
Male age (years)
-0.46
0.18
6.93
1
Male mass (kg)
-0.17
0.05
12.28
1
BIC
a. As a function of preference, neighbor status, if the pair had successfully had cubs
previously, provenance, rearing, female mass and age, male mass and age, (N=40,
Females=29, Males=11). The response variable was assumed to be binomial, given random
effect for female and male identity. After a successive exclusion of the least significant terms
(p≥0.05), the significance values of the final model are shown in the table. Non-significant
terms are presented with the values they were removed from the model. Male and female id
were treated as random effects in this model.
b. df is degrees of freedom, β is the logistic regression coefficient, SD is the standard
deviation, SE is the standard error, t denotes the t-value and p the significance level.
c. β, standard error,Wald Chi-Square, degrees of freedom, and p, are reported for the model
with only this explanatory variable included.
*denotes factors in final model with highest BIC
<0.001
0.001*
0.294
0.020
0.572
0.019*
0.118
0.568
0.008*
<0.001*
31.48

pb
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Table A5. Summary of a generalized mixed linear model analysis of what determines a
preferred mate for female giant pandasa.
Explanatory variables
βb
s.e. b
Wald Chi- d.f. b
Squareb
Fixed effects
Intercept
4.85
1.96
6.11
1
Neighbor status (days)
0.15
0.17
0.80
1
Neighbor status over previous month
-0.08
0.14
0.33
1
Neighbor status over previous year
0.02
0.03
0.48
1
Pair had cubs previously
-0.68
0.75
0.83
1
Number of males mated to female
-0.05
0.56
0.01
1
Number of mating attempts
-0.13
0.50
0.063
1
Male’s sequential mating number
1.05
0.98
1.16
1
Male age (years)
-0.40
0.16
6.69
1
Male mass (kg)
-0.03
0.02
1.71
1
Male length (cm)
-0.04
0.03
1.52
1
Male height (cm)
0.15
0.70
0.05
1
BIC
a. As a function of neighbor status in days, over the previous month, and over the previous
year, if the pair had successfully had cubs previously, the number of males the female mated
with, the number of mating attempts for the pair, the sequential mate number for the female,
and the male’s mass, length, height and age, (N=60). The response variable was assumed to
be binomial, given random effect for female and male identity. After a successive exclusion
of the least significant terms (p≥0.05), the significance values of the final model are shown in
the table. Non-significant terms are presented with the values they were removed from the
model. Male and female id were treated as random effects in this model.
b. df is degrees of freedom, β is the logistic regression coefficient, SD is the standard
deviation, SE is the standard error, t denotes the t-value and p the significance level.
*denotes factors in final model with highest BIC
0.013
0.371
0.569
0.487
0.361
0.925
0.801
0.282
0.010*
0.191
0.218
0.827
75.25

pb
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2
17.57
-16.87, -17.79
-242.13
0.133

1
17.10
0.07
-17.15, -18.13
-242.54
0.16

a. The response variable was assumed to be binomial

Explanatory variables
Fixed effects
Intercept
Total number of sequential mates
Total number of mating introductions
Female age (years)
Female mass (kg)
Female natural mating (yes, no)
Female parity (yes, no)
Total number of prior breeding years
Provenance (wild, captive)
Rearing (mother, hand)
Pair had cubs previously
Male age (years)
Male mass (kg)
Contiguous neighbor status (days)
Total days neighbor status for month
Total days neighbor status for year
Number of days away from estrus
Preference (preferred, nonpreferred)
Year (2011, 2012, 2013)
Male ID
Female ID
BIC
Posterior probability

Model

16.91
0.40
-16.97, -17.94
-241.44
0.095

3

166

16.92
0.91
0.49
-17.31, -18.35
-240.64
0.064

4

Table B1. Summary of a Bayesian model analysis of intromission successa for male giant
pandas as a factor of the following explanatory variables.
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16.94
-17.33, -18.38
0.12
-240.03
0.059

5

167

17.57
-16.87, -17.79
-242.13
0.133

Model
2

17.10
0.07
-17.15, -18.13
-242.54
0.16

1

a. The response variable was assumed to be binomial

Explanatory variables
Fixed effects
Intercept
Total number of sequential mates
Total number of mating introductions
Female age (years)
Female mass (kg)
Female natural mating (yes, no)
Female parity (yes, no)
Total number of prior breeding years
Provenance (wild, captive)
Rearing (mother, hand)
Pair had cubs previously
Male age (years)
Male mass (kg)
Contiguous neighbor status (days)
Total days neighbor status for month
Total days neighbor status for year
Number of days away from estrus
Preference (preferred, nonpreferred)
Year (2011, 2012, 2013)
Male ID
Female ID
BIC
Posterior probability
16.91
0.42
-16.97, -17.94
-241.44
0.095

3

Table B2. Summary of a Bayesian model analysis of cub productiona for male giant
pandas as a factor of the following explanatory variables.
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16.92
2.00
0.52
-16.83, -17.79
-240.64
0.064

4
16.94
-16.88, -18.17
0.15
-240.03
0.059

5
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Table B3. Summary of a generalized mixed linear model analysis of intromission for
male giant pandasa.
Explanatory variables
βb
s.e. b
Wald Chi- d.f. b
Squareb
Fixed effects
Intercept
-2.52
0.87
8.43
1
Preference
1.44
0.87
2.70
1
Neighbor Status (days)
-0.04
0.10
0.14
1
Pair had cubs previously
2.01
1.10
3.32
1
Provenance
-0.88
2.18
0.16
1
Female age (years)
0.60
0.14
0.17
1
Female mass (kg)
0.05
0.04
1.47
1
Male age (years)
-0.17
0.22
0.59
1
Male mass (kg)
-0.10
0.74
1.74
1
BIC
a. As a function of preference, neighbor status, if the pair had successfully had cubs
previously, provenance, rearing, female mass and age, male mass and age, (N=40,
Female=27, Male=11). The response variable was assumed to be binomial, given random
effect for female and male identity. After a successive exclusion of the least significant terms
(p≥0.05), the significance values of the final model are shown in the table. Non-significant
terms are presented with the values they were removed from the model. Male and female id
were treated as random effects in this model.
b. df is degrees of freedom, β is the logistic regression coefficient, SD is the standard
deviation, SE is the standard error, t denotes the t-value and p the significance level.
*denotes factors in final model with highest BIC
0.004
0.100*
0.712
0.069*
0.687
0.677
0.225
0.441
0.187
49.73

pb
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Table B4. Summary of a generalized mixed linear model analysis of cub production for
male giant panda’s preferred and nonpreferred matesa.
Explanatory variables
βb
s.e.b
Wald Chi- d.f.b
Squareb
Fixed effects
Intercept
23.88
9.90
5.82
1
Preference
1.64
1.08
2.32
1
Neighbor Status (days)
0.01
0.19
0.002
1
Pair had cubs previously
0.17
1.01
0.03
1
c
Provenance
-3.532
1.11
10.15
1
Female age (years)
0.02
0.09
0.03
1
Female mass (kg)
0.05
0.03
2.73
1
Male age (years)
-0.58
0.16
0.14
1
Male mass (kg)
-0.20
0.08
5.90
1
BIC
a. As a function of preference, neighbor status, if the pair had successfully had cubs
previously, provenance, rearing, female mass and age, male mass and age, (N=40,
Females=29, Males=11). The response variable was assumed to be binomial, given random
effect for female and male identity. After a successive exclusion of the least significant terms
(p≥0.05), the significance values of the final model are shown in the table. Non-significant
terms are presented with the values they were removed from the model. Male and female id
were treated as random effects in this model.
b. df is degrees of freedom, β is the logistic regression coefficient, SD is the standard
deviation, SE is the standard error, t denotes the t-value and p the significance level.
c. β, standard error,Wald Chi-Square, degrees of freedom, and p, are reported for the model
with only this explanatory variable included.
*denotes factors in final model with highest BIC
0.016
0.128*
0.964
0.867
0.001
0.870
0.980
0.712
0.015*
42.01
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Table C1. Summary of a generalized mixed linear model analysis of cub production for
giant pandasa.
Explanatory variables
βb
s.e.b
Wald Chi- d.f.b
Squareb
Fixed effects
Intercept
4.11
1.45
8.08
1
Panda age (years)
-0.36
0.13
7.80
1
Panda mass (kg)
-0.04
0.05
0.76
1
Rearing
-1.59
1.68
0.82
1
Provenance
0.55
2.06
0.07
1
Aggressive Component Score
0.45
0.65
0.48
1
Playful-Clever Component Score
0.78
0.83
0.88
1
Fearful Component Score
-0.46
0.72
0.41
1
Stereotypical-Excitable Component Score
-0.19
0.93
0.04
1
BIC
a. As a function of panda age and mass, provenance, rearing, and personality components
(N=32, Female=21, Male=11). The response variable was assumed to be binomial. After a
successive exclusion of the least significant terms (p≥0.05), the significance values of the
final model are shown in the table. Non-significant terms are presented with the values they
were removed from the model.
b. df is degrees of freedom, β is the logistic regression coefficient, SD is the standard
deviation, SE is the standard error, t denotes the t-value and p the significance level.
*denotes factors in final model with highest BIC
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0.004
0.005*
0.38
0.35
0.79
0.49
0.35
0.52
0.84
38.97
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Table C2. Summary of a generalized mixed linear model analysis of cub production for
giant pandasa.
Explanatory variables
βb
s.e.b
Wald Chi- d.f.b
Squareb
Fixed effects
Intercept
40.07
26.7
2.25
1
Panda age (years)
-5.24
3.55
2.18
1
Panda mass (kg)
0.02
0.89
0.05
1
Rearing
-0.01
1.60
0.00
1
Provenance
-0.91
1.10
0.68
1
Aggressive Component Score
2.24
1.69
1.75
1
Playful-Clever Component Score
-0.32
0.47
0.60
1
Fearful Component Score
0.02
0.55
0.00
1
Stereotypical-Excitable Component Score
-0.06
0.55
0.01
1
BIC
a. As a function of panda age and mass, provenance, rearing, and personality components
(N=32, Female=21, Male=11). The response variable was assumed to be binomial. After a
successive exclusion of the least significant terms (p≥0.05), the significance values of the
final model are shown in the table. Non-significant terms are presented with the values they
were removed from the model.
b. df is degrees of freedom, β is the logistic regression coefficient, SD is the standard
deviation, SE is the standard error, t denotes the t-value and p the significance level.
*denotes factors in final model with highest BIC
0.13
0.14*
0.82
0.99
0.41
0.19*
0.14
0.97
0.92
16.13

pb

Appendix D. Raw keeper personality scores and specific personality
combinations within a mate dyad
Mate dyads divided by ‘active’ keeper ratings were significantly different
between groups in intromission success (χ2(2) = 6.09, p = 0.05) and cub production
(F2,27 = 4.65, p = .02) but the H_L group had to be excluded due to inadequate
sample sizes. Tukey HD post hoc tests indicated that L_H mate pairings on the
keeper rating of ‘active’ had more successful intromissions and produced cubs
more often. For intromission success, ‘active’ L_H dyads had marginally
significantly more intromission success than L_L (p = 0.07) but not H_H (p =
0.38). For cub production, L_H mate dyads produced significantly more cubs than
H-H (p = 0.03), but not L_L (p = 0.11).
The keeper rating ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ positively loaded on the
aggressive PCA component score as explained above. Whether a pair was
compatible based on ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ keeper ratings was
significantly different between groups on intromission success (χ2(3) = 8.15, p =
0.04) and in cub production (F3,25 = 3.62, p = .03). Tukey HD post hoc tests
indicated that L_H mate pairings on the keeper rating of ‘aggressive toward
conspecifics’ had more successful intromissions than L_L (p = 0.03) but not H_L
mate dyads (p = 0.14) or H_H (p = 0.42). Tukey HD post hoc tests indicated that
L_H mate pairings on the keeper rating ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ had more
successful cub production than L_L (p = 0.03) but not H_L mate dyads (p = 0.14)
or H_H (p = 0.42).
Whether a pair was compatible based on ‘calm’ keeper ratings was
significantly different between groups on intromission success and cub production.
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Sample sizes did not permit comparison between H_L and H_H groups.
Independent samples t-tests indicated that L_L mate pairings on the keeper rating
of ‘calm’ had more successful intromissions than L_H (t(25) = 2.68, p = 0.01).
Independent samples t-tests indicated that L_L mate pairings on the keeper rating
of ‘aggressive toward conspecifics’ had more successful cub production than L_H
(t(24) = 3.19, p = 0.004).
The keeper rating ‘innovative’ positively loaded on the playful PCA
component score as explained above. Mate dyads divided by ‘innovative’ keeper
ratings were significantly different between groups in intromission success (χ2(3) =
14.83, p = 0.002) and cub production (χ2(3) = 8.70, p = 0.03). Tukey HD post hoc
tests indicated that L_L dyads on ‘innovative’ had more successful intromissions
and produced cubs more often. For intromission success, L_L dyads had
significantly more intromission successes than L_H (p = 0.002) and H_H (p =
0.003) dyads but not H_L dyads (p = 0.99). Further, post hoc tests indicated that
L_H dyads had significantly less intromission success from H_L dyads (p = 0.01)
but not H_H dyads (p = 0.92). H_L dyads had significantly more intromission
success than H_H dyads (p = 0.02). Tukey HD post hoc tests indicated that for cub
production, L_H mate dyads produced significantly more cubs than H_L (p =
0.03), but not L_L (p = 0.13) or H_H (p = 0.10).
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